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Abstract
Even though predictions from inflationary models fit observations with great accuracy,
inflation is not a theory, and it is therefore important to look at alternative mechanisms
whose phenomenology can be constrained by cosmological data. It is possible to explain
the origin of large-scale structures through bouncing models, taking into account the
evolution of quantum perturbations in both a contracting phase and an expansion phase.
This thesis is motivated by the effects of quantum perturbations on cosmological
models. We first focus on a semi-classical description of quantum perturbations in
the form of stochastic noise in a collapsing universe. The growth of perturbations is
a fundamental issue in bouncing cosmologies that any acceptable model must treat
accurately. To this end, we quantified how quantum perturbations may overcome the
classical energy density in the simple case of a massless field with exponential potential.
This is generally not the case within this configuration, although there is an important
growth of quantum diffusion in the case of a matter-dominated model, which could
possibly drive the system away from the classical evolution. This stochastic collapse is
the first step towards a complete stochastic bouncing model.
Numerous non-singular bouncing models resolve the initial singularity issue thanks
to quantum effects. They constitute a broad class of relevant cosmological models,
since they solve many problems of standard inflation. A subclass is obtained by
considering the canonical quantisation of general relativity using the de Broglie-Bohm
interpretation of quantum mechanics. In the second part of the thesis, we show
that the generation of magnetic fields in such models compatible with observations
on cosmological scales can be obtained with a simple coupling between gravity and
electromagnetism. Interestingly, bouncing magnetogenesis have intrinsically less issues
than inflationary magnetogenesis. The model presented here shows that acceptable
magnetic fields can be obtained, depending on the energy scale of the coupling and the
time when the bounce occurs.
To close the thesis, we finish with a bouncing model obtained from the affine
quantisation of the Brans-Dicke theory. Contrary to canonical quantisation, the
affine procedure needs less assumptions and kinetic energy terms possess a quantum
potential regularising the dynamics, resulting in a smooth bounce. Another advantage
of this method lies in the choice of mathematical models one can use to tackle the
same physical problem. We employ this asset to deal with the quantum equivalence
of Jordan and Einstein frames, an issue of modified gravity models. The results
point toward an unitary equivalence of the frames. We conclude with a summary of
achievements.
Keywords: cosmology, inflation, bouncing models, alternative to inflation, stochastic
collapse, primordial magnetogenesis, affine quantisation.
Resumo
Mesmo que as previso˜es dos modelos inflaciona´rios se encaixem nas observac¸o˜es
com grande precisa˜o, a inflac¸a˜o na˜o e´ uma teoria e, portanto, e´ importante olhar
para mecanismos alternativos cuja fenomenologia pode ser restringida por dados
cosmolo´gicos. E´ poss´ıvel explicar a origem das estruturas de grande escala por meio de
modelos de ricochete, levando em considerac¸a˜o a evoluc¸a˜o das perturbac¸o˜es quaˆnticas
tanto em uma fase de contrac¸a˜o quanto em uma fase de expansa˜o.
Esta tese e´ motivada pelos efeitos de perturbac¸o˜es quaˆnticas em modelos cosmolo´gicos.
Primeiramente, focamos em uma descric¸a˜o semicla´ssica de perturbac¸o˜es quaˆnticas na
forma de ru´ıdo estoca´stico em um universo em colapso. O crescimento de perturbac¸o˜es
e´ uma questa˜o fundamental em cosmologias de ricochete que qualquer modelo aceita´vel
deve tratar com precisa˜o. Para tanto, quantificamos como as perturbac¸o˜es quaˆnticas
podem superar a densidade de energia cla´ssica no caso simples de um campo sem massa
com potencial exponencial. Esse geralmente na˜o e´ o caso dentro desta configurac¸a˜o,
embora haja um importante crescimento da difusa˜o quaˆntica no caso de um modelo
dominado pela mate´ria, o que poderia possivelmente afastar o sistema da evoluc¸a˜o
cla´ssica. Este colapso estoca´stico e´ o primeiro passo para um modelo de ricochete
estoca´stico completo.
Numerosos modelos de ricochete na˜o singulares resolvem o problema da singularidade
inicial grac¸as aos efeitos quaˆnticos. Eles constituem uma ampla classe de modelos
cosmolo´gicos relevantes, uma vez que resolvem muitos problemas de inflac¸a˜o padra˜o.
Uma subclasse e´ obtida considerando a quantizac¸a˜o canoˆnica da relatividade geral
usando a interpretac¸a˜o de Broglie-Bohm da mecaˆnica quaˆntica. Na segunda parte da
tese, mostramos que a gerac¸a˜o de campos magne´ticos em tais modelos compat´ıveis
com observac¸o˜es em escalas cosmolo´gicas pode ser obtida com um simples acoplamento
entre gravidade e eletromagnetismo. Pode-se notar que a magnetogeˆnese de ricochete
tem intrinsecamente menos problemas do que a magnetogeˆnese inflaciona´ria. O
modelo apresentado aqui mostra que campos magne´ticos aceita´veis podem ser obti-
dos, dependendo da escala de energia do acoplamento e do tempo em que ocorre o salto.
Para encerrar a tese, finalizamos com um modelo de ricochete obtido a partir da
quantizac¸a˜o afim da teoria de Brans-Dicke. Ao contra´rio da quantizac¸a˜o canoˆnica, o
procedimento afim precisa de menos hipo´teses e os termos de energia cine´tica possuem
um potencial quaˆntico regularizando a dinaˆmica, resultando em um ricochete suave.
Outra vantagem desse me´todo esta´ na escolha de modelos matema´ticos que podem
ser usados para discutir o mesmo problema f´ısico. Consideramos essa vantagem para
lidar com a equivaleˆncia quaˆntica dos referenciais de Jordan e Einstein, uma questa˜o
de modelos de gravitac¸a˜o modificada. Os resultados apontam para uma equivaleˆncia
unita´ria dos referenciais. Conclu´ımos com um resumo dos resultados.
Palavras-chave: cosmologia, inflac¸a˜o, modelos de ricochete, alternativa a` inflac¸a˜o,
colapso estoca´stico, magnetogeˆnese primordial, quantizac¸a˜o afim.
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CHAPTER 1.
Introduction
Quantum effects play an essential role in modern cosmology. Perhaps the most striking ex-
ample comes from large-scale structures, generally assumed to originate from vacuum quantum
fluctuations and stretched by an expansion phase. Inflation is the leading paradigm in explain-
ing this process. The various observational successes of inflationary models drive the scientific
community into elaborating more and more stringent tests, which can simultaneously be used to
probe beyond the simple slow-roll, single field inflation. However, inflation is not a theory, since
it does not arise from first principles, and going beyond inflation is a necessity.
Among the difficulties inflation does not overcome, the easiest to notice is the presence of
an initial singularity. Various alternatives and/or complementary mechanisms to inflation have
been invoked in the literature. The best-known cosmological models endowed with the capacity of
explaining large-scale observations while avoiding the singularity form a class called non-singular
bouncing models. The main features of these models differing from inflation are the presence of
a contraction phase before expansion, and a never-vanishing scale factor. A non-singular bounce
generally appears when quantum effects are part of the model, playing the role of a regulator
leading to the avoidance of singularities.
This thesis is a compilation of the works realized conjointly at the Universidade Federal do
Esp´ırito Santo, Centro Brasileiro de Pesquisas F´ısicas and the Institute of Cosmology and Grav-
itation between October 2016 and September 2020, under the supervision of Nelson Pinto-Neto
in Brazil and David Wands in the United Kingdom. We begin with the formulation of General
Relativity using the ADM foliation of spacetime. Concretely, chapter 2 provides the basis of the
modern cosmology picture presented in chapter 3 as well as the background necessary for under-
standing a Hamiltonian formulation of stochastic effects explored in chapter 4. Furthermore, it
also serves as the basis for quantising general relativity, what will be discussed in chapter 5 where
we show that quantum effects in the de Broglie-Bohm interpretation leads to the resolution of
the initial spacetime singularity. We also explore the astrophysical consequences of adding a non-
minimal coupling of gravity with electromagnetism, and we show that the generation of magnetic
fields is possible. Finally, the Hamiltonian formalism is also used to introduce the method of
affine quantisation, a minimalist quantisation procedure, in chapter 6. We perform the quantum
analysis of the Brans-Dicke Theory, the prototype of modified gravity theories, and we discuss
the quantum equivalence of the Jordan and Einstein frames within this framework. We show
that in both frames a smooth bounce is expected, and that equivalence between frames holds at
the quantum level.
In this thesis, all quantities with a subscript 0 are evaluated today. We use the unit systems
c = ~ = 1, unless explicitly said otherwise.

CHAPTER 2.
Basics of General Relativity
The notion of energy is the basis of physics. Classical mechanics is conveniently expressed in
terms of energy, represented by the Hamiltonian function, through the Hamiltonian formalism
[1,2]. However, the generalisation of the Hamiltonian formalism to general relativity (GR) is not
trivial. We will show in this chapter how to accomplish this, starting from the Einstein-Hilbert
action [3–5], cornerstone of GR. In its simplest form, it is expressed as
SG = 1
16piG
∫
d4x
√−g R , (2.1)
with G is the Newton gravitational constant and g the determinant of the spacetime metric. In
the remainder of this chapter, we will use 16piG := 1. R is the Ricci scalar derived from
R := gµνRµν , (2.2)
Rµν = 2Γ
ρ
µ[ν,ρ] + 2Γ
ρ
λ[ρΓ
λ
µ]ν , (2.3)
Γαµν :=
1
2
gαλ (gµλ,ν + gλν,µ − gµν,λ) , (2.4)
with square brackets meaning antisymmetric indices. In a Riemannian spacetime, SG can be
rewritten as an integral of first derivatives of gµν plus an integral of a total derivative
SG =
∫
d4x
√−ggβνRβν =
∫
d4x
√−ggβν (Γαβν,α − Γαβα,ν + ΓααΓβν − ΓανΓβα) ,
=
∫
d4x
(√−ggβνΓαβν −√−ggβαΓλβλ)
,α
−
∫
d4x
[(√−ggβν)
,α
Γαβν −
(√−ggβα)
,α
Γλβλ
]
+
∫
d4x
√−ggβν (ΓααΓβν − ΓανΓβα) . (2.5)
Let us define the following quantities :
Cα :=
√−ggβνΓαβν −
√−ggβαΓλβλ, (2.6)
S¯ :=
∫
d4x
√−ggβν (ΓαβΓαν − ΓααΓβν) , (2.7)
where, sometimes, S¯ is called the Gamma-Gamma action. Therefore the action could be rewritten
in the form:
SG = S¯ +
∫
d4x Cα,α . (2.8)
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Since the difference SG−S¯ is proportional to the integral of a total derivative, they both reproduce
the vacuum Einstein field equations (EFE) by the application of the variational principle:
Gµν = Rµν − 1
2
gµνR = 0 → Rµν = 0 . (2.9)
Dirac gave a GR Hamiltonian formulation based on the S¯ action and the definition of the momenta
Πµν = ∂L∂(gµν,0) , since only first derivatives of the metric tensor appear in S¯ [6]. However, to get
the final result, he had to use clever tricks and go through complicated calculations. We show
in the remainder of this chapter a different Hamiltonian formulation, though related to Dirac’s
approach by a non-canonical transformation of phase space variables, in which the gravitational
variables have a clear geometrical interpretations.
2.1. ADM Variables
In GR, space and time are treated on equal footing. However, the Hamiltonian formalism makes
a clear distinction between these two notions, and considering them independently is necessary
to express GR in a Hamiltonian form. This is done using the ADM formalism, named after its
authors Arnowitt, Deser and Misner, also called the 3+1 foliation of spacetime. One of the main
reasons why the ADM decomposition is widely used is because the canonical variables defined
in this framework have a clear physical and geometrical interpretation. This chapter is mainly
based on the material found in references [7–12]
First, we need to choose a parameter describing the dynamical evolution of the system, acting
as time. A physical state at a given t is then a state on a three-dimensional space-like hypersurface
defined by t = constant. This implies that the spacetime M4 needs to be foliated in constant
hypersurfaces, which is only possible if the topology of the M4 spacetime is a disjoint product
M4 =M3 ⊗ R , (2.10)
whereM3 may have any topology. Therefore, this procedure cannot be applied to manifolds with
a different topology from M3 ⊗ R (despite the fact that the manifest covariance of the theory
would break), as for example, in Go¨del-like spacetimes [13].1
A well-defined constant hypersurface is expressed by the parametric equations
Xα = Xα(xa) , (2.11)
with Greek letters running from 0 to 3. Latin letters, running from 1 to 3, denote only spatial
components. We can find the three tangent vectors to this hypersurface by deriving Xα along
spatial directions, i.e. we define Xαa := X
α
,a . Now, let us consider the unit vector n
α, normal to
the hypersurface, such that
gαβX
α
a n
β = 0 , (2.12)
gαβn
αnβ = −1 . (2.13)
The set of constant hypersurfaces foliating spacetime is spanned by Xα = Xα(xa, t), with a
different hypersurface for each t. The infinitesimal distance between two points with the same
1A detailed explanation about this kind of issues can be found in [14].
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coordinate xa on two hypersurfaces Σ(t) and Σ(t + dt) separated by an infinitesimal time-lapse
is represented by the deformation vector
Nα := X˙α =
∂Xα(xa, t)
∂t
, (2.14)
and can be decomposed on the {nα, Xαa } basis
Nα = Nnα +NaXαa . (2.15)
The N and Na functions are called respectively the lapse function and the shift function. Note
that these functions appear because the time lines (to which Nα is tangent) need not be orthog-
onal to the hypersurface.
In order to determine the dynamics of a field in this decomposition, we have to consider its
projections along the parallel and tangential directions to the hypersurfaces. Consequently, it is
necessary to evaluate how the field components evolve when deformations on the hypersurfaces
occur between t and t + dt. Since Nα and Xαa are tangent vectors to t and x
a, respectively, we
can use (2.15) to define the metric components. We then have
gij = gαβX
α
i X
β
j := hij , (2.16a)
g0i = gαβN
αXβi := hijN
j := Ni , (2.16b)
g00 = gαβN
αNβ = −N2 +NaN bhab = −N2 +NaNa . (2.16c)
From these expressions, we can write the metric and its inverse as
gµν =
(−N2 +NaNa Ni
Nj hij
)
, (2.17a)
gµν =
1
N2
(−1 N i
N j hijN2 −N iN j
)
, (2.17b)
where hikhkl = δ
i
l . A geometrical interpretation of (2.17a) using the line element invariance is
sketched in figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1.: Sketch of two constant hypersurfaces t and t + dt. The vector Nα connects two
points with the same coordinates xi on two adjacent hypersurfaces. The quantity
ds2 measures the interval between two events (t, xi) and (t+dt, xi+dxi). Nα and nµ
are time-like vectors (NαN
α < 0 and nµnµ = −1 < 0). The time measured between
two events by the observer nµ is dτ and the spatial separation between them is dli.

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The interval ds2 measured by the observer nµ is his proper spatial interval, dl2 = hijdl
idlj ,
subtracted by his proper time interval, dτ2. Defining proper time as τ = N ′t, with N ′ a real
function, the line element is
gµνdx
µdxν := ds2 = −dτ2 + hijdlidlj
= −N ′2dt2 + hij
(
N ′idt+ dxi
) (
N ′jdt+ dxj
)
= − (N ′2 −N ′iN ′i) dt2 + 2N ′idxidt+ hijdxidxj (2.18)
Comparing (2.18) with the metric components (2.17a) (dx0 = dt, in the units system where
c = 1), we see that N ′ = N and N ′i = N i. As a consequence, from (2.15), (2.17a) and (2.18),
we see that Ndt = dτ . Also, we interpret N i as the variation between two points with the same
coordinate xi on two constant hypersurfaces t and t+ dt. Using (2.15) to rewrite nα in terms of
Nα and Xαa , we obtain
nα =
1
N
Nα − N
a
N
Xαa . (2.19)
In the coordinate system (t, xi), where the respective curves for these coordinates are Nα and
Xαa , the n
α vector (2.17a) takes the form
nα =
(
1
N
,−N
a
N
)
, (2.20a)
nα = (−N, 0, 0, 0) . (2.20b)
We now wish to express gµν and its inverse g
µν as functions of the ten variables N , N i and
hij given by (2.17) in the Einstein-Hilbert action. Before doing so, it is necessary to characterise
the curvature associated to hypersurfaces, which we recall are embedded in a four-dimensional
manifold. This type of curvature is called extrinsic curvature, or second fundamental form. The
vector normal to the hypersurface and its variation, depicted in figure 2.2, will be our best tools
to determine curvature. Rigorously, the extrinsic curvature K : TpΣ × TpΣ 7→ R is a tensor
Figure 2.2.: Two hypersurfaces with the same metric hab(~x) but different curvatures. ~n is a
normal vector to the hypersurface and δ~n is the difference between the vector ~n(A+
∇A) and the vector ~n(A) parallel transported, using the connection Γαµν from A to
A+∇A.
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mapping two vectors from the tangent plane TpΣ into a number, such that
K(u, v) = −u · ∇v~n ; ∀u, v ∈ TpΣ (2.21)
Another, more straightforward definition is
Kµν := −1
2
⊥αµ⊥βν ∇(αnβ) , (2.22)
where
⊥αµ= δαµ + nαnµ ,
is the projector onto the three-dimensional hypersurface 2. A third definition consists in taking
the projection of the gµν Lie derivative onto the hypersurface hij(~x) along the normal vector n
α
Kµν = −1
2
⊥ αµ ⊥ βν £
nλ
gαβ , (2.23)
since £
nλ
gαβ = ∇(αnβ).
In appendix A.1, we show that, in our case, the extrinsic curvature takes the form
Kij = − 1
2N
[
h˙ij −N(i;j)
]
, (2.24)
while its inverse reads
Kij =
1
2N
(
h˙ij +N (i;j)
)
. (2.25)
Note the covariant derivatives are with respect to the hypersurface. We are now able to write the
Einstein-Hilbert action in terms of Kij , hij , N
i and N , all of them with well-defined geometrical
meaning. In appendix A.2, we show explicitly that the Einstein-Hilbert action written in the
ADM formalism takes the form
S =
∫
dtd3xNh
1
2
(−K2 +KijKij + 3R) , (2.26)
after discarding surface terms, since they do not play any role in the equations of motion. Note
that no time derivatives of the shift vector N i or of the lapse function N appear3. On the other
hand, the time derivative of the spatial metric appears in the combination KijK
ij −K2, and it
can be interpreted as the kinetic part of the action, such that the unique variable responsible
for the dynamics of this theory is hij , while the spatial Ricci tensor plays the role of a potential
term.
The equations of motion derived in appendix A.2.1 have the form
−K2 +KijKij − 3R = 0 , (2.27)
2h
1
2
(
Kij − hijK)
; j
= 0 , (2.28)
K˙ij −N
(
3Rij +KKij − 2K mi Kmj
)
+N,i;j −Nm;iKmj −Nm;jKmi −NmKij;m = 0 . (2.29)
2The brackets stand for the symmetric combination ∇(µν) = (∇µν +∇νµ)
3This fact is not a simple coincidence, indeed, N and N i play the role of Lagrange multipliers for the Hamiltonian
constraint and the momentum constraints.
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Looking at the above equations, we note that the ones related to the shift vector and the lapse
function do not contain second derivatives; they are not dynamical in the proper sense and this
clarifies our interpretation of them being Lagrange multipliers of constraint equations. There-
fore,the two equations (2.27) and (2.28) tell us that the choice of hypersurfaces Σ(t) is not
completely arbitrary, and each foil must have extrinsic curvature and intrinsic metric such that
these constraints are satisfied. Such conditions ensure that gµν remains a solution of the EFE
(2.9) when dynamically evolving.
Additionally, it is possible to show that if a given hypersurface Σ(t¯), satisfying (2.27) and
(2.28), evolves according to (2.29), then all the hypersurfaces Σ(t), t > t¯, are still solutions of the
Lagrange equations. Consequently, the set of equations (2.27), (2.28) and (2.29) is redundant,
and we actually are using more variables than required to explain the evolution of the system.
Note that we can check equations (2.27), (2.28) and (2.29) are indeed correct by comparing them
to the projection of the EFE (2.9) along the orthogonal and tangential directions of constant
hypersurfaces t, explicitly given by the conditions
Gµνn
µnν = 0, Gµνn
µ ⊥να= 0, Gµν ⊥µα⊥νβ= 0 . (2.30)
2.2. The Hamiltonian Formulation of General Relativity
Up until now, we have developed the technology for foliating spacetime, what led us to a La-
grangian density in terms of ADM variables
L
(
N,N i, hij , N˙ , N˙
i, g˙ij , t
)
= Nh
1
2
(
KijK
ij −K2 + 3R) . (2.31)
Before going further, let us recall that in order to find an Hamiltonian density reproducing the
correct field equations, we must perform a Legendre transformation with additional constraints
H (qi, pi, t) = ∑
i
q˙ipi − L
(
qi, q˙i, t
)
+
m∑
k=0
λkφk
(
qi, pi
)
, (2.32)
for generalised velocities qi and momenta pi defined by
pi :=
∂L
∂q˙i
. (2.33)
Each constraint is weakly zero, i.e. φk ' 0 for all k. This means that even though we have
φk = 0 for each k, the Poisson brackets defined by{
A(x), B(x′)
}
t=constant
:=
∫
d3z
(
δA(x)
δqa(z)
δB(x′)
δpa(z)
− δA(x)
δpa(z)
δB(x′)
δqa(z)
)
(2.34)
applied to φk and any function depending on the canonical variables, might be different from
zero. This type of constraint is named primary constraint. Note that primary constraints appear
when
det
(
∂pi
∂q˙j
)
= det
(
∂2L
∂q˙i∂q˙j
)
= 0 . (2.35)
Strictly speaking, the coefficients λk in front of the primary constraints in (2.32) are Lagrange
multipliers. Hence, for the system to be classically consistent, each contraint must be conserved
in time, so that
φ˙k
(
qi, pi
)
= {φk, HT } = 0 , (2.36)
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with HT the plain, total Hamiltonian.
In GR, the canonically conjugated momenta for the canonical variables N , N i and hij are
deduced from (2.31) 4
P :=
∂L
∂N˙
= 0 , (2.37a)
Pi :=
∂L
∂N˙ i
= 0 , (2.37b)
Πij :=
∂L
∂h˙ij
=
∂L
∂Kab
∂Kab
∂h˙ij
= − 1
2N
∂L
∂Kab
δijab = −
1
2N
∂L
∂Kij
= −h 12 (Kij − hijK) . (2.37c)
To compute equation (2.37c), we used equations (2.24) and (A.22) as well as the fact that L
depends on h˙ij only through Kij . Note that it is impossible to get the generalized velocities N˙i,
N˙ i in terms of momenta from (2.37). In fact, equations (2.37a) and (2.37b) are constraints of
the form Φm(q, p) = 0, that P and Pi must satisfy.
Applying the Legendre transform, we obtain the canonical Hamiltonian density
HC = PN˙ + PiN˙ i + Πij h˙ij − L (2.38)
= PN˙ + PiN˙
i + Πij h˙ij −Nh 12
(
KijK
ij −K2 + 3R) . (2.39)
Plugging the different momenta in (2.38) as done in appendix A.3, the total Hamiltonian is
HT =
∫
d3xHC +
∫
d3x
(
λP + λiPi
)
=
∫
d3x
(
NH0 +NiHi + λP + λiPi
)
, (2.40)
with
H0 = GijklΠijΠkl − h
1
2
3R , (2.41a)
Hi = −2Πij;j . (2.41b)
and the DeWitt metric
Gijkl =
1
2
h−
1
2 (hikhjl + hilhjk − hijhkl) . (2.42)
We verify explicitly in appendix A.3 that all constraints in GR are first-class constraints. In
particular, we show that
P˙ = −∂H
∂N
= H0 ' 0 , (2.43)
P˙i = − ∂H
∂N i
= Hi ' 0 , (2.44)
implying that N and N i are Lagrange multipliers. More precisely, H0 ' 0 comes from the
fact that GR is invariant under time re-parametrisation, while Hi ' 0 reflects invariance under
diffeomorphisms. In the end, Πij and hij are the only dynamical variables of the system.
4In this thesis, we use P to denote classical variables leading to constraints, Π for classical variables governing
the dynamics, and pi for their quantised versions.
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It is straightforward to show that when a scalar field is present in the action, the total Hamil-
tonian (2.40) is modified with the addition of the terms [15]
Hϕ0 =
1
2
h−
1
2Π2ϕ +
1
2
h
1
2hijϕ,iϕ,j + h
1
2V (ϕ) , (2.45)
Hϕi = Πϕϕ,i . (2.46)
Then, the Hamilton equations for a scalar field read [16]
ϕ˙ = Nh−
1
2Πϕ + h
ijNiϕ,j , (2.47)
Π˙ϕ = −Nh 12V,ϕ +
(
Nh
1
2hijϕ,j
)
,i
+ hijNiΠϕ,j + Πϕh
ijNi,j . (2.48)
The Hamiltonian formulation of a scalar field will be useful to introduce the stochastic formalism
in chapter 4.

CHAPTER 3.
Modern Cosmology
3.1. Era of High-Precision Cosmology
In this chapter, we give an overview of our current understanding of the Universe. The present
technology has made possible observations on very large scales and at very early times (≈ 280.000
light-years), revealing isotropy on scales of order ≈ O(100Mpc). The main evolution of the
Universe is described by the Hot Big Bang model, but the high degree of homogeneity and isotropy
in the sky cannot be explained by this model. This motivated the introduction of cosmological
inflation, a phase of rapid expansion in the very early Universe, that we will describe in this
chapter. The material used in this chapter is based on [17–22].
3.1.1. Homogeneity and Isotropy
Cosmological data indicate there is a very high degree of homogeneity and isotropy on very large
scales. While conceptually difficult to comprehend, this is convenient for cosmologists. Indeed,
a complete description of Nature with mathematical tools is a very hard (if feasible at all!) task.
From the material developed in the previous chapter, we find that a homogeneous and isotropic
cosmological model is obtained by simply putting Ni = 0 and hij = a
2(t)δij in (2.18). We obtain
the metric familiar to all cosmologists:
ds2 = −N2(t)dt2 + a2(t)
[
dr2
1− kr2 + r
2dθ2 + r2 sin2 θdφ2
]
. (3.1)
This is the Friedmann-Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric in spherical coordinates and
arbitrary time, with the signature convention (−,+,+,+). While physical results do not depend
on the choice of signature, it is worth noting that the usual convention in quantum field theory
(QFT) is (+,−,−,−). Several choices are possible for the lapse function. Choosing N = 1
means we are working in cosmic time, N = a is for conformal time, and with N = 1/H (where
we defined the Hubble rate H = a˙/a), we are using the number of e-folds. We shall consider
N = 1 for the remainder of this chapter, thus we obtain
ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t)
[
dr2
1− kr2 + r
2dθ2 + r2 sin2 θdφ2
]
. (3.2)
The FLRW metric reflects clearly the symmetries of spacetime. The global geometry is contained
in the parameter k = {−1, 0, 1}, with each value describing a hyperbolic, Euclidean or elliptic
universe, respectively. The dynamics is driven by the scale factor, a(t), which is the quantity
allowing for an expansion or a contraction of the spatial hypersurfaces.
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Modern cosmology makes use of the FLRW metric with flat spatial curvature, i.e. k = 0.
Indeed, data from the combined datasets of Planck mission and baryonic acoustic oscillations
give strong hints that the spatial curvature is almost null [23]. However, some results combining
Planck data with supernovae or with giant red stars find a negative value for k is preferred,
indicating the Universe could possibly be closed [24].
3.1.2. Redshift
Most of the information in cosmology comes from the light we receive. From the metric (3.2),
we deduce that the radial path (dθ = dφ = 0) traveled by a photon (ds = 0 since photons follow
null geodesics) in a homogeneous and isotropic spacetime is given by
dt
a(t)
=
dr√
1− kr2 . (3.3)
Thus, a photon travelling in spacetime will see its frequency changing in time, because of the
time dependence of the scale factor. We say the photon will be redshifted. The redshift is defined
as the difference in wavelengths from photons of the same source received by the same observer
at two different times. It is generally expressed as
1 + z :=
λ0
λ1
=
a(t0)
a(t1)
. (3.4)
Then, the redshift is equivalently defined as the ratio between scale factors at two different times.
This implies that a photon, and in fact, any particle, loses momentum as p ∝ a−1 when travelling
in a FLRW universe. In turn, all massive particles slow down asymptotically, and eventually
stop. This allows to define comoving coordinates, representing a frame where the particle follows
the evolution of the geometry, and possesses a proper velocity allowing it to be at rest.
3.1.3. Cosmological Observations
The Planck mission offers the most recent temperature map of the observable sky, shown in
figure 3.1. This map is a picture of what is called the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB).
The CMB can be described by an overall black body radiation with an average temperature of
2.7 K, with the strongest radiation in the microwave band, hence the name. The blue and red
spots outline the presence of temperature inhomogeneities. Temperature variations in the CMB
sky for multipoles higher than the dipole are believed to be the product of density perturbations
before recombination. On the one hand, Thomson scattering between electrons and photons
induced radiative pressure. On the other hand, gravitation caused overdensities to form. These
overdensities are composed of dark matter, baryons and photons, and are the seeds of large-scale
structures observed today. The interplay between gravitation and pressure led overdensities to
oscillate.
The structure of these oscillations contains important physical information. Each peak corre-
sponds to a resonance where photons decouple of a baryonic mode at its peak amplitude. For
example, we can extract from the first peak information on the curvature of the Universe, the
second allows to determine the baryon density, and we can infer the dark matter density with the
third. The first peak has the power to constrain cosmological models of the early Universe, since
they typically predict a curvature power spectrum of primordial perturbations. In this sense, the
power spectra provided by Planck given in figure 3.2 are a powerful tool to constrain inflationary
and alternative models. Complementary observations from supernovae [25] suggest the Universe
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Figure 3.1.: The 2018 Planck map of the temperature anisotropies of the CMB [23]. Blue and
red spots represent respectively colder and warmer deviations from the mean tem-
perature. The gray outline shows the extent of the confidence mask.
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Figure 3.2.: The Planck 2018 [23] angular power spectra of the CMB (TT, TE, EE). The E-modes
of polarisation are determined through gravitational lensing. The lensing potential
is shown in the bottom right. The blue line is a best-fit model to temperature and
polarisation data.
is currently in a phase of accelerated expansion. The origin of this expansion is still unknown,
and as a consequence, this expansion was labeled as Dark Energy. The matter content of the
Universe derived from CMB anisotropies is shown together with the density fluctuation power
spectrum amplitude σ8 in figure 3.3. The data seems to favour a composition of baryons and
dark matter of about 31% of the total energy density, resulting in around 69% of dark energy.
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Figure 3.3.: Probabilities in the (Ωm, σ8) plane for different versions of the scaling relations be-
tween Compton distortion parameter and cluster mass. Here “WTG” is Weigh-
ing the Giants, “CCCP”is the Canadian Cluster Comparison Project, “CMBlens”
refers to the CMB lensing method as analysed by Melin & Bartlett (2015) and re-
analysed by Zubeldia & Challinor (2019). Blue contours are constraints from CMB
anisotropies [23].
3.2. Energy Content of the Universe
We introduce in this section the classical background necessary for presenting the standard model
of cosmology, which explains most of the observations described in the previous section in a
consistent way.
Let us start by deriving the Einstein equations of a FLRW spacetime from the Einstein-Hilbert
action supplemented with a cosmological constant Λ
SG = 1
16piG
∫
d4x
√−g (R− 2Λ) , (3.5)
to which we also add a matter sector
Sm =
∫
d4x
√−gLm . (3.6)
Only those two contributions are present, thus their dynamics are entangled. The EFE read
16piG√−g
∂SG
∂gµν
:= Gµν + Λgµν = 8piGTµν =: − 2√−g
∂Sm
∂gµν
. (3.7)
Plugging in the FLRW metric (3.2), we show in appendix B.1 the geometric parts give
G00 = 3
(
H2 +
k
a2
)
, Gij = −
(
H2 + 2
a¨
a
+
k
a2
)
gij . (3.8)
To describe the matter part, we consider a perfect fluid. This is convenient since perfect fluids
are isotropic in their rest frame. The energy-momentum of a perfect fluid can be written
Tµν = (P + ρ)u
µuν + Pgµν , (3.9)
with P and ρ the pressure and energy density as measured in the rest frame, respectively, and
uµ is the four-velocity of the fluid. Note that the four-velocity can be chosen as uµ = (1, 0, 0, 0)
using comoving coordinates. The conservation of energy ∇µTµν = 0 then gives
ρ˙+ 3H (ρ+ P ) = 0 . (3.10)
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It is interesting to show this result can also be derived from the first law of thermodynamics
dU = −PdV , with U = PV and V = a3. Finally, let us mention briefly that the behaviour of
a fluid can in general be complicated. Considering a barotropic fluid, we assume pressure and
energy density are simply related by
P = wρ , (3.11)
with w the so-called equation of state (EOS). It can be incredibly difficult to find the correct
EOS for some fluids, e.g. for fluids composing a neutron star. Fortunately, relevant fluids in
cosmology can be modelled with a constant EOS parameter.
In the case of a single perfect fluid, solving (3.10) gives us the scaling solution
ρ = ρinit
(
a
ainit
)−3(1+w)
, (3.12)
with the subscript “init” meaning an initial value. In this way, we have obtained the evolution for
fluids of different nature. Pressureless (or dust, or cold, or non-relativistic) matter is obviously
defined by w = 0, so the matter energy density ρm will lose energy as ρm ∝ a−3, i.e. it is
inversely proportional to the volume of the spatial hypersurface. A fluid made of relativistic
particles such as photons (we can also include neutrinos and other highly energetic particles) has
an EOS w = 1/3, hence the radiation energy density ρrad goes as ρrad ∝ a−4. The difference with
ordinary matter is that a photon loses energy not only because of expansion, but also because it
is redshifting.
By plugging the Einstein tensor (3.8) and the momentum-energy tensor (3.9) in the EFE (3.7),
we find the Friedmann [26] and the Raychaudhuri [27] equations
H2 =
8piG
3
ρ− k
a2
+
Λ
3
, (3.13)
a¨
a
= −4piG
3
(ρ+ 3P ) +
Λ
3
. (3.14)
The Friedmann equation gives the temporal evolution of the Universe in terms of the matter
content, while the Raychaudhuri equation is related to the acceleration of the Universe. A
second form of the Friedmann equation in terms of energy densities is given by
H2 =
8piG
3
(ρm + ρk + ρΛ) ; with ρk :=
−3k
8piGa2
, ρΛ :=
Λ
8piG
. (3.15)
with ρk the density associated to the apparent spatial curvature, and ρΛ the density associated
to the cosmological constant. We see then that for curvature w = −1/3, and for dark energy
w = −1. We define the critical density
ρc :=
3
8piG
H2 . (3.16)
This allows us to introduce the dimensionless quantity Ω := ρ/ρc, called the density parameter.
This quantity is particularly useful to describe the matter content of the Universe, and to compare
between different cosmological models. Then, a third version of the Friedmann equation is
H2
H20
=
(
Ωrad,0 + Ω
rel
ν,0
)(a0
a
)4
+
(
Ωm,0 + Ω
nrel
ν,0
)(a0
a
)3
+ Ωk,0
(a0
a
)2
+ ΩΛ,0 , (3.17)
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where photons are contained in Ωrad,0, ultra-relativistic neutrinos in Ω
rel
ν,0, non-relativistic neutri-
nos in Ωnrelν,0 and non-relativistic matter is contained in Ωm,0. We give in table 3.4 a short list of
cosmological parameters measured by the Planck collaboration [28], including BAO from galaxy
surveys (SDSS, 2dFGRS, 6dFGRS, WiggleZ, BOSS, etc...). The joint analysis allows to relieve
degeneracies from only one set of data. Most of the parameter values are consistent within differ-
ent data sets, even though there is a discrepancy concerning the measurement of the Hubble rate
today, the so-called H0 tension. The relative importance of each matter component is depicted
in figure 3.5.
Parameter TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing+BAO, 68% limits
H0
[
km.s−1Mpc−1
]
67.66± 0.42
ΩΛ,0 0.6889± 0.0056
Ωm,0 0.3111± 0.0056
Ωk,0 0.0007± 0.0019
Ωb,0h
2 0.02242± 0.00014
Ωc,0h
2 0.11933± 0.00091
Ωr,0
1 ≈ 0.000092
zeq 3387± 21
zde 0.303± 0.002
Age [Gyr] 13.787± 0.020
Figure 3.4.: Planck 2018 cosmological parameters given by a joint analysis with BAO and Planck
collaboration [28].
Before describing the minimal model that explains the data presented above, let us note that
the dynamics of a perfect fluid can also be used to restore the time-dependence of a quantised
model, as we will discuss later the problem of time when we present the Wheeler-DeWitt equation.
We show explicitly how to do so using the Schutz formalism in appendix D.1.
3.3. The Hot Big Bang Model
In the previous section, we laid down the cosmological foundations of a homogeneous, isotropic
spacetime. We also described the current picture of the observable Universe. This picture justifies
the choice of using a FLRW metric with k = 0 to outline the evolution of the Universe from near
Figure 3.5.: Current composition of the Universe. Neutrinos are enclosed in “Radiation”.
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the Planck scale to today via the Friedmann equation. The Friedmann equation is now given in
terms of three non-interacting components, and each of them leads the dynamics at a different
epoch, characterised by their different scaling. As we see from (3.17), matter scales with the scale
factor as a−3, and radiation has a steeper scaling than matter, going as a−4. Going backwards in
time, there is a time when matter is dominating, and going even further, radiation will eventually
be dominating. We show this behaviour in figure 3.6. The redshift at which these transitions
happen can be found using the relation redshift/scale factor (3.4) and using the cosmological
parameters given in table 3.4. Their approximate value are respectively
zde =
(
ΩΛ,0
Ωm,0
)1/3
− 1 ≈ 0.3 , zeq =
(
Ωm,0
Ωrad,0
)
− 1 ≈ 3387 . (3.18)
We now detail the evolution of the Universe, starting from today and going back in time.
Dark energy, associated with a cosmological constant, is the dominant component today. We
observe numerous large-scale structures and galaxies in the Universe, and the oldest galaxy was
found at z = 11.1 [30]. The first stars are thought to have appeared around z = 16, marking the
beginning of reionisation. The epoch between reionisation and the photon decoupling at z ≈ 1090
(CMB) is called the Dark Ages, since only gas was present and light emitted at that time only
comes from the 21-cm line of neutral hydrogen.
When temperature rises, the photon-to-electron scattering rate is enhanced and matter dom-
inates. The cosmic web and haloes form during this period. After zeq ≈ 3387, the radiation
energy density overcomes the matter energy density, and only light elements are present. Up to
around z ≈ 108, or equivalently between the first ten seconds and twenty minutes after the Big
Bang, the Universe is dense and hot enough to initiate nuclear reactions leading to the creation of
the first elements, the most abundant ones being 4He, D, 3He and 7Li [31]. This phase is called
Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN). Earlier than BBN, around one second after the Big Bang, the
Universe is filled with leptons and neutrinos. These neutrinos are still present today, and current
projects aim at the construction of a sky map similar to the CMB but with neutrinos, the Cosmic
Neutrino Background [32]. Around 10−6 seconds, hadrons are formed. At about 10−12 seconds,
the Universe was in a state of hot quark-gluon plasma.
The very early Universe has much more uncertainties. The standard model of particles predicts
that when TEW = 159.5± 1.5GeV , the electroweak symmetry breaks [33]. Then, at higher tem-
peratures, all particles are effectively massless, and the weak nuclear force and electromagnetism
behave in a similar way. Similarly, the symmetry emerging from combining the electromagnetic,
weak and strong forces must be broken, but we have no prediction on when it should happen. It
could happen before or after the accelerated expansion of space that must take place around 10−32
seconds. This expansion is called cosmological inflation in the cosmological standard model. We
will describe this particular phase in section 3.5. We note that inflation could start when the
symmetry of electromagnetism, weak and strong forces breaks, marking the end of the Grand
Unification era. Finally, there is the Planck era for times smaller than 10−43 seconds, where all
fundamental forces of Nature are believed to be unified. General Relativity predicts a singularity
when time tends to zero, and physics beyond the standard model must be developed to study
this era in detail. This current understanding of our Universe is called the Λ CDM model. In
the next section, we recall some issues related to the Hot Big Bang model.
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Figure 3.6.: Evolution of density parameters. Credit goes to S. Carroll [34].
3.4. The Hot Big Bang Model Problems
Since the birth of the theory of relativity, it is well accepted that the speed of light be constant.
It is generally believed that, in a local frame, any tachyonic particle is unphysical. Hence,
information cannot propagate at a speed greater than c. Thus, if an event occurs at some point
in spacetime, it cannot influence events happening at a distance greater than c = ∆x/∆t. Then,
every point in spacetime susceptible to be influenced by an event forms a region called the causal
region. We say that two events in such region are causally connected.
In GR, we define the Hubble Radius as the boundary between particles moving slower and
faster than light, for a given observer at a given time. It is the inverse of the Hubble rate, i.e.
RH = H
−1, in cosmic time, or RH = (aH)−1 for a comoving definition. RH is of order the
4-curvature scale, therefore characterises the size of the local inertial frame [20]. In other words,
the Hubble radius today is equal to the patch size of the observable Universe. Thus, the horizon
size is simply given by
dH = a(t)
∫ t
0
dt′
a(t′)
= a
∫ a
0
da′
H(a′)a′2
. (3.19)
Note that this relation is similar to the proper comoving distance defined by the distance travelled
by a photon between a source and the observer, also called the angular diameter distance, given
by
dA = a(t)
∫ t0
t
dt′
a(t′)
, (3.20)
where t is the time at which the source emits the photon. Putting t = 0 gives the horizon size
today.
3.4.1. The Flatness Problem
We have seen above that matter energy density, be it relativistic matter or not, will grow when
the scale factor goes to zero. This implies that in a FLRW spacetime, the contributions from
curvature and dark energy to the Friedmann equation (3.15) can be neglected at early times.
Thus, density will be equal to the critical density (3.16) at those times. However, the total energy
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density today is close enough from the critical density. It is difficult to find an explanation of why
the density is still close to the critical density today, after a cosmological history of billions of
years. This problem, first mentioned by Dicke in 1969, [35] is referred to as the flatness problem.
A simple solution is that k = 0 from the start, and cannot change. Another solution is given
by an inflationary phase, where a rapid growth implies that ρ/ρc → 1 very quickly, independently
of the value of k. In any case, the idea of a spatially flat Universe has been given strong support
with the results from Planck combined with BAO [23], as recalled in table 3.4.
Quantitatively, if the scale factor grows exponentially as a ∝ eN (with N the number of e-folds)
during inflation, the contribution from the curvature density parameter |k|/a2H2 at the end of
inflation would be of order e−2N , and consequently
|Ωk,0| = |k|
a20H
2
0
= e−2N
(
aIHI
a0H0
)2
. (3.21)
Thus, there is no flatness problem if
eN >
aIHI
a0H0
. (3.22)
If we suppose inflation ends in the radiation-dominated era, we have from the Friedmann
equation (3.17) H2I = H
2
0 Ωrad,0/a
2
I . Plugging in this result in (3.22) gives
eN > Ω
1/4
rad,0
√
HI
H0
= Ω
1/4
rad,0
(
ρI
ρ0
)1/4
=
ρ
1/4
I
0.037 h eV
. (3.23)
Choosing ρI > 1 MeV to avoid spoiling BBN, we obtain N > 17. At the GUT scale, we obtain
N > 62, and at the Planck scale, N > 68.
3.4.2. The Isotropy (Horizon) Problem
The horizon represents the maximal causally connected region. The size of a causal patch was
initially smaller by a ratio a/a0. This means that, if we look into the past, a patch will be
increasingly disconnected to other patches. In particular, the horizon at photon decoupling
would be much smaller than the patch size. This is in disagreement with the overall isotropic
picture we get from the CMB sky 3.1. This is called the horizon problem.
We can describe this problem more precisely comparing the proper particle-horizon size dH and
the angular diameter distance dA at last scattering. The ratio dH/dA gives the angular radius at
a given scale, and evaluating it at the last scattering surface will give the size of a causal patch
in the CMB. At the last scattering surface, the Universe is dominated by radiation and matter,
so the horizon distance (3.19) and the angular diameter distance (3.20) become
dH =
2a
H0Ωm,0
(√
Ωm,0a+ Ωr,0 −
√
Ωr,0
)
, (3.24)
dA =
2a
H0Ωm,0
(√
Ωm,0 + Ωr,0 −
√
Ωm,0a− Ωr,0
)
. (3.25)
Finally, using the scale factor at recombination (arec ≈ 10−3) and the cosmological parameters
given in table 3.4, we obtain
dH
dA
∣∣∣∣
rec
= 0.018 , (3.26)
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leading to 4pi/(0.018)2 ≈ 4 × 104 causally disconnected regions in the sky. In other words, the
size of a causal region at recombination is approximately 4× 104 smaller than the horizon patch.
The condition to solve the horizon problem is then to have dH > dA at the time of last
scattering, tL. Considering once again a scale factor growing exponentially with N within the
approximation zL  1, we obtain
dH(tL) ≈ a(tL)
aIHI
(
eN − 1) , (3.27)
dA(tL) ≈ a(tL)
a0H0
, (3.28)
resulting in the same condition as in (3.22)
eN >
aIHI
a0H0
. (3.29)
Therefore, an inflationary phase solves the horizon and flatness problems at the same time.
3.4.3. The Homogeneity Problem
Solving the horizon problem is not sufficient to explain uniformity. Indeed, the long wavelength
gradient energy in all degrees of freedom scales as a−2, but the sky appears mostly uniform [36].
This is called the homogeneity problem, and is still an open problem in cosmology.
3.4.4. The Monopole Problem
Topological defects are a prediction of theories beyond the standard model of particles, such as the
grand unification theory mentioned in the thermal history of the Universe. A scalar field described
in GUT is very symmetric, but as temperature cools down, symmetries are spontaneously broken.
This results in the vacuum acquiring expectation values corresponding to the minima of the
field potential [20]. The topology of the vacuum manifold depends on the solution of the fields
classical equations of motion. These solutions, called topological defects, can be categorised by
the number of vacua they involve. The simple case of n real scalar fields with ϕ4 potential and
vacuum expectation value σ is described by
Lϕ = 1
2
∂µϕ∂
µϕ− λ
4
(
ϕ2 − σ2)2 . (3.30)
If n = 1, we obtain two vacua, and the defect is called a domain wall. With two real scalar fields
or, equivalently, a complex field, we have four vacua, leading to cosmic strings. Monopoles arise
when the vacuum has the topology of a two-dimensional sphere, i.e. when n = 3. These three
types of defects could have, in principle, observational imprints in the sky. Domain walls are in
accordance with CMB measurements if λ and σ are very small, but there is no theoretical ground
as to why this should be the case. On the other hand, cosmic strings are not in conflict with
the CMB, and could have a cosmological role in the early Universe. They are actively hunted to
probe beyond the standard model of particle theories. Let us mention that n = 4 (and higher)
objects are called textures, which are objects discarded by CMB measurements.
Global monopoles, i.e. monopoles emerging from a theory with no gauge field, and local
monopoles created after inflation have very little effect on the CMB, provided the temperature
of reheating is lower than the GUT scale. Traces of these defects are actively being searched
today. However, local monopoles created at the GUT scale are problematic. Since Grand Unified
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Theories incorporate electromagnetism, massive bosons are produced when the symmetry break.
Then monopoles, an inevitable product of such theories, acquire a mass. In the case of local
monopoles, two gauge fields are produced with mass mW = eσ, and one remains massless.
Noting A the massless gauge field with covariant derivative
Dϕ = ∂ϕ+ eAϕ , (3.31)
the dominant contribution to the mass of the monopole is
M ≈ mW
e2
. (3.32)
All defects are obtained from causally connected fields, implying there must be at least one
defect created per horizon volume. This allows for a rough estimate of the number of monopoles
produced during symmetry breaking. Considering the GUT scale TGUT = 10
15GeV , the horizon
scales as tH ≈ 1/T 2GUT , then the ratio monopoles per photons is
nM
nrad
& 1
T 3GUT t
3
H
' T 3GUT . (3.33)
This leads to the present energy density
ρ0M ≈MnM (t0) ≈
mW
e2
T 3GUTT
3
0 ≈ 10−16
( mW
1015GeV
)( TGUT
1015GeV
)3
g.cm−3 . (3.34)
This is much higher than the critical density (3.16), ρc ≈ 10−29g.cm−3, and is therefore incom-
patible with observations. To solve the monopole problem, it is enough to have a number of
e-folds greater than 1010 to dilute the monopoles. Therefore, an inflationary phase with N > 23
is enough to get rid of the monopole problem.
3.4.5. The Cosmic Singularity
There is a geometric singularity when the scale factor goes to zero, indicating a physical divergence
of temperature and density when going back in time. Therefore, the Hot Big Bang model is
geodesically incomplete. This problem is not solved with an inflationary phase.
3.5. Inflationary Cosmology
A common ansatz for the very early evolution of our Universe is cosmological inflation [37–48].
This accelerated expansion in the very early universe is a well-tested paradigm since its predictions
for the primordial power spectrum can be successfully compared with observations of the cosmic
microwave background [23,49]. In the presentation of the inflationary paradigm, we will use the
material found in [17–19,50].
3.5.1. Classical Inflationary Dynamics
An inflationary phase can be obtained by considering the dynamics of a single scalar field with a
very flat potential, and slowly rolling down the potential. Such a field is called the inflaton, and
its dynamics can be derived from a minimal coupling between gravity and a scalar field given by
the action
S =
∫ √−g [ 1
2κ2
R− 1
2
∂µϕ∂µϕ− V (ϕ)
]
d4x . (3.35)
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Considering a FLRW metric, the inflaton should only depend on time at the background level.
From the definition of the energy-momentum tensor (3.7), we can write the energy density ρϕ
and pressure Pϕ for the scalar field as
ρϕ =
1
2
ϕ˙2 + V (ϕ) , (3.36)
Pϕ =
1
2
ϕ˙2 − V (ϕ) . (3.37)
Thus the parameter w of the equation of state for ϕ is given by
w =
Pϕ
ρϕ
=
ϕ˙2 − 2V (ϕ)
ϕ˙2 + 2V (ϕ)
. (3.38)
We obtain the inflaton dynamics by plugging (3.36) and (3.37) into the continuity equation
(3.10). We obtain the Klein-Gordon equation
ϕ¨+ 3
a˙
a
ϕ˙+
∂V (ϕ)
∂ϕ
= 0 , (3.39)
subject to the Friedmann constraint coming from (3.13)(
a˙
a
)2
=
1
3M2pl
[
1
2
ϕ˙2 + V (ϕ)
]
. (3.40)
Here, we have used G = 1/8piM2pl, with Mpl the reduced Planck mass. Under this form, we can
constrain the scale at which inflation takes place, namely between the GUT scale ≈ 1015 GeV
and ≈ 103 GeV [51].
The Raychaudhuri equation (3.14) implies that the scale factor accelerates as soon as ρϕ+3Pϕ <
0, meaning that inflation starts when
wϕ < −1
3
. (3.41)
Equivalently, we have inflation if
V > ϕ˙2 . (3.42)
The equation of motion (3.39) can be solved analytically considering a potential largely domi-
nating the dynamics, V  ϕ˙2. This is called the slow-roll condition. In the slow-roll regime,
we see from the energy density (3.36) and the pressure (3.37) that ρϕ ' −Pϕ. Hence, the EOS
to obtain slow-roll inflation turns out to be wϕ ' −1. In turn, the conservation equation (3.10)
implies that ρϕ is almost constant in time, and as a consequence, H is also almost constant in
time. Then, for an inflationary phase in the slow-roll regime, the scale factor evolves as
a(t) = ain exp [H (t− tin)] , (3.43)
with the subscript in meaning some initial value. Then, inflation is similar to a quasi-de Sitter
evolution.
The departure from pure de Sitter solution is quantified by a set of parameters. This set can be
introduced by the horizon flow functions [52, 53], providing model-independent quantities, valid
even beyond the slow-roll approximation. These functions are defined by the hierarchy
n+1 :=
d ln |n|
dN
, 0 :=
Hin
H
, N := ln
(
a
ain
)
. (3.44)
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The time evolution is given in terms of the number of e-folds. All n are of the same order of
magnitude. Since inflation is an accelerated phase, we get an acceleration for the scale factor
under the condition
a¨
a
= H˙ +H2 = H2 (1− 1) > 0 . (3.45)
From the weak energy condition ρϕ ≥ 0, we get that 1 > 0. Inflation then occurs if 0 < 1 < 1.
The slow-roll condition is respected iff n  1 for all n ≥ 1, since inflation is a quasi-de Sitter
phase, hence only small, smooth deviations from the de Sitter phase should take place.
3.5.2. Linear Perturbations
We now describe in this section the dynamics of perturbations during an inflationary phase. One
of the advantages of inflationary models is that the expansion phase of inflation stretches quantum
fluctuations, providing the seeds of today large-scale structures. To describe these fluctuations,
we introduce small perturbations in the inflaton that will be swept up to large scales, leaving
imprints in the CMB. Since small fluctuations in the geometry can also be present, we must
include them in the metric.
Let us then consider inhomogeneous scalar field perturbations, ϕ = ϕ(t)+δϕ(t, ~x), in a linearly-
perturbed FLRW metric [19,54,55]
ds2 = −(1 + 2A)dt2 + 2a∂iBdxidt+ a2(t) [(1− 2ψ)δij + 2∂ijE + hij ] dxidxj , (3.46)
with A, B, ψ and E the scalar potentials and hij the tensor perturbations. At linear order,
the scalar and tensor perturbations decouple, while vector perturbations quickly vanish during
inflation [56]. To be able to compare theoretical predictions to observations, we need to define
the power spectrum.
3.5.2.1. Definition of the Power Spectrum
The power spectrum is a quantity giving the distribution over frequency of a signal. It is defined
as the Fourier transform of the two-point correlation function. In cosmology, we are mostly
interested in describing statistical fluctuations of a given quantity, hence the terms correlation
functions usually refers to autocorrelation functions.
Let us consider a random variable G. The expectation value of G at some point xi is defined
via the ensemble average [19]
〈G(xi)〉 :=
∫
Ω
dgi gipi(gi) . (3.47)
This represents the probability distribution of G over all possible random values gi ∈ Ω, with pi
is their associated probability density function and where the subscript i refers to the point xi. If
we have gipi(gi) = gjpj(gj),∀i, j ∈ N?, the distribution is said to be statistically homogenenous.
Similarly, the two-point correlation function of G, which is simply the two-dimensional probability
distribution, is given by
〈G(xi)G(xj)〉 :=
∫
Ω
dgidgj gigjpij(gi, gj) . (3.48)
Note the probability density pij(gi, gj) 6= pji(gi, gj) in general, since the probability of G(xi)
being gi is different from G(xi) being gj .
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We now perform a Fourier transformation on G at some point x,
G(x) =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
Gˆ(k)eik·x . (3.49)
Note that if G(x) is real, we can impose the reality condition Gˆ(−k) = Gˆ?(k). Then, we obtain
the general two-point autocorrelation function in terms of the wavenumber
〈G˜(k)G˜?(k′)〉 =
∫
d3x
∫
d3x′ 〈G(x)G(x′)〉e−ik·xeik′·x′ . (3.50)
We now assume statistical homogeneity, since constraints on inflation mainly come from the CMB
sky, which is supposed to be a black body radiation in first approximation. In this case, we have
〈G(x)G(x′)〉 = 〈G(x− x′)〉 , (3.51)
and the two-point autocorrelation function becomes
〈G˜(k)G˜?(k′)〉 = (2pi)3 δ(3) (k − k′)PG(k) , (3.52)
with PG(k) the power spectrum, defined as
PG(k) :=
∫
d3x 〈G(x)〉e−ik·x . (3.53)
The power spectrum is a prediction of theoretical models, but is not what we observe. From
the CMB, we can measure the fluctuation of a given quantity between two points separated on
the two-dimensional map by a distance r. Concretely, we measure
〈G(x)G(x+ r)〉 =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
∫
d3k′
(2pi)3
〈G˜(k)G˜?(k′)〉eik·x−ik′·(x+r) . (3.54)
Performing an ensemble average, we insert (3.52) in the previous equation and obtain
〈G(x)G(x+ r)〉 =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
PG(k)e
−ik·r . (3.55)
If we assume statistical isotropy, we can work out the power spectrum (3.53) in terms of the
magnitude only, such that
PG(k) = 2pi
∫
dr r2 〈G(r)〉
∫ 1
−1
du e−ikru , (3.56)
with u := cos(k · x). Performing the integral over u leads to
PG(k) = 4pi
∫
dr r2 〈G(r)〉sin(kr)
kr
. (3.57)
Plugging this result in (3.55) gives
〈G(x)G(x+ r)〉 =
∫ ∞
0
dk
k2PG(k)
2pi2
sin(kr)
kr
. (3.58)
Since PG(k) has dimension of a volume, it is convenient to defined a dimensionless power spectrum
∆2G(k) :=
k3PG(k)
2pi2
. (3.59)
With this definition, the two-point autocorrelation function for a homogeneous, isotropic field is
〈G(x)G(x+ r)〉 =
∫ ∞
0
dk
k
∆2G(k)
sin(kr)
kr
. (3.60)
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3.5.2.2. Scalar Power Spectrum
The wave equation for first-order scalar field perturbations after Fourier transform is
δ¨ϕ+ 3H ˙δϕ+
k2
a2
δϕ+m2δϕ = −2V,ϕA+ ϕ˙
[
A˙+
k2
a2
(
a2E˙ − aB
)]
, (3.61)
where k is the comoving wavenumber and V,ϕ is the derivative of V with respect to the scalar field,
and m2 := V,ϕϕ. However, the perturbed metric (3.46) has extra degrees of freedom, hence we can
rewrite (3.61) in a simpler form. To do that, we can form gauge-invariant combinations to express
physical quantities avoiding the redundancy from this freedom. One particular combination is
the Mukhanov-Sasaki variable [43, 57,58]
v := a
(
δϕ+
ϕ˙
H
ψ
)
. (3.62)
Choosing the so-called spatially-flat gauge E = ψ = 0 [59, 60], the Mukhanov-Sasaki variable is
nothing more than the field perturbations.
First, we notice that by perturbing the Einstein equations (3.8), we can relate scalar pertur-
bations to matter perturbations through the constraints (in the spatially-flat gauge) [61]
−4piG (ϕ˙ϕ˙− ϕ˙2A+ V ′δϕ) = 3H2a+ k2
a2
H
(
a2E˙ − aB
)
, (3.63)
4piGϕ˙δϕ = HA , (3.64)
and using the first derivative of (3.64)
A˙ = 4piG
(
ϕ¨δϕ+ ϕ˙ ˙δϕ
H
− ϕ˙H˙δϕ
H2
)
, (3.65)
we can rewrite the evolution of perturbations (3.61) as
δ¨ϕ+ 3Hϕ˙
+
(
k2
a2
+m2 + 12piG
˙ϕV ′
H
− 4piG∆˙φϕ¨
H
+ 4piG
ϕ˙H˙
H2
+ 12piGϕ˙2 − 16pi2G2 ϕ˙
4
H2
)
δϕ = 0 . (3.66)
Using the background Klein-Gordon equation (3.39) and H˙ = −4piGϕ˙2, the above equation
becomes
δ¨ϕ+ 3Hϕ˙+
(
k2
a2
+m2 − 16piGϕ˙ϕ¨
H
− 24piGϕ˙2 + 8piGH˙ϕ˙
2
H2
)
δϕ = 0 . (3.67)
Then, the equation of motion for scalar perturbations (3.61) in the spatially-flat gauge can be
written [57,60,61]
δ¨ϕ+ 3Hϕ˙+
[
k2
a2
+m2 − 8piG
a3
d
dt
(
a3ϕ˙2
H
)]
δϕ = 0 . (3.68)
Finally, we can use the Mukhanov-Sasaki variable (3.62) along with a new variable z := aϕ˙/H
to cast the above equation in the form of a harmonic oscillator
d2vk
dη2
+
(
k2 − 1
z
d2z
dη2
)
vk = 0 . (3.69)
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In order to find the general solution of the Mukhanov-Sasaki equation, we need to specify a
set of initial conditions. Assuming that perturbations come from vacuum fluctuations, we need
to quantise the theory. Let us expand v and its canonical conjugate Π := ∂v/∂η 2 in a Fourier
basis
vˆ =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
(
aˆkvk(η)e
−ik·x + aˆ†kv
?
k(η)e
ik·x
)
, (3.71)
Πˆ =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
(
aˆkΠk(η)e
−ik·x + aˆ†kΠ
?
k(η)e
ik·x
)
. (3.72)
The operators aˆ†k and aˆk are called creation and annihilation operators, respectively. In standard
quantum mechanics, we impose the canonical commutation relations[
aˆ†k, aˆk′
]
= δ(3)
(
k − k′) , [aˆ†k, aˆ†k′] = [aˆk, aˆk′ ] = 0 , (3.73)
resulting in the canonical commutation relations for the Mukhanov-Sasaki variable[
vˆk (xi, η) , Πˆ
(
x′i, η
)]
= i δ(3)
(
xi − x′i
)
,
[
vˆ (xi, η) , vˆ
(
x′i, η
)]
=
[
Πˆ (xi, η) , Πˆ
(
x′i, η
)]
= 0 .
(3.74)
Note these relations must hold at equal time to enforce causality.
In the case of second-order differential equations, as this is the case with the Mukhanov-Sasaki
equation (3.69), the general solution is normalised by the wronskian W (η) := (v′kv
?
k − v?′k vk) (η).
At early times, we suppose vacuum fluctuations to be well inside the Hubble radius, in accor-
dance with the causal picture we get from observations. Then, we work in a quasi-Minkowskian
spacetime, allowing to neglect altogether the potential term in (3.69). The solution can now be
decomposed into positive and negative frequency parts
vk(η) = Ake
ikη +Bke
−ikη , k  RH , (3.75)
with Ak and Bk integration constants depending only on k. The Wronskian condition, coupled
with the commutation relations (3.74), implies that W = i. Then, normalising vk at early
times to the zero-point fluctuations of a free field in flat spacetime [62–64] gives i = W =
2ik
(|Ak|2 + |Bk|2). Furthermore, in the present situation where spacetime is Minkowski-like,
the equivalence principle allows to define vacuum as an unique quantum state invariant under
Poincare´ transformations [65]. This implies Bk = 0, obtaining |Ak| = 1/
√
2k. The invariance
by rotation entails we can drop the three-dimensional k for its magnitude k, and we eventually
obtain
lim
k→∞
vk =
1√
2k
eikη . (3.76)
2The formal definition comes from the fact we can derive the Mukhanov-Sasaki equation (3.69) from the second-
order action [57]
S(2) =
∫
d4x
1
2
[(
∂v
∂η
)2
− δij ∂v
∂xi
∂v
∂xj
+
1
z
d2z
dη2
v2
]
. (3.70)
Hence, we have that Π = ∂L(2)/∂ (∂v/∂η), giving the definition.
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This state is most often referred to as the Bunch-Davies vacuum. The power spectrum predicted
by a single-field inflationary model is, using (3.59),
∆2v(k) =
k3
2pi2
|vk|2 , (3.77)
and all that remains is calculating |vk|2. Before doing so, we point out that ∆2v(k) can be
related to the power spectrum of curvature perturbations ∆2ζ(k), which is a conserved quantity
on large scales [66,67]. Therefore, ∆2ζ(k) is unsensitive to the different processes occurring before
recombination. It can be related to the power spectrum of the Mukhanov-Sasaki variable as
∆2ζ(k) =
1
2a2M2pl1
∆2v(k) =
k3
4pi2a2M2pl1
|vk|2 . (3.78)
In order to find the solution vk using the slow-roll approximation, we need to express the
Mukhanov-Sasaki equation (3.69) in terms of the epsilon parameters (3.44). The variable z in
terms of the parameter 1 = −H˙/H2 becomes z = a
√
2M2pl1, and the Mukhanov-Sasaki equation
transforms as
d2vk
dη2
+
(
k2 − 1√
a1
d2
√
a1
dη2
)
vk = 0 . (3.79)
To go further, we also need to express the scale factor in the same way. We introduce a pivot
scale k? at which we evaluate the power spectrum. Other starred quantities in what follows are
evaluated at the same scale. The change in the scale factor can be written
ln
(
a
a?
)
=
∫ η
η?
d ln(a) =
∫ η
η?
Hdη′ =
∫ η
η?
Hη′d ln(η′) , (3.80)
where we defined the conformal Hubble rate H := aH. Remembering the relation between
conformal and cosmic time
η =
∫
dt
a
=
∫
da
aH , (3.81)
we can show that at first-order in slow-roll
a ' − 1
H?η
[
1 + 1? − 1? ln
(
η
η?
)]
. (3.82)
Performing a Taylor expansion of 1 around η?
1 ' 1? + 1?2? ln
(
a
a?
)
' 1?
[
1− 2? ln
(
η
η?
)]
, (3.83)
the Mukhanov-Sasaki equation becomes
d2vk
dη2
−
[
k2 − 2
η2
(
1 +
3
2
1? +
3
4
2?
)]
vk = 0 . (3.84)
To see this equation has an analytic solution, let us rewrite it as a Bessel equation
d2v
dη2
+
(
k2 − ν
2 − 1/4
η2
)
v = 0 , (3.85)
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with Bessel index
ν :=
3
2
√
1 +
4
3
1? +
2
3
2? . (3.86)
The generic solution of such a Bessel equation can be given as a combination of the Hankel
functions H
(1)
|ν| and H
(2)
|ν| [68] such that
vk =
√
|kη|
[
V+H
(1)
|ν| (|kη|) + V−H
(2)
|ν| (|kη|)
]
, (3.87)
We normalise the solution with the Bunch-Davies vacuum (3.76) on small scales (early times),
vk → e−ikη/
√
2k for η → −∞, so we set V+ = 0 and V− =
√
pi/4k. The solution (3.87) then
provides us with the corresponding solution on large scales (late times) for kη → 0
vk = i
√
1
4pik
Γ(|ν|)2|ν|
|kη||ν|−1/2 , (3.88)
where Γ(|ν|) is the Gamma function. Expanding this expression, we finally obtain the curvature
power spectrum (3.78) in slow-roll [69]
∆2ζ(k) =
H2?
8pi21?M2pl
[
1− 2 (C + 1) 1? − C2? − (21? + 2?) ln
(
k
k?
)]
, (3.89)
with C := ln 2 + γE − 2, γE being the Euler-Mascheroni constant.
In summary, the inflationary scenario amounts to considering the evolution of a quantum field
in a quasi-de Sitter slow-roll expansion. The quantum field starts in a Bunch-Davies vacuum
which is subsequently replaced by a distribution function and injected into the power spec-
trum to describe the field with a classical phase space. The validity of this procedure has been
widely questioned [70–75]. In [76], three notions of classicality are discussed: “fading” of non-
commutativity, quantum squeezing and the replacement of the quantum field by a distribution
function. If the context of standard inflation, these notions are indistinguishable, but classicality
can manifest itself in only one or two ways when going beyond standard inflation 3.
3.5.2.3. Tensorial Power Spectrum
Since tensor perturbations are transverse (∂ihij = 0) and trace-free (δ
ijhij = 0), as well as gauge-
invariant, finding their power spectrum is particularly easy. We can expand tensor perturbations
into eigenmodes of the spatial Laplacian, ∇2eij = −(k2/a2)e(+,×)ij , with +,× two polarisation
states. We obtain [61]
hij = h(t)e
(+,×)
ij (x) , (3.90)
with h the gravitational wave amplitude. The wave equation is then simply given by
h¨+ 3Hh˙+
k2
a2
h = 0 . (3.91)
Following a similar procedure as in the previous section, the power spectrum for tensor modes
leaving the horizon is
∆2h(k) =
2H2?
pi2M2pl
[
1− 2 (C + 1) 1? − 21? ln
(
k
k?
)]
. (3.92)
3Note that this a different issue from the quantum-to-classical transition; nothing is said about the collapse of
the wave function, for instance.
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3.5.3. Inflation and Observations
The power spectra (3.89) and (3.92) derived previously have a logarithmic dependence on the
scale. Therefore, any observed deviation from a scale-invariant spectrum should be weak, and
this deviation can be used to constrain inflationary models. We can write the scalar spectrum
for a generic model as a power-law
∆2ζ := As
(
k
k?
)ns−1
, (3.93)
with As the amplitude of scalar perturbations, from which we derive the scalar spectral index
ns = 1 +
d ln ∆2ζ(k)
d ln k
. (3.94)
Analogously, we can define a tensor spectrum
∆2h := AT
(
k
k?
)nT
, (3.95)
with tensor spectral index
nT =
d ln ∆2h(k)
d ln k
. (3.96)
Finally, the ratio between the tensor and scalar power spectra is given by
r :=
∆2h(k?)
∆2ζ(k?)
. (3.97)
We can relate primordial perturbations to the dynamics of the Hubble parameter during inflation
(or equivalently, to the inflaton potential), therefore constraining these quantities directly. The
values of different parameters given by Planck 2018 are displayed in table 3.7. Interestingly,
the running of the scalar spectral index dns/d ln k is consistent with a vanishing value. While
the running of the running is not so constrained, adding polarisation data helps constraining it
further [23]. The spectral indices for a single field in slow-roll are given by ns ' 1 − 21? − 2?
and nT ' −21?, and the production of gravitational waves is r ' 161?.
3.5.4. A Hint for Modified Gravity?
Predictions of various inflationary models are summarised in figure 3.8. Interestingly, the best-fit
for single-field models is the Starobinsky model, an R2-modification of the Einstein-Hilbert action
(2.1) with potential [37]
V (ϕ) =
3
4
M2plM
2
(
1− e−
√
2
3
ϕ
Mpl
)2
, (3.98)
where M is a mass scale to be fixed by observations. The Starobinsky model predicts that the
parameters ns and r in terms of numbers of e-folds are [77]
ns = 1− 2
N
, r =
12
N2
, (3.99)
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and provides the best fit to Planck data for 50 < N < 60.
The modification of the Einstein-Hilbert action with a higher-order curvature term opens a
window on theoretical modifications of general relativity. This class of models pertains to the
class of modified gravity models. There is a straightforward generalisation of the Einstein-Hilbert
action replacing the Ricci scalar by an arbitrary function depending on the Ricci scalar. This class
of theories is named f(R) modified gravity [78], and constitutes a very active field of research.
However, it is worth noting there is no fundamental explanation of why this function should be
truncated to keep only the R2 contribution in order to fit the data. Intuitively, if the squared
term becomes important, higher-order terms should also become important. This issue aside,
we also note that an interesting feature of f(R) theories is that they can provide an accelerated
expansion phase, and can be accommodated to explain inflation as well as the present accelerated
expansion attributed to a cosmological constant.
Parameter TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing, 68% limits
ln
(
1010As
)
3.044± 0.014
ns 0.9649± 0.0042
dns/d ln k 0.013± 0.012
d2ns/d ln k
2 0.022± 0.012
r < 0.16
1 < 0.0063 (95% CL)
2 0.030
+0.007
−0.005
Figure 3.7.: Inflationary parameters given by Planck 2018 + lensing [23]. Note that r < 0.16 is
dependent on whether we consider additional parameters (scale dependence, curva-
ture, neutrinos, etc...). We give the highest upper limit.
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Figure 3.8.: Marginalized joint 68% and 95% CL regions for ns and r at k = 0.002 Mpc
−1
from 2018 Planck data alone and in combination with BK15 or BK15+BAO data,
compared to the theoretical predictions of selected inflationary models [23]. Note
that the marginalized joint 68% and 95% CL regions assume dns/d ln k = 0.
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3.6. Conceptual Challenges Within the Inflationary Paradigm
Despite the observational tests passed by inflation, the mechanisms generating an inflationary
phase are not well-posed, and inflation faces some theoretical challenges that need to be solved.
We now discuss some of them.
3.6.1. The Flat Potential Problem
We saw that we need the slow-roll condition (3.42) to initiate an inflationary phase. For inflation
to solve the flatness and horizon problems, we need at least 60 e-foldings. Then, the potential
needs to drive the inflaton dynamics during this period, and the form of the potential in most
inflationary models is constrained to be very flat. This flatness is not predicted by any standard
particle, and even scalar fields beyond the Standard Model struggle to reproduce such flatness.
Furthermore, only a Higgs-like scalar particle has been detected up until now, and Higgs inflation
requires a non-minimal coupling with gravity [79]. Therefore, the minimal model of inflation
presented here cannot be a definitive answer to what generated primordial fluctuations. However,
it is worth noting some models do not present this fine-tuned potential. For example, inflation
with a Coleman-Weinberg potential as used in [41] is free from this problem.
3.6.2. Quantum-to-Classical Transition Problem
We have seen that inflation stretches quantum fluctuations to large scales. While the predictions
on the power spectrum are in agreement with observations, there is a conceptual issue with
the transition from microscopic to macroscopic scales. The initial quantum vacuum state for
perturbations is supposed to be invariant by translation and rotation. However, we observe
inhomogeneities in our Universe, contradicting the translational invariance. We could propose a
way-out by supposing the initial quantum state can be decomposed into a sum of pure states,
with some or all of each non-invariant by translation. Then, the phenomenon of decoherence
would disentangle those states, selecting one particular state giving the inhomogeneous Universe
we observe. But we would not be able to give a reasonable explanation of how would this selection
occur [80,81].
The collapse of the wave function is usually invoked to measure observables. Quantum effects
in cosmology cannot be explained by the standard interpretation, because a classical apparatus,
external to the measured system, is required. Since observations are made inside the physical
system, standard inflation with canonical quantum fluctuations is conceptually ill-defined. We
discuss this more in detail in section 5.1.
3.6.3. Trans-Planckian Modes Problem
There is another issue with the duration of inflation, associated with the modes of primordial
fluctuations. All the modes observed today are inside the Hubble radius, but a long period of
inflation implies that the initial physical wavelengths were smaller than the Planck scale. The
problem is sketched in the left panel of figure 3.9. This is in conflict with the semi-classical
description of matter used to derive linear perturbations, in turn implying that a perturbative
approach is valid at arbitrarily high-energy scales [82]. It was argued that if fluctuations are
non-adiabatic, the effects of new physics would leave imprints in the primordial power spectrum
leading to constraints on inflationary models [83–85]. One could impose a naive cut-off in the
UV regime, but this procedure typically leads to a loss of unitarity in the evolution of the
modes [86,87].
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Recently, a stronger proposal banishing all UV modes to ever cross the horizon was made,
known as the Trans-Planckian Censorship Conjecture [88,89]. The consequences for inflation are
dramatic, as a consistent inflationary model must occur at an energy scale of 109 GeV, and an
upper bound on the slow-roll parameter 1 < 10
−31 is set.
On a side note, this condition is thought to be similar to the de Sitter conjecture evoked
in the Swampland [90], stating that any consistent effective theory with UV completion must
comply with a set of conjectures. However, there is still doubt on whether the censorship really is
similar to the de Sitter conjecture [91], and if the censorship as initially stated can be refined to
accept some inflationary models [92]. The actual debate concerns whether inflation, displaying
the Trans-Planckian problem, is indeed part of the Swampland or not [93].
3.6.4. Fine-Tunings
Two others fine-tuning problems concern the shape of inflationary potentials and the tilt [94].
The amplitude of primordial density fluctuations is of order ∆2ζ ≈ 10−10, and is used to constrain
the landscape of viable potentials through the relation
∆2ζ =
V 3
12pi2M6plV
′2 . (3.100)
Therefore, the parameters of each inflationary scenario must be fine-tuned to comply with ob-
servations. For the case of Starobinsky inflation, where the potential is given in (3.98) and since
the number of e-folds can be estimated as
N =
3
4
e
√
2
3
ϕ
Mpl , (3.101)
we obtain
V =
3
4
M2plM
2
(
1− 3
4N
)2
, (3.102)
V ′ =
9
8
√
2
3
MplM
2
N
(
1− 3
4N
)
, (3.103)
and eventually we find
∆2ζ,Star =
M2
24pi2M2pl
N2
(
1− 3
4N
)4
≈ 10−10 . (3.104)
We see clearly that the mass scale must be fine-tuned. For 50 < N < 60, we find M ≈ 1014.5
GeV. Since inflation was primarily introduced to avoid fine-tuning of the Hot Big Bang model,
this fine-tuning is especially troubling.
The tilt predicted by a model depends on the equation of state w used to describe the inflaton.
For a generic inflationary scenario, it can be written as [20]
ns − 1 ' −3 (1 + w)− 1
H
d
dt
ln(1 + w)− 1
H
d
dt
ln cs , (3.105)
where cs is the speed of sound, defined as
c2s :=
∂P
∂ρ
. (3.106)
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The terms on the right are evaluated at the time of horizon crossing. A fine-tuned tilt is therefore
necessary to accommodate the observations. Since inflationary models are constrained by ns and
the tensor-to-scalar ratio r, it is important to know whether inflation produces a natural range of
tensor modes. Forthcoming satellite missions such as LiteBIRD aim at measuring CMB B-modes
with enough sensitivity to reach r ' 10−3 [95], which is the effective lower limit for the detection
of primordial gravitational waves. However, it is thought to be unlikely to define criteria giving
generic models robust against small changes with a definite gravitational wave prediction [96].
This makes the inflationary paradigm somewhat unnatural.
3.6.5. Ambiguity of the Bunch-Davies Vacuum
When we imposed initial conditions for the quantum perturbations, we defined creation and
annhilation operators, hence we defined a vacuum state. We expressed the general solution
for the perturbations with a normalisation leading to the Bunch-Davies vacuum (3.76), which
states that all modes with positive frequency asymptotically match a Minkowski-like vacuum
for arbitrarily small wavelengths. This was possible because Minkowski spacetime isometries,
the Poincare´ group, is a consequence of the equivalence principle. However, there is no timelike
Killing vector in a FLRW spacetime, and vacuum is not uniquely defined in the asymptotic past
limit [97, 98]. If we could take the limit η → −∞ in (3.76), the ambiguity would vanish. In the
physical situation where inflation begins at a given time ηinit, we can only know the coefficients
Ak and Bk from the Hankel expansion as early as ηinit, but not before. This reflects in an
ambiguity in the super-horizon inflaton power spectrum (3.89) reading∣∣∣∣δ∆2v(k)∆2v(k)
∣∣∣∣ ' 2|ReBk| ' O(e−(Nvac−Nk)) , (3.107)
where Nvac and Nk denote the number of e-folds before the end of inflation when spacetime is
considered a vacuum, and when modes leave the horizon in a de Sitter phase, respectively. Note
that this ambiguity is independent of the Trans-Planckian physics we mentioned; adding a cut-off
in momentum space does not aliviate the ambiguity.
We should note that another well-known vacuum defined by the absence of particles can be
used, called the adiabatic vacuum [99]. The number operator nk counts how many particles with
mode k is present in a given state. It is defined under three assumptions; nk must be hermitian,
if expansion stops then nk matches the Minkowski number operator, and the state defined as
vacuum should produced a negligible number of particles during cosmic evolution. Therefore, an
adiabatic vacuum is well-defined if there is no particle production at two different times. In the
adiabatic formalism, we define boundary conditions as an asymptotic expansion for each mode vk,
to all orders in the asymptotic parameters. In a de Sitter spacetime, the Bunch-Davies vacuum
and the adiabatic vacuum match. Since inflation begins at a finite time, the two vacua definition
have different asymptotic behaviour. Therefore, one could think the adiabatic vacuum can define
unambiguously a vacuum at finite initial time, and this would be the case if the asymptotic
expansion converges. Unfortunately, this is not the case since the infinite order adiabatic vacuum
boundary conditions do not distinguish between a vacuum and a redefinition of the vacuum. Note
that for a massless field in de Sitter, the uncertainty is erased by∣∣∣∣δ∆2v(k)∆2v(k)
∣∣∣∣ ' O(exp (−eNvac−Nk)) . (3.108)
In the case of slow-roll inflation, the ambiguity in the power spectrum of curvature perturbation
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is given by∣∣∣∣δ∆2ζ(k)∆2ζ(k)
∣∣∣∣ ' 2|ReBk| ' O(p exp [−2√2e(Nvac−Nk)/2 − (Nvac −Nk) /2]) , (3.109)
where p := 3
(
21 +
2
2
)
. In the case that p→ 0, the best estimate is given by the de Sitter case.
In summary, there is a theoretical uncertainty in the inflationary power spectrum.
3.6.6. Infrared Divergences Problem
In de Sitter, infrared divergences naturally appear for massless and some massive scalar fields
[100]. Therefore, taking the pure de Sitter limit of the free field (3.88), i.e. expanding the Hankel
functions to first order
ϕk(η) =
H√
2k
(
η − i
k
)
e−ikη , (3.110)
and plugging the result in the correlation function (3.58) assuming a Bunch-Davies vacuum (3.76),
we obtain
〈0|ϕ(x, η)ϕ?(x′, η) |0〉 −−−−−−−−→
kη1,kη′1
H2
4pi2
(
ln k − k
2|x− x′|2
12
)
. (3.111)
Therefore, a logarithmic infrared divergence appears in the correlation function.
3.7. Solving Hot Big Bang and Some Inflation Problems with a
Bounce
Despite all the success of inflation in explaining large-scale observations, there are models seeking
to give an alternative explanation of the initial conditions for the Big Bang and even the initial
singularity. The most common such theories are called bouncing models, which consist of an
existing universe before the Big Bang, often with a very long contracting phase, see e.g. [101–107],
and possibly an inflationary phase after the bounce, see e.g. [108–113]. An early proposal in which
a pre-Big Bang phase could set the initial conditions for a subsequent post-Big Bang phase was
made by Gasperini and Veneziano [114]. Since then, several models have been presented, see
e.g. [61, 115]. Another interesting aspect of a bouncing universe lies in a possible explanation of
the origin of supermassive black holes observed at very high redshift [116]. Such black holes are
too young to accrete sufficient matter to explain its present mass in the ΛCDM model, but this
problem is alleviated if they originate from before the Big Bang.
Adding a contracting phase and a bounce changes the causal structure. In the far past,
the causal patch size was much smaller than the horizon, so the entire observable Universe
was causally connected in the past. Since the horizon size can grow arbitrarily large in the
past, it will eventually surpass the patch size. Hence, there is no horizon problem in bouncing
cosmologies. Also, bouncing models are geodesically complete by construction, hence there is no
initial singularity.
Constructing a classical bounce in GR using a FLRW metric poses a theoretical challenge, as it
requires the addition of exotic matter violating the null energy condition [103]. A way-out is easy
to find, as one can generate a bounce in anisotropic spacetimes [117, 118], in modified gravities
[119], in metric-affine theories [120] or any combination of these possibilities, to name a few. A
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quantum bounce is even easier to obtain, and quantising GR can also lead to a bounce when using
the de Broglie-Bohm interpretation of quantum mechanics [81], or using affine quantisation [121],
for example. A quantum bounce is a common feature of Loop Quantum Cosmology [122, 123],
where triads are used instead of a metric.
Another interesting point is that the quantum-to-classical transition is not needed in classical
non-singular bouncing models, by construction [36]. In quantum bouncing model, this is no
longer true within the Copenhagen interpretation. However, as we explained before, describing
the Universe with standard Quantum Mechanics does not make sense. For instance, a quantum
bounce within the de Broglie-Bohm theory is conceptually well-defined.
In a bouncing model, initial perturbations giving rise to large-scale structures can arise from
quantum fluctuations in the far past [124–128]. The curvature scale tends to infinity in the
asymptotic past. As a consequence, vacuum initial conditions for cosmological perturbations can
be imposed in the dust-dominated contracting phase. Since the contraction starts at a slow-
paced rate, choosing an adiabatic vacuum is quite natural since there will be almost no particle
production initially [129].
The Trans-Planckian problem is also naturally avoided in bouncing cosmologies. If the energy
scale of a bounce is of the same order as the energy scale of inflationary models, the wavelengths
corresponding to the anisotropies observed in the CMB have a size of about 1 mm [105]. This is
sketched in the right panel of figure 3.9.
In a contraction phase, local monopoles are created in abundance if temperature is high enough,
typically at the GUT scale. As long as the bounce does not occur at a much higher energy scale,
all monopoles will be diluted in the same fashion as in inflationary models.
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Figure 3.9.: Trans-Planckian modes k with corresponding wavelengths λ in inflationary (left) and
matter bounce (right) cosmologies [130]. Relevant cosmological scales observed today
originate from below the Planck length in inflation, while this cannot be the case with
a bounce. Credit goes to R. Brandenberger and P. Peter [105].
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3.7.1. Shear Instabilities
In order to solve the remaining Hot Big Bang problems, a bouncing model must also be able
to provide sufficiently small gradients of energy, and in fact of any form of vector perturbations
after inflation, as they are at most very tiny in the CMB sky. This can be a problem in bouncing
models, since the energy density associated with anisotropic stress grows as a−6 in a homogeneous
cosmology, and in turn causes strong instabilities in the contracting phase [131], spoiling the
homogeneity and isotropy of the background. This behaviour is known as the BKL instability, or
mixmaster dynamics. In particular, explaining the origin of large-scale structures from quantum
fluctuations can be challenging as they generate anisotropic stress [132, 133]. In an initially
homogeneous background filled with perfect fluid, the vacuum stress can grow strong enough to
backreact and modify the classical dynamics.
Another source of instabilities comes from the growth of perturbations. Even if scalar and
tensor perturbations can remain linear throughout the bounce [134,135], it is often believed that
vector perturbations, scaling as a−2 in the presence of a perfect fluid, will grow uncontrollably
towards the bounce, spoiling the background dynamics. However, it was shown that vector
perturbations do not diverge in non-singular bounces [136], even in the more general case of
imperfect fluids [137].
3.7.2. Distinguishing Bouncing and Inflationary Models
The detection of primordial gravitational waves (PGW) would serve as a basis for distinguishing
inflationary models, that require r 6= 0, from some bouncing models such as the ekpyrotic model
and cyclic scenarios with an extremely tiny gravitational waves production [138]. However, it
should be noted that if PGW are observed, standard inflation would happen at an energy scale
a few times 1016 GeV [139], hence the potential would prove incompatible with the standard
model of particles. In this case, the inflaton would present Trans-Planckian fluctuations. While
the behaviour of a scalar at such energy scales is unknown, and maybe undesirable as explained
earlier, only the energy scale of inflation itself matters when observing the sky. Hopefully, future
surveys will be able to distinguish between the different scenarios.
Many bouncing models predict large non-gaussian contributions stemming from interaction
terms ensuring the bounce mechanism. Curvature perturbations can be expanded in a linear and
non-linear parts as
ζ = ζgauss(x) +
3
5
fNLζ
2
gauss(x) +O
(
ζ3gauss
)
, (3.112)
where ζgauss is linear and gaussian. The fNL term is called the non linearity parameter. The factor
3/5 comes from the definition of non-gaussianities in terms of the gauge-invariant Newtonian
potential Φ. During matter domination, we have 3ζ = 5Φ [140]. Depending on the configuration,
several limits have been given by the Planck collaboration [141] within the 68% confidence level
as
f localNL = −0.9± 5.1 (3.113)
f equilNL = −26± 47 (3.114)
forthoNL = −38± 24 . (3.115)
The local term contains primordial fluctuations usually produced during inflation from an isocur-
vature field, but also from the ekpyrotic scenario [142–144]. The equilateral type results from
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modifications of the kinetic Lagrangian of a general single-field inflation model, or from higher-
order derivative operators, while the orthogonal type, orthogonal to the local and equilateral
types, mainly comes from the latter possibility. Note that a fourth type exist, the folded type,
mixing local and orthogonal terms. It appears in some models with vacuum different from the
Bunch-Davies vacuum [145]. Non-gaussianities for various inflationary models can be found
in [146]. As an example, the single-field slow-roll inflation gives f localNL < 1 [140], while the matter
bounce scenario in [147] gives f localNL = −35/8.

CHAPTER 4.
Stochastic Effects in Cosmology
4.1. Stochastic Formalism
When we discussed the importance of inflationary perturbations, we have supposed that the in-
flaton is split into a homogeneous and inhomogeneous parts. Inhomogeneities, supposedly small,
were treated as quantum perturbations and with no influence on the background. It is natural
to wonder if quantum fluctuations can affect background trajectories. The stochastic formalism
models the effect of quantum vacuum fluctuations by introducing a cut-off scale (the so-called
coarse-graining scale) splitting the fluctuations into two parts: quantum vacuum modes (below
the coarse-graining scale) and the long wavelength field. The long wavelength field behaves clas-
sically, and its dynamics can be modified by quantum fluctuations under the form of a stochastic
noise. The stochastic formalism was introduced in cosmology by Starobinsky [148] to describe the
effects of random vacuum fluctuations on inflationary dynamics [149–182]. More recently, this
formalism was used in [16] to show that slow-roll inflation is a stochastic attractor. The stochastic
formalism also comes with the appealing feature that it reproduces results from QFT in curved
spacetime at the perturbative level and beyond [156, 183–185]. All modes with frequency below
the cut-off scale are treated as quantum operators, while super-horizon modes are classical. In
some sense, we can say that we are applying out-of-equilibrium QFT for open systems to an
inflationary context.
We first illustrate how the stochastic formalism applies in cosmology by showing the divergence
found in (3.111) can be lifted introducing a time-dependent comoving cut-off scale (the coarse-
graining scale)
kσ = σaH , (4.1)
below which small (sub-Hubble) wavelengths are integrated out. We thus derive an effective
theory for the long wavelength part, with σ the ratio between the Hubble radius and the cut-off
wavelength. Note that we require the coarse-graining scale to be larger than the Hubble scale,
hence σ < 1, to neglect gradient terms [186]. The reason is that no causal process can prepare
the initial state in a coherent Bunch-Davies vacuum over an infinite spatial section [187].
We will characterise the noise emerging from sub-Hubble quantum fluctuations evolving into
the super-Hubble regime following the stochastic formalism described in [16]. Classically, the
time derivative of the field, ϕ˙, can be related to its conjugate momentum, piϕ ≡ ∂L/∂ϕ˙. Using
the ADM formulation of a scalar field (2.48) in a homogeneous and isotropic spacetime, the scalar
field reads
ϕ˙ =
N
a3
piϕ , (4.2)
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and the evolution for piϕ is given by
p˙iϕ = −Na3V,ϕ + aδij∂i∂jϕ . (4.3)
In the stochastic approach, one splits the scalar field and its momentum into a long-wavelength
part and small-wavelength part as
ϕ = ϕ+ ϕQ , pi = pi + piQ , (4.4)
where the subscript “Q” describes the small-wavelength quantum part. Explicitly, we define the
coarse-grained field and momentum in terms of the window function W , hence integrating out
the UV modes, as
ϕQ (x, η) =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
W
(
k
kσ
)(
akϕk(η)e
−ik·x + a†kϕ
?
k(η)e
ik·x
)
, (4.5)
piQ (x, η) =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
W
(
k
kσ
)(
akpik(η)e
−ik·x + a†kpi
?
k(η)e
ik·x
)
, (4.6)
where W ' 0 for k  kσ and W ' 1 for k  kσ. Plugging the quantum parts in (4.2) and (4.3),
we can write the Langevin equations for the stochastic quantities ϕ and pi
ϕ˙ =
N
a3
pi + ξϕ(x, η) , (4.7)
p˙i = −Na3V,ϕ (ϕ) + ξpi(x, η) , (4.8)
where the quantum noises ξϕ and ξpi are given by [153,178,188,189]
ξϕ(x, η) = −
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
W˙
(
k
kσ
)(
akϕk(η)e
−ik·x + a†kϕ
?
k(η)e
ik·x
)
, (4.9)
ξpi(x, η) = −
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
W˙
(
k
kσ
)(
akpik(η)e
−ik·x + a†kpi
?
k(η)e
ik·x
)
. (4.10)
Note that this result can be also derived by integrating out the small-wavelength degrees of
freedom, analogously as in renormalisation schemes in QFT. Also, the fact that ϕ and pi are still
operators becomes irrelevant.
It becomes clear the infrared divergence identified in (3.111) disappears. Indeed, inserting the
long-wavelength counterpart of (4.6) by switching W (k/kσ)↔W (kσ/k) into the solution (3.110),
we would now find (3.111) is finite. The cancellation of the divergence is not a coincidence. In
fact, the leading IR divergence vanishes at all orders of perturbation. However, we shall see
another problem emerges when including an interaction term in the Klein-Gordon background
equation (3.39). In conformal time, it is expressed as
∂2ϕ
∂η2
+ 2H∂ϕ
∂η
−∇2ϕ+ a2∂V
∂ϕ
= 0 . (4.11)
Noting the free field as ϕ(0), the solution to this inhomogeneous Klein-Gordon equation can be
found using the Green retarded propagator(
∂2ϕ
∂η2
+ 2H∂ϕ
∂η
−∇2ϕ+ a2∂V
(
ϕ(0)
)
∂ϕ(0)
)
G
(
xi, η;x
′
i, η
′) = 1
a3
δ3
(
xi − x′i
)
, (4.12)
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where the Green function is
G
(
xi, η;x
′
i, η
′) = i
a2
Θ
(
η − η′) [ϕ(0) (xi, η) , ϕ(0) (x′i, η′)] . (4.13)
Integrating all interactions of the field, we construct the Yang-Feldman equation [190]
ϕ(xi, η) = ϕ
(0)(xi, η)−
∫
dη′
∫
d3x′
√−gG (xi, η;x′i, η′) a2(η′)∂V (ϕ(x′i, η′))∂ϕ(0) +O(G2) . (4.14)
Note that the vertex
√−gGa2 ≈ d ln a adds another infrared divergence, breaking down the
perturbative expansion after some time [191]. This secular effect can emerge, for example, when
studying perturbations of non-conformal fields [192].
An interesting aspect of the stochastic formalism is the quantum-to-classical transition natu-
rally occurring when considering super-horizon modes. Let us consider the noise power spectrum
Ξf,g(x, η;x
′, η′) :=
〈
0|ξf (x, η)ξg(x′, η′)|0
〉
, (4.15)
with f , g and ξf , ξg being shorthand notation for the field or its momentum and their respective
noises. Recalling the generic power spectrum (3.58) and inserting the noises (4.10) into (4.15)
leads to
Ξf,g =
∫ ∞
0
dk k2
2pi2
W˙
(
k
kσ(η)
)
W˙
(
k
kσ(η′)
)
fk(η)g
?
k(η
′)
sin(k|x′ − x|)
k|x′ − x| . (4.16)
For simplicity, we choose the window function to be a Heaviside function, whose derivative is
Θ˙
(
k
kσ(η)
− 1
)
= δ
(
k
kσ(η)
− 1
)
= kσ(η)δ (k − kσ(η)) . (4.17)
Therefore, the product of window functions means the noise correlation is evaluated at equal
time, and the noises are white. In turn, ϕ is a Markovian process. This would not be the case
had we chosen a smooth function over a step function, and would lead to non-Gaussianities in
the final power spectrum [193]. It follows that
Ξf,g =
1
6pi2
dk3σ(τ)
dτ
∣∣∣∣
τ=η
fk=kσ(η)g
?
k=kσ(η)
sin(kσ(η)|x′ − x|)
kσ(η)|x′ − x| δ(η − η
′) . (4.18)
As we suppose the noises are autocorrelated, we have x′ = x, and we can rewrite this result in
terms of the dimensionless power spectrum (3.59)
Ξf,g =
d ln(kσ(η))
dη
∆2f,g (kσ(η); η) , with ∆
2
f,g (kσ(η); η) =
k3σ(η)
2pi2
fk=kσ(η)g
?
k=kσ(η)
. (4.19)
We notice that hermiticity of the noise correlator is evident, hence Ξf,g = Ξ
?
g,f . The only
non-trivial antisymmetric combination in this case is given
Ξϕ,pi(η)− Ξpi,ϕ(η) = 1
6pi2
dk3σ(τ)
dτ
[
ϕk=kσ(η)pi
?
k=kσ(η)
− pik=kσ(η)ϕ?k=kσ(η)
]
= − i
6pi2
dk3σ(τ)
dτ
; (4.20)
where canonical quantisation was used in the second line. This term contains all the information
about the quantum nature of the fluctuations, and disappears on large scales. This brings the
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interesting feature that, when dealing with stochastic processes, we lose all information about
commutators and the outcome is classical. The probability distribution of finding the coarse-
grained field in a state ϕ at time η, the Fokker-Planck distribution, can be obtained using the
Itoˆ interpretation 1. We now wish to write the distribution associated to the Langevin equations
(4.8), denoted P (ϕ, pi, η). The Fokker-Planck evolution equation yields [195]
∂P (ϕ, pi, η)
∂η
=− ∂
∂ϕ
[
N
a3
piP (ϕ, pi, η)
]
+
∂
∂pi
[
Na3V,ϕ (ϕ)P (ϕ, pi, η)
]
+
[
∂2
∂ϕ2
Ξϕ,ϕ +
∂2
∂ϕ∂pi
Ξϕ,pi +
∂2
∂pi∂ϕ
Ξpi,ϕ +
∂2
∂pi2
Ξpi,pi
]
P (ϕ, pi, η) . (4.21)
The first line is nothing more than the deterministic evolution, and each term is called a drift
term. The second line collects all terms sourced by the noise, and compose the diffusion term.
Since none of the noise correlators depend on the deterministic variables, we rewrite the Fokker-
Planck equation as
∂P (ϕ, pi, η)
∂η
=− N
a3
pi
∂
∂ϕ
P (ϕ, pi, η) +Na3V,ϕ (ϕ)
∂
∂pi
P (ϕ, pi, η)
+
[
Ξϕ,ϕ
∂2
∂ϕ2
+ Ξϕ,pi
∂2
∂ϕ∂pi
+ Ξpi,ϕ
∂2
∂pi∂ϕ
+ Ξpi,pi
∂2
∂pi2
]
P (ϕ, pi, η) . (4.22)
Let us put the noises in a matrix form. Be the deterministic vector and the matrix noise
Φ =
(
ϕ
pi
)
and Ξ =
(
Ξϕ,ϕ Ξϕ,pi
Ξϕ,pi Ξpi,pi
)
. (4.23)
The Hessian H of the probability density function is formed from the matrix entries
Hij =
∂2P (Φ, η)
∂Φi∂Φj
. (4.24)
Thus, the diffusion term in (4.22) can be written as the trace Tr [HΦ]. Recalling the matrix
noise is hermitian, we can decompose the noise matrix on the basis (I2, Jx, Jy, Jz), where I2 is
the two-dimensional identity matrix and the other three are Pauli matrices. Note that all four
matrices but Jy are symmetric. This gives
Ξ =
1
2
(Ξϕ,ϕ + Ξpi,pi) I2 +
1
2
(Ξϕ,pi + Ξpi,ϕ) Jx +
i
2
(Ξϕ,pi − Ξpi,ϕ) Jy + 1
2
(Ξϕ,ϕ − Ξpi,pi) Jz . (4.25)
Since the Hessian is symmetric under indices permutations while Jy is antisymmetric, the third
term, built out of the commutator of quantum fluctuations, vanishes. Hence, quantum diffusion
is described by a classical distribution through correlated noises.
1The description of stochastic processes depends on the chosen discretisation scheme. In stochastic calculus, the
solution of a differential equation is a function evaluated at each step i as (1− α)Ni + αNi+1, where Ni and
Ni+1 are time variables, and 0 < α < 1 a parameter. The Itoˆ scheme corresponds to the choice α = 0, and
possesses the advantage that we can express variables at time Ni+1 in terms of known values at Ni. However,
covariance can be lost in this scheme, though it can be retrieved by parallel transporting vielbeins from the
Stratonovich scheme, equivalent to α = 1/2 [194].
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4.2. Stochastic Collapse with Exponential Potential
We now apply the stochastic formalism to a phase of contraction, in which we consider a scalar
field with an exponential potential. The remaining of this chapter serves as a presentation
and discussion of the results we obtained in [132]. This simple choice provides a model for
an accelerated expansion and inflation in the early universe [196–198] or dark energy at the
present epoch [199, 200]. But it can also drive a collapsing universe and this configuration is
particularly interesting since due to their scale-invariant form, exponential potentials are simple
to study analytically. Such a configuration in the case of bouncing models with the bounce due
to quantum effects was studied in [128]. In order to explore this simplicity, we will focus our
attention on models with a scalar field ϕ and scalar potential
V = V0 exp{−κλϕ} , (4.26)
where κ =
√
8piG and λ is the slope of the potential. We can identify three scalar field collapse
scenarios based on the form of the potential. In terms of energy density ρ and pressure P of the
scalar field, we have
• Non-stiff/Matter/Pressureless collapse (P < ρ with V > 0);
• Pre-Big Bang collapse (P = ρ with V = 0);
• Ekpyrotic collapse (P  ρ with V < 0);
Before studying how collapse models behave in the presence of quantum fluctuations, it is
interesting to show that the classical dynamics of a scalar field cosmology with an exponential
potential can be reduced to an one-dimensional problem. We discuss the phase space portrait
for this theory as well as the stability of the fixed points which represent power-law expansion or
collapse. We will use the single-field inflation action (3.35) in a flat FLRW spacetime.
In order to perform a qualitative analysis of the system described by the Klein-Gordon equation
(3.39) and the Friedmann constraint (3.40), new variables can be introduced as
x =
κϕ˙√
6H
, y =
κ
√±V√
3H
, (4.27)
where we use ± for positive and negative scalar potentials, ±V > 0. With these variables, we
can write the Friedmann constraint (3.40) as
x2 ± y2 = 1 , (4.28)
and the equation of state (3.38) becomes
w =
x2 ∓ y2
x2 ± y2 . (4.29)
Then, we are able to rewrite the equation of motion (3.39) in terms of the autonomous system
x′ = −3x(1− x2)± λ
√
3/2y2 , (4.30)
y′ = xy(3x− λ
√
3/2) , (4.31)
where a prime is a derivative with respect to the logarithm of the scalar factor and N = ln a
counts the number of e-folds to the end of inflation or the collapse phase. We identify critical
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Figure 4.1.: Dynamics of a scalar field with flat (λ2 < 6) positive exponential potential (x2 +y2 =
1) and steep (λ2 > 6) negative ((x2 − y2 = 1)) exponential potential. The upper
half-plane is for H > 0, i.e. an expanding Universe, and the lower half-plane for
H < 0. The circle and hyperbole represent the Friedmann constraint (4.28). A± are
saddle points representing the kinetic-dominated region. B− and B+ represent the
same potential-kinetic solution in two different phases. During contraction, B is a
repeller, and turns out to be a late-time attractor during expansion. Note the sign
of x flips when H crosses 0. Credit goes to I. Heard and D. Wands [201].
points of the system with fixed points where x′ = 0 and y′ = 0. The dynamics is pictorially
represented in figure 4.1
There are two kinetic-dominated solutions
xa = −1 or + 1 , ya = 0 , (4.32)
with equation of state (4.29) wa = 1. These fixed points therefore correspond to solutions where
a ∝ t1/3 in an expanding universe for t > 0, or a ∝ (−t)1/3 for t < 0 in a contracting universe.
There is also a potential-kinetic-scaling solution for ±(6 − λ2) > 0 (i.e., a sufficiently flat
positive potential, λ2 < 6 for V > 0, or a sufficiently steep negative potential, λ2 > 6 for V < 0)
which is given by
xb =
λ√
6
, yb =
√
±(6− λ2)
6
; (4.33)
This scaling solution corresponds to a solution with constant equation of state (4.29)
wb =
λ2
3
− 1 , (4.34)
and thus a power-law solution for the scale factor
a(t) ∝ |t|p , ϕ(t) =
√
4
3κ2(1 + wb)
ln |t|+ C , (4.35)
where C is an arbitrary constant of integration and
p =
2
λ2
. (4.36)
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First-order perturbations around this critical point yield the linearised equation [201]
x′ =
(λ2 − 6)
2
(x− xb) . (4.37)
We see that in an expanding universe, H > 0, the scaling solution (4.33) is stable for λ2 < 6,
corresponding to p > 1/3 from (4.36). Thus the scaling solution is stable whenever it exists for
a positive potential in an expanding universe, but it is never stable for a negative potential in
an expanding universe. Conversely, in a collapsing universe, since N decreases with cosmic time,
H < 0, the scaling solution is stable for λ2 > 6, corresponding to p < 1/3. Thus the scaling
solution is stable whenever it exists for a negative potential in a collapsing universe, but it is
never stable for a positive potential for H < 0.
In summary:
• Expanding universe (N → +∞):
 The scaling solution exists and is stable for a positive, flat potential p > 1/3 (including
inflation, p > 1).
 The scaling solution exists but is unstable for a negative, steep potential p < 1/3.
• Contracting universe (N → −∞):
 The scaling solution exists and is stable for a negative steep potential p < 1/3 (includ-
ing ekpyrosis, p 1).
 The scaling solution exists but is unstable for a positive flat potential p > 1/3 (includ-
ing matter collapse, p ' 2/3).
4.3. Linear Perturbations
We now study linear perturbations about the background solutions and in particular the solutions
of the perturbed field in a collapsing scenario. Note that for a power-law cosmology, z′′/z =
a′′/a ∝ (aH)2. Hence the solutions for small (sub-Hubble) and large (super-Hubble) scales of the
Mukhanov-Sasaki equation (3.69) are respectively
δϕ ' e
−ikt/a
a
√
2k
for k2/a2  H2 , (4.38)
δϕ ' Cϕ˙
H
+
Dϕ˙
H
∫
H2
a3ϕ˙2
dt for k2/a2  H2 , (4.39)
where we have chosen the quantum vacuum normalisation for the under-damped oscillations on
sub-Hubble scales (4.38).
A characteristic feature of an inflating spacetime is that the comoving Hubble length decreases
in an accelerating expansion with a˙ > 0 and a¨ > 0. The same is true for the comoving Hubble
length, |H|−1/a = 1/|a˙| in a decelerating, collapsing universe with a˙ < 0 and a¨ < 0. As a result
quantum vacuum fluctuations, on sub-Hubble scales at early times (4.38), lead to well-defined
predictions for the power spectrum of perturbations on super-Hubble scales for potential-kinetic-
scaling solutions with λ2 < 2 (and hence p > 1) in an expanding cosmology, or with λ2 > 2 (and
hence p < 1) in a collapsing cosmology.
The characteristics of the inflation and collapse models for different values of p are summarised
in table 4.1.
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Power-law inflation Decelerated collapse
H > 0 H < 0
a˙ > 0, a¨ > 0 a˙ < 0, a¨ < 0
p > 1 0 < p < 1
Table 4.1.: Comparing the quantities H, a˙, a¨ and p for power-law inflation and collapse. Although
a˙ is negative in the collapse case, its magnitude |a˙| is increasing. p < 0 is not allowed
since this requires ρϕ + Pϕ < 0, which is inconsistent with (3.36) and (3.37) for a
canonical scalar field.
4.3.1. Scalar Field Perturbations in a Power-Law Collapse
We now investigate the effects of small scale quantum fluctuations on the stochastic evolution
of the coarse-grained field above the Hubble scale Let us consider a collapsing universe with the
scale factor being a power-law scaling solution with a ∝ (−t)p and t < 0,
a ∝ (−t)p where p = 2
3 (1 + w)
. (4.40)
We can re-express the scale factor in terms of conformal time as
a(η) ∝ (−η)p/(1−p) . (4.41)
Using the relation for the Hubble rate in conformal time, H = a′/a2, we find that a can also be
expressed as
a =
(
p
1− p
)
1
Hη
, (4.42)
where η < 0.
Since ϕ˙/H is constant in this case we have z ∝ a, which allows us to rewrite (3.69) as a Bessel
equation
d2v
dη2
+
(
k2 − ν
2 − 1/4
η2
)
v = 0 , (4.43)
where
ν =
3
2
+
1
p− 1 = −
3
2
[
1 + (3p− 2)
1− (3p− 2)
]
. (4.44)
Note that for power-law collapse with p < 1 we have ν < 3/22.
We recall from (3.87) the general solution for a given k can be expressed as a linear combination
of Hankel functions
vk =
√
|kη|
[
V+H
(1)
|ν| (|kη|) + V−H
(2)
|ν| (|kη|)
]
. (4.45)
As discussed in [61], this solution generates a scale invariant spectrum, |δϕ2k| ∝ k−3, not only for
slow-roll inflation (P/ρ → −1 and ν = 3/2) but also for a pressureless collapse (P/ρ → 0 and
ν = −3/2).
2In Appendix C.1 we explicitly show the mapping between the quantities p, ν, λ2 and w.
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Combining the solution for vk (3.88) and the scale factor (4.41), we see that in this large-scale
limit the field perturbations are constant for ν > 0, since
δϕk ∝ 1
a
(−η) 12−|ν| ∝ (−η)ν−|ν| . (4.46)
Conversely, for ν < 0 we see that the scalar field perturbations can grow rapidly on super-Hubble
scales and diverge as η → 0.
4.3.2. Perturbations in Phase Space Variables
Introducing first order perturbations of the dimensionless phase space variables (4.27), we obtain
δx =
κ√
6
1
H
(
˙δϕ−Aϕ˙− ϕ˙
H
δH
)
, (4.47)
δy =
κ√
3
√
V
H
(
V,ϕ
2V
δϕ− δH
H
)
, (4.48)
where we are also including the metric perturbations t→ (1+A)t and H → H+δH as described
in [186]. By perturbing the Friedmann equation, we obtain
δH =
κ2
6H
(V,ϕδϕ+ ϕ˙ ˙δϕ− ϕ˙2A) , (4.49)
and since we are working in the spatially-flat gauge we can use the momentum constraint [56,61,
202] to write the perturbed lapse function in terms of the scalar field perturbation as
A =
κ2ϕ˙δϕ
2H
. (4.50)
At the critical point x = xb given by (4.33), the large-scale limit for the scalar field perturbations
(3.88) then gives3
δxk =
iκ√
24pi
(
1− λ
2
6
)(
2
2ν − 1
)2 Γ(|ν|)2|ν|
k|ν|
(|ν| − ν) H (−η)−|ν|+3/2 . (4.51)
We can re-express δx with respect to the Hubble rate at a given time
H = H? exp
{[(
ν − 3/2
ν − 1/2
)
(N? −N)
]}
. (4.52)
where N? is evaluated at some initial time and the conformal time can be expressed using (4.41)
as
(−η) = (−η?) exp
{[
1
ν − 1/2 (N? −N)
]}
, (4.53)
which gives
δxk =
iκ√
24pi
(
1− λ
2
6
)(
2
2ν − 1
)2+|ν| Γ(|ν|)2|ν|
σ|ν|
(|ν| − ν)H?(−η)3/2? exp
{[
ν
ν − 1/2 (N? −N)
]}
.
(4.54)
3The kinetic dominated solution analysis is briefly discussed in Appendix C.2, since it provides δx = 0 without
regard to the solution δϕ.
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We see that for ν > 0, which includes power-law inflation (ν = 3/2) and ekpyrotic collapse
(ν = 1/2), the scalar field perturbations at the leading-order on large scales leave the phase space
variable unchanged, δx = 0.
Perturbing the Friedmann constraint (4.28) requires δy = −(x/y)δx and, as a consequence, we
can write the perturbation of the equation of state (4.29) as
δw = 4xδx . (4.55)
Hence for ν > 0 the scalar field perturbations at leading-order on large scales correspond to
adiabatic perturbations which leave the equation of state unperturbed, δw = 0. More generally,
adiabatic perturbations on large scales correspond to local perturbations forwards or backwards
in time along the background trajectory [203] which correspond to a fixed point in phase space.
In appendix C.4 we consider the next-to-leading order scalar field perturbations on large-scales
which give rise to a finite perturbation δx 6= 0 on finite scales and finite time, kη 6= 0 for ν > 0.
Conversely, for ν < 0 initial quantum field perturbations on sub-Hubble scales give rise to
non-adiabatic perturbations on super-Hubble scales at late times, δw 6= 0, which correspond to
perturbations away from the fixed point in the dimensionless phase space. We will now consider
the effect of these quantum vacuum fluctuations evolving into the super-Hubble regime and giving
rise to a stochastic diffusion in the phase space.
4.4. Stochastic Noise from Quantum Fluctuations
We are now in measure to describe stochastic effects in our collapse scenario. To do so, we will
study the deviations about the classical solution in phase space, as well as the maximum lifetime
of collapsing scenarios in the presence of stochastic fluctuations. The stochastic noise, associated
with the small-wavelength quantum fluctuations modes crossing the coarse-graining scale into
the long-wavelength field at each time step, dτ , is described by the two-point correlation matrix
(4.15). In the following we will choose the time variable, τ , to be the number of e-folds, N . For
white noise, we can rewrite these entries in terms of the power spectrum (4.19) as
Ξf,g(N) =
1
6pi2
dk3σ(N)
dN
fk (N) g
∗
k (N) . (4.56)
4.4.1. Quantum Diffusion in Phase Space
Near the critical point x = xb given by (4.33), the stochastic version of (4.37) is
d(x¯− xb)
dN
= m(x¯− xb) + ξˆx, (4.57)
where the eigenvalue m = (λ2 − 6)/2, whose solution is given by considering an Itoˆ process [204]
x¯(N)− xc = em(N−N?) (x¯(N?)− xc) +
∫ N
N?
em(N−S)ξˆxdS. (4.58)
We define the variance associated with the coarse-grained field x¯ as
σ2x :=
〈
(x¯(N)− xc)2
〉
; (4.59)
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whose evolution equation is given by
dσ2x
dN
= 2mσ2x + 2
〈
ξˆx (x¯− xc)
〉
. (4.60)
The solution can be split into a classical part and a quantum part, given by4
σ2x(N) = σ
2
x,cl(N) + σ
2
x,qu(N)
= σ2x(N?)e
2m(N−N?) +
∫ N
N?
dS e2m(N−S)Ξx,x(S) , (4.61)
where the two-point correlation matrix Ξx,x(S) is defined in Eq. (4.56), using the notation of [16].
The classical part, σ2x,cl(N), is given by the variance at some initial time times an exponential
function of the number of e-folds. The quantum part, σ2x,qu(N), is the accumulated noise between
the initial time and a later time.
We find the two-point correlation function for the perturbations in the dimensionless phase
space variable, x, by applying (4.56) to δx given in (4.54) as
Ξx,x(N) =
1
2pi2
σ3
(
ν − 1
2
)2 1
(−η?)3 exp
{[ −3
ν − 1/2 (N? −N)
]}
|δx|2
= g(ν, σ)κ2H2(N) , (4.62)
with
g(ν, σ) :=
Γ2(|ν|)ν222|ν|+4
(12pi)3σ2|ν|−3
(
2
2ν − 1
)2|ν|+4
(|ν| − ν)2 . (4.63)
As previously noted, for ν > 0 the classical trajectory for x remains preserved by the leading
order perturbations in the scalar field since δx = 0 on large scales (kη → 0) 5, but the same is
not true for ν negative since in this case δx 6= 0. We derive in Appendix C.3 an alternative way
to find this result using perturbations of the field and momentum.
Inserting our result for the correlation function (4.62) in the quantum part of (4.61), we find
σ2x,qu(N) = g(ν, σ)κ
2H2? exp
{[
3− 2ν
ν − 1/2 (−N?)
]}
e2mN
∫ N
N?
dS e−2mS exp
{[
3− 2ν
ν − 1/2S
]}
. (4.64)
Re-expressing the eigenvalue m in terms of the index, m = −2ν/(ν − 1/2), the solution of (4.64)
is then
σ2x,qu(N) = g˜(ν, σ)κ
2H2(N)
{
1− exp
{[
3 + 2ν
ν − 1/2 (N? −N)
]}}
, (4.65)
where
g˜(ν, σ) =
(
ν − 1/2
3 + 2ν
)
g(ν, σ)
=
Γ2(|ν|)22|ν|+4
(12pi)3σ2|ν|−3
(
ν2
3 + 2ν
)(
2
2ν − 1
)2|ν|+3
(|ν| − ν)2 . (4.66)
4We show the explicit calculation in Appendix C.5.
5In Appendix C.4, we take into account the next-to-leading order field contribution to compute Ξx,x(N) and show
that even in this configuration quantum diffusion should not take the system away from the fixed point. We
show in particular that this is the case for quasi-de Sitter inflation.
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Equation (4.64) is given in terms of the Hubble scale at a fixed time, H?, while we have used
(4.52) to give the variance (4.65) in terms of the time-dependent Hubble scale, H(N).
We can compare the growth rate of the classical and quantum perturbations by comparing the
time dependence from the two parts in (4.61). We note first that the time dependence of the
classical term goes as
σx,cl ∝ exp
[
4ν
ν − 1/2 (N? −N)
]
. (4.67)
From (4.65), we see the time dependence of the quantum term behaves as
σx,qu ∝ exp
[
4ν
ν − 1/2 (N? −N)
]{
exp
[
− 3 + 2ν
ν − 1/2 (N? −N)
]
− 1
}
. (4.68)
Remember N?−N grows with time (N decreases) in an expanding universe. Thus, the quantum
variance decays with time if we have
3 + 2ν
ν − 1/2 > 0 . (4.69)
This is the case if either ν > 1/2 or ν < −3/2. However, a positive ν will cancel the leading
order quantum diffusion, so we will consider only the second case, ν < −3/2, in the following
analysis. Thus, the classical perturbations grow faster than the quantum noise if ν < −3/2, and
the quantum noise grows faster if ν > −3/2.
Also, the condition (4.69) provides a shift in the spectrum, when compared to the case ν =
−3/2, since the scalar spectral index can be written as [106,125,130,205–207]
ns = 1 +
12w
1 + 3w
= 1 +
4(2ν + 3)
3
, (4.70)
and it is clear to see that when ν = −3/2− , where  is a small positive parameter, w < 0 and
the spectrum becomes red, i.e., ns < 1.
To understand the behaviour around ν ≈ −3/2 we will consider ν = −3/2 −  which for
|(N? −N)|  1 leads to
σ2x,qu(N) =
3
128pi
1
σ2
H2(N)
M2pl
(N? −N) , (4.71)
where we have used κ2 = 8pi/M2pl with Mpl the Planck mass, and we recall that σ is the coarse-
graining scale. The diffusion thus has the form of a random walk with N? − N steps of equal,
but growing, length ∝ |H(N)|.
We see that (4.71) depends weakly on the coarse-graining scale for ν ≈ −3/2, and becomes
independent of σ in the limit ν = −3/2, where  → 0. This is not surprising since we know
that quantum fluctuations in a pressureless collapse give rise to a scale-invariant spectrum of
perturbations [130,206,208].
4.4.2. Maximum Lifetime of the Collapsing Phase
We can now examine when the variance becomes large, i.e., when σx,qu ≈ 1, so that the quantum
diffusion due to the stochastic noise results in a significant deviation from the critical point.
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4.4.2.1. Radiation-Dominated Collapse
Consider first the case of a potential-kinetic-scaling collapse with λ = 2, giving rise to an equation
of state w = 1/3, analogous to a radiation-dominated cosmology, and index ν = −1/2. The
variance (4.65) in this case becomes
σ2x,qu(N) =
σ2
54pi
H2?
M2pl
{exp{[4 (N? −N)]} − exp{[2 (N? −N)]}}
≈ σ
2
54pi
H2(N)
M2pl
, (4.72)
where to get the second line, we have neglected the second exponential term since the first one
will grow much quicker. For σ2x,qu(Nend) = 1, we get the straightforward result
|Hend| ≈ 13
σ
Mpl . (4.73)
We conclude that a radiation-dominated collapsing phase cannot escape the fixed point due to
quantum diffusion until it approaches the Planck scale. Indeed, since we require σ < 1, we see
that a deviation from the classical fixed point x = xb due to quantum diffusion would require the
Hubble scale to become greater than the Planck scale. In practice as soon as the Hubble scale
approaches the Planck scale our semi-classical analysis breaks down.
4.4.2.2. Pressureless Collapse
For the case of a pressureless collapse, ν = −3/2, we find σx,qu(Nend) = 1 when
|Hend| =
√
128pi
3(N? −Nend)Mpl (4.74)
Thus, for pressureless collapse case, quantum diffusion gives a time, tend, at which stochastic
trajectories leave the classical fixed point before we reach the Planck scale, |Hend| < Mpl, if the
number of e-folds during the collapse is greater than 134. We show a simple example in Fig.(4.2).
In terms of the initial Hubble rate, using (4.52) for the Hubble rate H(N) for ν = −3/2, we
have
(N? −Nend) exp{[3(N? −Nend)]} = 128pi
3
M2pl
H2?
, (4.75)
from which we get an approximate number of e-folds during the collapse phase
N? −Nend ≈ 2
3
ln
(√
128pi
3
Mpl
|H?|
)
. (4.76)
Conversely we can obtain an expression for the Hubble rate at the end of the pressureless collapse
starting from an initial Hubble rate H? given by
|Hend| ≈
√√√√ 64pi
ln
(√
128pi
3
Mpl
|H?|
)Mpl . (4.77)
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Knowing how the comoving Hubble length behaves in terms of time during pressureless collapse,
we can estimate a lower limit on the number of e-folds required during pressureless collapse to
solve the horizon and smoothness problems of the hot big bang:
kend
k?
=
aendHend
a?H?
=
(
t?
tend
)1/3
= e(N?−Nend)/2 > e70 , (4.78)
where we are considering 70 as a ratio between the Hubble length over Planck scale compared
to horizon size today. This is a similar number for inflation to solve the flatness and horizon
problems of Big Bang cosmology. Then, we would need
N? −Nend > 140 , (4.79)
which is remarkably close to the estimate N? −Nend > 134 that follows from requiring |Hend| <
Mpl (4.74).
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Figure 4.2.: Evolution of the Hubble rate, |H|, in a pressureless collapse. For quantum diffusion
to lead to a deviation from the classical fixed point before the Hubble rate reaches the
Planck scale, |Hend| < MPl, requires a very low initial energy scale, |H∗|  |Hend|.
4.5. Conclusions on Stochastic Effects in Cosmology
The origin of the primordial density perturbations which lead to the large-scale structures we ob-
serve in the Universe is still a topic of debate. While a lot of attention has been given to quantum
fluctuations in an inflationary expansion phase, another interesting possibility is that of vacuum
fluctuations in a collapse phase preceding the present cosmological expansion. Perturbations of
a self-interacting scalar field can be a useful starting point to study collapsing phases since in
the case of linear perturbations, we can have a duality between the expanding and contracting
solutions, as shown in [206].
We have presented in this chapter an analysis of the stability of a power-law solution for
a scalar field with an exponential potential, both classically and in the presence of quantum
perturbations which can give rise to a stochastic noise on super-Hubble scales, either during
an accelerated expansion or a decelerated collapse. We considered three possible cosmological
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scenarios: power-law inflation, a pressureless collapse and an ekpyrotic collapse. It is well known
that inflationary and ekpyrotic models are classically stable under perturbations, while the matter
collapse is unstable. We have shown in this work that in inflationary and ekpyrotic models
quantum perturbations at leading-order on large (super-Hubble) scales are adiabatic, and do not
drive these models away from their fixed point solution in phase space. This means that the
equation of state is unperturbed, δw = 0, and one does not modify the classical behaviour of
such models by adding quantum noise. In fact, all models with a positive index ν (the index
of the Bessel function governing the evolution of the Mukhanov-Sasaki variable, see Eq. (4.44))
have a vanishing quantum contribution to the equation of state at leading order on super-Hubble
scales. As a consequence, only models with a negative index, ν < 0, including the pressureless
collapse case, diffuse away from the classical fixed point due to quantum noise. The perturbation
of the equation of state is summarised in Table (4.2).
Inflation or ekpyrotic collapse Pressureless collapse
ν > 0→ adiabatic noise ν < 0→ non-adiabatic noise
δw = 0 δw 6= 0
Table 4.2.: Table comparing the behaviour of δw for three cases in the super-Hubble limit σ → 0:
de Sitter inflation (ν = 3/2), ekpyrotic collapse (ν = 1/2) and pressureless collapse
(ν = −3/2).
We then considered the maximum lifetime of the classical fixed point in the presence of quantum
noise in a collapse phase with ν < 0. In the general case, we find that the collapse models are
stable against quantum diffusion in the semi-classical theory since the variance with respect to
the classical fixed point on super-Hubble scales is proportional to the Hubble rate and remains
small while the Hubble rate remains below the Planck scale.
However, for the particular case ν = −3/2, corresponding to a pressureless collapse, the per-
turbations on super-Hubble scales are known to be scale-invariant; in this case we found the
quantum diffusion leads to a random walk away from the fixed point. If we start the classical
collapse from very low energy scales arbitrarily close to the fixed point solution, then the semi-
classical collapse phase (with the Hubble scale below the Planck scale) can last for many e-folds
before diffusion drives the evolution away from the fixed point solution.
Our analysis is limited to first-order perturbations about the classical fixed points, however
one might expect that fluctuations about the pressureless collapse eventually end up in a kinetic-
energy-dominated collapse phase with w = +1 since this is the stable fixed point solution in this
case. Perturbations about the kinetic-dominated collapse due to quantum fluctuations are adia-
batic in the super-Hubble limit and so this fixed point solution remains stable against quantum
noise up to the Planck scale.
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CHAPTER 5.
Quantum Cosmology
The previous chapter was devoted to the evolution of quantum perturbations and their back-
reaction on a classical background. It is natural to ask what would be the consequences of going
further, applying a quantisation scheme to the whole Universe. From the covariance principle,
the theory of general relativity must be invariant under diffeomorphisms. As a consequence, we
cannot write generalised velocities in terms of momenta in GR. To canonically quantise gravity,
it is necessary to first express the Hamiltonian constraints of the system 1, then quantise those
constraints. In this chapter, we first give a review on the interpretations of quantum mechan-
ics, then we canonically quantise GR in the de Broglie-Bohm approach arguing the Copenhagen
interpretation is not suited for cosmology, and we finish with an illustration of this quantum
cosmology with astrophysical implications describing a process of magnetogenesis.
5.1. The Born Rule and the Measurement Problem
The very notion of reality at microscopic scales has never reached an agreed upon interpretation.
How we can measure a physical observable at macroscopic scales has always been unambiguous.
The reason is that the apparatus used for measure does not interact enough with the system to
have a sensible change in the results. This is no longer true with quantum measures. We give
the basic ingredients of quantum theory, and a description of different interpretations. We first
lay down the notions used to define a quantum measurement. The material used in this section
can be found in [81,209–211].
Let |Ψ〉 be the state of the quantum system. An observable A is associated to a self-adjoint
operator. The possible outcomes of measuring A are the eigenvalues ai associated to eigenvectors
|ai〉. We can write the state as a linear combination of the eigenvectors as
|Ψ〉 =
∑
i
ci |ai〉 , (5.1)
with ci c-numbers. Then, the projector onto the Hilbert space is an arbitrary combination given
by
|Ψ〉 〈Ψ| =
∑
i,j
cic
?
j |ai〉
〈
a?j
∣∣ := ∑
i,j
ρij |ai〉
〈
a?j
∣∣ . (5.2)
The matrix ρ defined by the entries ρij is called the density matrix, and gives a statistical
description of the quantum system. It contains information not only on pure states, but also on
1Note that this is not a generic feature of quantisation schemes. For instance, Loop Quantum Gravity or String
Theory do not require Hamilton equations.
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mixed states. A first interesting property of this matrix is that for i = j (pure states), we recover
the Born rule, which states that if the system is in the state Ψ, the probability associated with
the outcome ai is |ci|2. Now, if we consider |Ψ〉 to be normalised, it comes from (5.2) that∫
|Ψ〉 〈Ψ|d3x =
∑
i,j
ρij |ai〉
〈
a?j
∣∣ = ∑
i
ρii = 1 , (5.3)
and
Trρ = 1 . (5.4)
The trace operator Tr is a map from the space of positive, linear operators acting on a Hilbert
space into the real line R. Similarly, a measurement of some variable F , which can be viewed as
a projector acting upon a Hilbert space H, yields a statistical average, or probability, given by
P (F ) :=
∫
〈Ψ|F |Ψ〉 d3x =
∑
i,j
Fijρji , (5.5)
with
Fij :=
∫
〈a?i |F |aj〉d3x . (5.6)
Then,
P (F ) =
∑
i
(Fρ)ii = Tr(Fρ) = Tr(ρF ) , (5.7)
where the last equality comes from the fact that all matrices are Hermitian. This was first proved
by Gleason in 1957 [212].
Let us consider a quantum system S and a quantum measurement apparatus M. The total
system is then an isolated quantum system given by the direct sum S ⊕M. If we note |α0〉 the
initial state of the apparatus and |αi〉 a final state, then a faithful measurement of the system is
represented by a unitary evolution U(S,M), symbolically represented as
|ai〉 ⊗ |α0〉 U(S,M)−−−−−→ |ai〉 ⊗ |αi〉 . (5.8)
Thus, if the system is in an arbitrary state |Ψ〉, its evolution will be given by the superposition∑
i
ci |ai〉 ⊗ |α0〉 U(S,M)−−−−−→
∑
i
ci |ai〉 ⊗ |αi〉 . (5.9)
This superposition of states is the core of quantum theory. We note from (5.9) that all possible
outcomes are perfectly correlated with the observable initial values. However, this also shows
that all outcomes will be displayed, what is clearly in contradiction with a macroscopic mea-
surement, which is unique. This is the well-known measurement problem. The interactions of
the quantum system and the measurement apparatus with the environment unavoidably leads
to the appearance of classical behaviour. This emergence of classical properties, called decoher-
ence, is usually assumed as a good candidate from the quantum-to-classical transition. This is
a dynamical effect through which the large number of degrees of freedom from the environment
and the system state interact. Concretely, decoherence is the loss of phase correlations between
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wave functions of the environment, coming from interactions between the environment and the
system, and the environment itself.
Even though the mathematical foundations have been laid down by Von Neumann [213, 214],
many different quantum theories exist, each with its own interpretation of reality. The superpo-
sition principle (5.9) allows for entanglement between two particles and, with the experimental
violation of Bell inequalities [215,216], theories with “hidden variables” determining the outcome
deterministically are not viable unless these variables are non-local (like the de Broglie-Bohm
theory). We will present two interpretations in the next sections: the Copenhagen interpretation
and the de Broglie-Bohm interpretation.
5.1.1. The Copenhagen Interpretation
In the Copenhagen interpretation, the Born rule is admitted as well as the duality between wave
and particle. However, the superposition of states for the apparatus is not taken into account,
and a classical description of the measure must be used. Thus the apparatus is always real, while
observables become real only when a measure is performed. According to this interpretation,
before the measurement is made, particles do not possess properties like position or momentum.
In other words, the Copenhagen interpretation assumes two distinct notions of reality to dif-
ferent physical systems: a classical system is always real, while a quantum system is only real
upon measurement. On the other hand, the reduction of the wave packet has no dynamical
significance, and the transition of a quantum system into a classical one is not explained. This
is in contradiction with theoretical and experimental developments. For instance, neutrino os-
cillations [217, 218], reversible transitions from a superfluid phase to a Mott insulator [219] or
quantum cryptography [220] cannot be explained without a dynamical wave function.
The superposition obtained by unitary evolution (5.9) is not universal [214]. Von Neumann
postulated that upon measurement, the superposition vanishes and the probability for the system
to be in the state |ai〉 |αi〉 is given by |ci|2, retrieving the Born rule. This behaviour is called the
collapse of the wave function. In opposition to the initial Copenhagen Interpretation, the wave
function is now dynamical, and the collapse can occur at any moment. The modern Copenhagen
interpretation includes the collapse as a fundamental component of quantum mechanics. The
behaviour of a quantum system is undetermined, and it is the Born rule that gives the probability
to be in one state or another.
5.1.2. The de Broglie-Bohm Interpretation
The incompleteness of the wave function to describe physical processes led to the first realistic
model by Bohm [221, 222], in which the wave function is supplemented with classical particles
and fields. This model is non-local, and all variables have definite position and momentum.
The de Broglie-Bohm (dBB) theory can be formulated starting from the formulation of classical
mechanics based on the Hamilton-Jacobi equation [223]
∂S
∂t
+H
(
qi,
∂S
∂qi
, t
)
= 0 , (5.10)
where S(qi, αi, t) is the Hamilton principal function, H is the Hamiltonian, qi are the configuration
space variables, αi are constants of integration and t denotes time.
Let us write the Hamiltonian of a single non-relativistic particle in the coordinate representation
H =
P 2
2m
+ V (x) , (5.11)
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with P the particle momentum, m its mass, and V (x) its potential energy. Then, the Schro¨dinger
equation for this Hamiltonian reads
i~
dΨ(x, t)
dt
=
[
− ~
2m
∇2 + V (x)
]
Ψ(x, t) . (5.12)
Therefore, the wave function acquires an autonomous dynamics, and obeys the Schro¨dinger
equation without collapse. Writing the wave function in the polar form Ψ := ReiS/~ leads to the
set of equations
∂S
∂t
+
[
1
2m
(∇S)2 + V
]
=
~2
2m
∇2R
R
, (5.13)
∂R2
∂t
+∇
(
R2
∇S
m
)
= 0 . (5.14)
The first equation resembles a Hamilton-Jacobi equation, but this is a purely quantum equation,
with V a quantum potential. The second equation is the continuity equation obeying the Born
rule
P ≡ Ψ?Ψ = R2 . (5.15)
The idea of recasting the Schro¨dinger equation in a Hamilton-Jacobi-like equation originates from
Louis de Broglie [224], introducing the idea of a guiding wave as trajectory.
These two equations bear important consequences. The first is that quantum particles follow
trajectories x(t), each one independent of observations. Upon measurement, the particle is con-
fined into a particular wave packet. Since each packet is spatially separated, they cannot interfere
on the state of the particle. Thus, there is an apparent “collapse” of the wave function 2. A
second consequence is that particles are not separated from the quantum field Ψ, and each one
satisfies the Schro¨dinger equation (5.12). Assuming trajectories led de Broglie to postulate the
guidance equation
mix˙i = ∇iS . (5.16)
Solving (5.12) will then give us x(t) along with an integration constant, the initial position, which
is unknown. This initial condition is often referred to as the hidden variable of the dBB theory.
Finally, given an initial probability density P (t0, x0), the continuity equation (5.14) ensures we
recover all statistical predictions of standard quantum mechanics.
The Born rule is not a basic law in the dBB theory, since the link between the probability
density and wave function is additional to the basic principles of the wave function. Instead,
the Born rule is a dynamical feature called quantum equilibrium. An initially out-of-equilibrium
system, where P (t0, x0) 6= R2(t0, x0), rapidly reaches equilibrium through the evolution of (5.12),
and stays in this state. This is an analog of the H-theorem in classical statistical mechanics, which
shows that a system with a large number of degrees of freedom reaches thermal equilibrium, but
applied to the pilot-wave theory [226, 227]. As a consequence, all statistical predictions from
standard quantum mechanics are recovered in the dBB theory. Furthermore, the possibility of an
out-of-equilibrium initial state not relaxing to P (t, x) 6= R2(t, x) would result in a different pre-
diction from the Copenhagen interpretation, hence leading to eventual distinguishability criteria
2Everett built a quantum theory based on the same notion of reality as Bohm, but assumed that all possible
outcomes exist simultaneously [225].
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between dBB theory and other interpretations. This has been investigated in pre-inflationary
and inflationary context [228–232] as well as in information flows from black holes [233].
In 1952, Bohm also suggested to take the derivative of the guidance equation (5.16) to obtain
the first Newton’s law of motion
mx¨i = −∇i (V +Q) , (5.17)
where the particle is submitted to an additional potential Q of quantum origin, namely
Q := −
∑
i
~2
2mi
∇2iR
R
. (5.18)
This potential characterises the non-locality inherent to the dBB theory. Indeed, in the limit R→
0, the potential can be very large while the wave function is small. The Bell test experiments state
that a quantum theory must be whether non-local or non-ontological. Since dBB is ontological, it
must be non-local, which is indeed the case. As an example, we could cite the two-slit experiment,
where the wave function gives informations about the two slits to the photon. In consequence,
the photon will not travel in a straight line any more and, where the destructive interference
fringes lie, no photon can travel in these fringes. This reflects the presence of an infinite quantum
potential, forbidding the presence of photons inside these regions.
We close this section with a couple of remarks. First, the classical limit in the dBB theory is
simply obtained when the quantum potential is negligible compared to the classical kinetic and
potential energies. Therefore, the classical limit is straightforward to obtain. However, we stress
that even though the quantum potential gives an intuitive explanation of Bohmian mechanics, it
is not needed to derive quantum mechanical results.
5.2. Quantising General Relativity
The canonical quantisation of a physical system without second-class constraints can be sum-
marised as follows
1. Promote the canonical variables p and q to quantum operators pˆ and qˆ;
2. These quantum operators, and functions explicitly depending on them, must satisfy the
commutation relations obtained from the classical formalism through the substitution
{A(p, q), B(p, q)} → − i
~
[
Aˆ(pˆ, qˆ), Bˆ(pˆ, qˆ)
]
, (5.19)
with [
Aˆ, Bˆ
]
= AˆBˆ − BˆAˆ .
3. Once a particular representation satisfying (5.19) has been chosen, the dynamical evolution
of the wave function ψ is given by the Schro¨dinger’s equation
i~
∂ψ
∂t
= Hˆc(qˆ, pˆ)ψ , (5.20)
where Hˆc = HˆT − λmφˆm.
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4. The first-class constraints of the theory, φm(q, p) ≈ 0, are imposed as restrictive equations
to the possible wave functions of the system
φm(qˆ, pˆ)ψ = 0 . (5.21)
We cannot consider first-class constraints as operators identities or, consequently, (5.19)
would be violated.
Clearly, the quantum states |ψ〉 of the system (with wave representations given by 〈x|ψ〉 = ψ(x)
or 〈p|ψ〉 = ψ(p)), refer to a Hilbert space with scalar product 〈ψ|ψ′〉 coming from the probabilistic
interpretation of the theory, and also from the differential equation (5.20). In GR, we only have{
hij(x),Π
kl(x′)
}
= δklij δ
3(x− x′)⇒
[
hˆij(x), pˆi
kl(x′)
]
= i~δklij δ3(x− x′) , (5.22)
with every other commutator being zero. A possible choice of representation satisfying equations
(5.22) is
hˆij(x) = hij(x) , and pˆi
ij(x) = −i~ δ
δhij(x)
, (5.23)
with ψ(hij(x), t). We can show that ψ is independent of N and N
i since[
N(x), P (x′)
]
= δ3(x− x′) , [N i(x), Pj(x′)] = δijδ3(x− x′) , (5.24)
and, considering the representation
P (x) = −i~ δ
δN(x)
, Pi(x) = −i~ δ
δN i(x)
, (5.25)
along with the use of (5.21) and the canonically conjugated momenta (2.37), we obtain
δψ
δN
(N,N i, hkl) = 0 , (5.26a)
δψ
δN i
(N,N i, hkl) = 0 . (5.26b)
The Hamiltonian Hc of GR is null, hence equation (5.20) applied to GR indicates that ψ does
not depend on the parameter t. This is the so-called problem of time. This was expected since
GR is invariant through time re-parametrisation. Only the constraints (2.43) are left, and they
give
Hˆ0ψ = 0 =
(
Gˆijklpˆi
ij pˆikl − hˆ 12 3Rˆ
)
ψ , =⇒ Gijkl δ
2ψ
δhijδhkl
+ h
1
2
3Rˆψ = 0 , (5.27)
Hˆiψ = 0 =
(
pˆiij,j +
3Γˆiabpˆi
ab
)
ψ , =⇒
(
δψ
δhij
)
;j
= 0 . (5.28)
The ordering of equation (5.27) is a debate in the literature [234–237], and its solution is not
well established. Even worse, its physical interpretation is still unclear. On the other hand, the
constraint H0 ≈ 0, when applied to the wave function through the use of (5.21), can be cast in
a form remembering a Klein-Gordon equation.
A way to consider equation (5.27) would be to understand the quantity Gijkl as being the
metric in the space of metrics hij(x), known as superspace (with no relation to super-symmetry).
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In that case, what would be the signature of Gijkl? It is important to notice that it is symmetric
under interchanges of (i, j) with (j, i), (k, l) with (l, k) and also (i, j) with (l, k). Hence, Gijkl
may be written as a bi-dimensional 6× 6 symmetric matrix MAB through the indices mapping
(1, 1)→ (1) , (1, 2)→ 1√
2
(4) , (5.29)
(2, 2)→ (2) , (2, 3)→ 1√
2
(5) , (5.30)
(3, 3)→ (3) , (3, 1)→ 1√
2
(6) . (5.31)
The factors 1√
2
appear for the mapping δijkl → δAB to be possible. In the particular case that
hij = δij , the matrix MAB associated to Gijkl is
MAB =

1/2 −1/2 −1/2 0 0 0
−1/2 1/2 −1/2 0 0 0
−1/2 −1/2 1/2 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
 ,
Thus, finding the eigenvalues of MAB, consists in finding the eigenvalues of the first block of
MAB, called N . The eigenvalues equation is
det(N − λI) = 0⇒ λ3 − 3
2
λ2 +
1
2
= 0⇒ (λ− 1)2(λ+ 1
2
) = 0 . (5.32)
Therefore, the eigenvalues of N are (-1/2,1,1) and the eigenvalues of MAB, and consequently of
Gijkl, are (-1/2,1,1,1,1,1). It can be concluded from this analysis that equation (5.27) has a Klein-
Gordon-like structure with potential R(hij) on the superspace. It can be shown that there exists
an unique time-like coordinate on this superspace associated to det(hij) [236, 238]. However,
considering the Wheeler-De Witt equation as being a Klein-Gordon-like equation endangers the
probabilistic interpretation of ψ(hij) because, as it is known, a conserved current of probability
cannot be built from the Klein-Gordon equation with the zeroth component positively defined.
One solution could be trying to extract a square root of the Wheeler-De Witt equation, in the
same way as the Dirac equation is the square root of Klein-Gordon equation. Nevertheless, this
method clashes with the non-positively definition of the potential R(hij).
A second solution would be to quantise the wave function ψ(hij) itself, which would be a third
quantisation of gravity. It is argued that in the semi-classical approximation, such probabilistic
interpretation can be restored [239]. All these problems are still without solution.
5.3. The Minisuperspace Approximation of General Relativity
We have derived in the previous section the quantisation of general relativity through the Hamil-
tonian formalism and, in particular, we have shown that the dynamics is obtained through the
constraint (2.41a). However, this constraint depends on the superspace metric, and a general
solution for the quantum system (5.27) is very unlikely to be found, since the problem involves
a set of coupled partial differential equation for each spacetime point. Then, a partial solution
is to reduce the number of degrees of freedom by freezing out those of gravity and matter. This
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configuration with reduced degrees of freedom for homogeneous cosmologies, which can be un-
derstood as a projection of the whole superspace containing only long-wavelength modes of the
size of the Universe [240], is called the minisuperspace approximation. Even though we do not
consider the full superspace, working in the minisuperspace approximation can give some insight
on what a full theory of quantum gravity should is, and is therefore still relevant for the study
of quantum gravity [239, 241]. Also, the high degree of homogeneity in the observable Universe,
as described in the first chapter, might be a hint that this approximation is quite reasonable in
quantum cosmology.
We first recall that a homogeneous and isotropic metric is given by the FLRW metric (3.1)
ds2 = −N2(t)dt2 + a2(t)
[
dr2
1− kr2 + r
2dθ2 + r2 sin2 θdφ2
]
. (5.33)
The only dynamical variable in this model is the scale factor a(t). After discarding total deriva-
tives, the gravitational lagrangian can be reformulated as
LG = 6
N
aa˙2 . (5.34)
To palliate the problem of time arising in the quantisation of the Hamiltonian, we add a degree
of freedom through a perfect fluid implemented with the Schutz formalism described in appendix
D.1. Equivalently, we could introduce a scalar field called K-essence [242]. The advantage of
using the Schutz formalism is that the Wheeler-de Witt equation can be cast as a Schro¨dinger-like
equation. With the notation used in the appendix, the action reads [243]
S =
∫
dt
(
Πaa˙+ Π˙+ Pθθ˙ + ΠSS˙ −NH0
)
, (5.35)
with
NH0 = N
(
− Π
2
a
24a
− 6ka+ Π
1+w

(16pi)w
eS
a3w
)
, (5.36)
We shall now set k = 0, thus specialising to flat hypersurfaces.
Following the technology developed at length in the previous sections, the momenta for the
scale factor and  take the form
Πa = −12
N
aa˙ , Π = −Nρ0U0a3 . (5.37)
and the constraints
Pθ = 0 , ΠS = θΠ . (5.38)
We can express the matter section in a simple way by performing the canonical transformations
T = −(16pi)w ΠS
Π1+w
e−S , ΠT =
Π1+w
(16pi)w
eS , (5.39)
′ = − (1 + w)ΠS
Π
, Π′ = Π , (5.40)
turning the matter super-Hamiltonian into
HM =
N
a3w
ΠT . (5.41)
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Finally, summing the gravitational and matter sectors leads to the total super-Hamiltonian
HT = NHT = N
(
− Π
2
a
24a
+
ΠT
a3w
)
= 0 . (5.42)
In particular, the Poisson bracket of T is{
T,H0}H0=0 = a−3w > 0 , (5.43)
what is reassuring since there is no dependence on the canonical momentum. We say that T is
a global time [244], leading to the desired featured of unitary evolution.
The perfect fluid appears linearly in the Hamiltonian, and allows us to cast the Wheeler-de Witt
equation Hˆψ = 0 into a Schro¨dinger-like equation [245–247]. Before quantising the constraint
(5.42), we choose the ordering
N
a3w
(
− 1
24
a
3w−1
2 Πaa
3w−1
2 Πa + ΠT
)
= 0 . (5.44)
This ordering is arbitrary, but physically interesting since after the gauge choice N = a3w,
quantising the constraint (5.42) reads
1
24
[
a
3w−1
2
∂
∂a
(
a
3w−1
2
∂
∂a
)]
Ψ(a, T ) = i
∂Ψ
∂T
(a, T ) , (5.45)
leaving covariance upon field redefinitions manifest. Noticing the same expression appears twice
in the left-hand side, it is natural to define a new variable
χ = − 2
3w − 3a
3w−3
2 , such that a
3w−1
2
∂
∂a
=
∂
∂χ
, (5.46)
allowing us to recast the constraint in the simpler form
i
∂Ψ
∂T
(χ, T ) =
1
24
∂2Ψ
∂χ2
(χ, T ) . (5.47)
In the end, we obtain a time-reversed Schro¨dinger equation for a one-dimensional free particle,
with mass equal to twelve. Note that the time parameter has been arbitrarily chosen. In our
case, time is given by a perfect fluid, but another fluid would be likewise acceptable. However,
in a realistic scenario with multiple fluids, we could wonder if only one fluid is going to drive the
evolution of the Universe wave function, if each fluid dominates a given epoch, or if there is going
to be an interplay between the fluids [248,249].
Solving equation (5.47) requires choosing initial conditions for the wave function. For flat
hypersurfaces, we show in appendix D.2 that solutions with unitary evolution must satisfy the
condition (
Ψ?
∂Ψ
∂χ
−Ψ∂Ψ
?
∂χ
) ∣∣∣∣
χ=0
= 0 . (5.48)
Then, choosing the normalised wave function
Ψinit(χ) =
(
8
Tbpi
) 1
4
exp
(
−χ
2
Tb
)
, (5.49)
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as initial condition, with Tb an arbitrary constant which fixes the bounce timescale, we can apply
the propagator procedure defined in [246,247] to find the normalised wave function of the Universe
at all times [81]
Ψ(a, T ) =
(
8Tb
pi
(
T 2 + T 2b
)) 14 exp( −4Tba3(1−w)
9
(
T 2 + T 2b
)
(1− w)2
)
× exp
{
−i
[
4Ta3(1−w)
9
(
T 2 + T 2b
)
(1− w)2 +
1
2
atan
(
Tb
T
)
− pi
4
]}
. (5.50)
Now that the wave function has been obtained, we would like to apply the quantum cosmology
derived previously to a situation of physical interest, namely a model of creation of primordial
magnetic fields.
5.4. Primordial Magnetogenesis in Bouncing Cosmology
The existence of magnetic fields in a variety of scales in the Universe (see for instance [250–252])
calls the question of their origin. In particular, there are several observations consistent with weak
∼ 10−16 Gauss fields in the intergalactic medium, coherent on Mpc scales: the 21-cm hydrogen
line [253], the anisotropy of ultra-high energy cosmic rays [254], CMB distortions [255, 256], B-
mode polarisation measurements [257, 258], magnetic reheating [259], Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
(BBN) [260], and γ-rays [261], among others. Since such fields remained largely undisturbed
during the cosmological evolution (as opposed to those in the presence of structure), they offer a
window to their origin, which is generally assumed to be primordial.
Primordial seed fields (which may be amplified later by the dynamo mechanism [262]) are
generated before structure formation, for instance out of the expansion of the universe, either
during inflation [263–295], or in cosmological models with a bounce [296–306].3 However, since
minimally-coupled electromagnetism is conformally invariant, the expansion cannot affect its
vacuum state. Hence such invariance must be broken in order to generate seed magnetic fields.
Conformal invariance can be broken in several ways: through the addition of a mass term [309],
by coupling the electromagnetic (EM) field to a massless charged scalar field [310] or the axion
[311], and by a non-minimal coupling with gravity. The last option has been widely studied
in the case of inflationary models (see [286, 312–316], among others). However, inflationary
magnetogenesis is not free of problems. Among these, we can mention an exponential sensitivity of
the amplitude of the generated magnetic field with the parameters of the inflationary model [317],
the strong coupling problem [318], and the limits in the magnetic field strength coming from
the gravitational backreaction of the electric fields that are produced simultaneously with the
magnetic fields [319]. Hence, instead of an inflationary model, a nonsingular cosmological model
in conjunction with a coupling of the type RFµνF
µν is used here to study the production of seed
magnetic fields. Nonsingular models are likely to ease both the problem of exponential sensitivity
of the result and the strong coupling problem, since they expand slower than inflationary models.
Moreover, we shall see below that backreaction is not an issue for the model chosen here.
Magnetogenesis in nonsingular cosmological models can be divided into two classes, depending
on whether the coupling of the EM field with the scalar field is fixed on theoretical grounds
(see for instance [297, 320]), or chosen in a convenient way in terms of the expansion factor
3Cosmological magnetic fields may also be produced during phase transitions, see for instance [307], or through
the generation of vortical currents [308].
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(see [298, 300, 301] ). The coupling between the Ricci scalar and the EM field is theoretically
motivated by the vacuum polarisation described by quantum electrodynamics (QED) in a curved
background [321], and introduces a mass scale to be fixed by observations.
The remaining of this chapter presents the results we obtained in [322].
5.4.1. Background Cosmology
We now apply the wave function (5.50) to magnetic fields in the dBB theory. First note the
probability density is given by
ρ(a, T ) = a
1−3w
2 |Ψinit(a, T )|2 . (5.51)
Adapting the continuity equation (5.14) to our current notations, we find
∂ρ
∂T
+
∂
∂a
(
−a
1−3w
12
ρ
∂S
∂a
)
= 0 . (5.52)
A direct consequence, remembering the guidance equation (5.16), is
da
dT
= −a
3w−1
12
∂S
∂a
. (5.53)
This is in accordance with the classical relation
a˙ = {a,HT } = ∂HT
∂Πa
= −a
3w−1
12
Πa , (5.54)
with Πa = ∂S/∂a. Inserting the phase of the wave function (5.50) into (5.53) gives us the
behaviour of the scale factor
a(T ) = a0
[
1 +
(
T
T0
)2] 13(1−w)
. (5.55)
Remembering that T is related to cosmic time through NdT = dt, the gauge choice made in
(5.45) implies [106]
dt = a3wdT . (5.56)
Note that the initial wave function (5.49) was chosen for simplicity. Coupled to the scale factor
(5.55), the wave function of the Universe describes a symmetrical cosmological bounce. However,
modifying the initial wave function or considering combinations of initial wave functions lead to
physically different solutions, describing most likely asymmetric bounces [323].
Finally, we note that S satisfies a modified Hamilton-Jacobi (5.10)
∂S
∂T
− a
3w−1
24
(
∂S
∂a
)2
+Q = 0 , (5.57)
with quantum potential
Q :=
a
3w−1
2
24R
∂
∂a
(
a
3w−1
2
∂R
∂a
)
. (5.58)
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From now on, we shall set w = 0, leading to a scale-invariant spectrum for the curvature
perturbations, and allowing us to set t = T . It will also be useful to express the scale factor as
a(t) := a0Y (t), with
Y (t) =
1
xb
(
1 +
t2
t2b
)1/3
, (5.59)
where we have defined x := a0/a and tb := 2`b, with `b the curvature scale at the bounce (`b :=
1/
√|R(0)| where R is the four-dimensional Ricci scalar) satisfying 103 tPlanck < tb < 1040 tPlanck.4
The only matter content needed to describe the bounce is dust. Therefore, we consider dark
matter as the only component present, and we now define parameters that are directly related
to observations. Let us first write down the Friedmann equation
H2 =
8piG
3
ρm
a3
, (5.60)
with ρm the dark matter density energy. The ratio between the Friedmann equation (5.60) at
some time t and the same equation evaluated today leads to
H2 = H20 Ωmx
3 , (5.61)
with Ωm the dimensionless dark matter density today. Note that at x = 1 we have H
2 = H20 Ωm,
this means that in the contraction phase, at the same scale as today a = a0, the Hubble factor
is −H0
√
Ωm due to the lack of other matter components. Then, from the expansion of a(t) for
large values of t, it follows that
H2 ≈ 4
9t2b
(
x
xb
)3
. (5.62)
Now, using H0 = 70 km s
−1 Mpc−1 and the lower bound on tb, it is straightforward to derive an
upper limit on xb by equating Eqs. (5.61) and (5.62),
Ωm =
4
9
1
t2bx
3
bH
2
0
=⇒ xb < 10
38
Ω
1/3
m
. (5.63)
For later convenience, we define RH0 := H
−1
0 , ts := t/RH0 , and α := RH0/tb, and rewrite Y (t)
as
Y (ts) =
1
xb
(
1 + α2t2s
)1/3
, (5.64)
with
α =
3
2
√
Ωmx3b . (5.65)
We will see in the next section how to relate the previous quantities to the electromagnetic power
spectrum, and what constraints can be derived on the parameters of the model.
4The lower bound is set by imposing the validity of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation, i.e., by restricting the curvature
to values such that possible discreteness of the spacetime geometry is negligible, while quantum effects are still
relevant [125]. Since tPlanck ' 10−44s and recalling that BBN happened around 104s, the upper bound simply
reflects the latest time at which the bounce can occur.
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5.4.2. The Electromagnetic Sector
Dark matter alone is not sufficient to produce electromagnetic field. As recalled earlier, Maxwell
electromagnetism is conformally invariant. A simple way to break this invariance and produce
magnetic fields is through a non-minimal coupling between dark matter and electromagnetism as
L = −fFµνFµν , (5.66)
where
f ≡ 1
4
+
R
m2?
, (5.67)
and m? is a mass scale to be determined by observations.
Straightforwardly, the equations of motion for the electromagnetic field that follow from Eq. (5.66)
are
∂µ(
√−g f Fµν) = 0 , (5.68)
where the field Fµν is expressed in terms of the gauge potential Aµ as Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ.
We now quantise the electromagnetic field in the Coulomb gauge with respect to the cosmic
time foliation, where A0 = 0 and ∂iA
i = 0. The spatial part of the vector potential is the operator
Aˆi(t,x) =
∑
σ=1,2
∫
d3k
(2pi)3/2
[
i,σ(k)aˆk,σAk,σ(t)e
ik·x +H.C.
]
, (5.69)
where i,σ(k) are the photons true degrees of freedom. They are orthonormal and transverse
vectors, constant on each hypersurface (their Lie derivative is zero with respect to the spatial
foliation vector field). We see the first term contains the quantum operator aˆk,σ, called the
annihilation operator. The second term in (5.69), H.C., stands for the Hermitian conjugate of
the first term, and therefore contains the creation operator aˆ†k,σ. They satisfy the commutation
relations
[aˆk,σ, aˆ
†
k′,σ′ ] = δσσ′δ(k− k′) , (5.70)
[aˆk,σ, aˆk′,σ′ ] = 0 , (5.71)
[aˆ†k,σ, aˆ
†
k′,σ′ ] = 0 . (5.72)
The time-dependent coefficients Ak,σ(t) and their associated momenta Πk,σ ≡ 4afA′k,σ(t) satisfy
the wronskian condition
Ak,σ(t)Π
∗
k,σ(t)−A∗k,σ(t)Πk,σ(t) = i, (5.73)
for each wavenumber k and helicity σ.
We emphasise that the quantisation of the gauge-fixed electromagnetic field in the absence of
charges is equivalent to that of two free real scalar fields. Consequently, the choice of vacuum
for each polarisation σ corresponds to the choice of vacuum of each scalar degree of freedom.
However, using the fact that we are dealing with an isotropic background, there is no reason to
make different choices of vacuum for different polarisations. For this reason, we choose a single
time-dependent coefficient to describe both polarisations, i.e., Ak,1 = Ak,2 ≡ Ak. Therefore, the
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same vacuum is chosen for both polarisations. Now, inserting this decomposition in the EOM
(5.68), we get the equation governing the evolution of the modes Ak(t)
A¨k +
(
a˙
a
+
f˙
f
)
A˙k +
k2
a2
Ak = 0 . (5.74)
This equation is most easily analysed numerically by defining the quantities
ks := kRH , Ask(ts) :=
Ak(ts)√
xbRH0
, (5.75)
where RH = RH0/a0 is the comoving Hubble radius today, the differential Eq. (5.74) can be
written as
A′′sk +
(
Y ′
Y
+
f ′
f
)
A′sk +
k2s
Y 2
Ask = 0 , (5.76)
where a prime denotes the derivative with respect to ts. The coupling (5.67) then takes the form
f =
1
4
[
1 + C2
α2t2s + 3
(α2t2s + 1)
2
]
; with C2 :=
4
3
`2∗
t2b
, `∗ :=
1
m∗
. (5.77)
An upper limit on C can be straightforwardly derived from Eq. (5.77). Since any contribution
to the usual Maxwell’s equations at BBN must be negligible, we impose the second term in
Eq. (5.77) to be smaller than 10−2 at BBN. Together with the fact that α2t2s  1 at this time,
we get
C < 10−19x3/2b . (5.78)
Now that the evolution equation has been defined, we relate the gauge modes to the energy
densities of the electric and magnetic fields, respectively given by
ρE =
f
8pi
gijA′iA
′
j , (5.79)
ρB =
f
16pi
gijglm(∂jAm − ∂mAj)(∂iAl − ∂lAi) , (5.80)
where gij = δij/a2 are the spatial components of the inverse metric. To find the spectral energy
densities, we first insert expansion (5.69) into ρE and ρB. The resulting operators ρˆE and ρˆB
upon quantisation are
ρˆB =
f
2pi2R4H0Y
4
∫
d ln k |Ask|2k5 , (5.81)
ρˆE =
f
2pi2R4H0Y
2
∫
d ln k |A′sk|2k3 . (5.82)
We now evaluate the expectation value of the two densities in vacuum, defined by aˆk,σ |0〉 = 0,
and define the spectra as
Pi ≡ d 〈0| ρˆi |0〉
d ln k
, i = E,B . (5.83)
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This yields the magnetic and electric spectra, respectively
PB ≡ B2λ =
f
2pi2R4H0
|Ask|2
Y 4
k5 , (5.84)
PE ≡ E2λ =
f
2pi2R4H0
|A′sk|2
Y 2
k3 =
1
2pi2R4H0
|Πsk|2
fY 4
k3 . (5.85)
In the last line, we also expressed PE in terms of the momentum canonically conjugate to the
gauge field Πsk = Y fA
′
sk (see Appendix 5.4.3), which is nothing but the electric field mode
itself.
Finally, we can express the magnetic and electric fields Bλ and Eλ in Gauss, using H
2
0 =
1.15× 10−64 G
Bλ =
√
f
2pi2
|Ask|
Y 2
k5/2 1.15× 10−64G , (5.86)
Eλ =
√
1
2pi2f
|Πsk|
Y 2
k3/2 1.15× 10−64G. (5.87)
5.4.3. Adiabatic Vacuum Initial Conditions
In order to find the form of the gauge field and its momentum in vacuum, we first need to impose
initial conditions for the EM field. To this end, we follow the adiabatic vacuum prescription
implemented in Ref. [129]. Even though we are dealing with vector degrees of freedom, since the
time-dependent coefficient Ak(t) satisfies the normalisation condition (5.73), it follows that Ak(t)
has a behaviour similar to the one of the coefficient one would obtain when quantising a single
free scalar field. Let us then consider the Hamiltonian
H = Π
2
k
2m
+
mν2A2k
2
, (5.88)
where m and ν can be functions of time. The Hamilton equations of motion
A′k =
Πk
m
; Π′k = −mν2Ak (5.89)
lead to Eq. (5.76) if one identifies m = Y f and ν = k/Y .
A convenient choice is to express Ak and Πk as the components of a particular eigenvector
of the complex structure matrix (see Ref. [129] for the mathematical and physical reasons to
implement this choice),
Ak ≡ 1
2
exp{(−γk/2)} [exp{(χk/2)} − i exp{(−χk/2)}] , (5.90)
Πk ≡ −1
2
exp{(γk/2)} [exp{(χk/2)}+ i exp{(−χk/2)})] . (5.91)
The variables χk and γk are real time-dependent functions, and can be used to represent the
aforementioned matrix as
Ma
b =
(
sinhχk coshχk exp(−γk)
− coshχk exp(γk) − sinhχk
)
. (5.92)
Latin indices refer to the phase space vector components defined by va ≡ (Ak,Πk), which are
raised and lowered using the symplectic matrix as defined in Ref. [129]. The phase space vectors
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va satisfying the normalisation condition (5.73) (modulo a global time-dependent phase) have an
one-to-one correspondence with matrices of the form shown in Eq. (5.92), and consequently with
a pair (χk, γk). For this reason, we will denote interchangeably (Ak,Πk) and (χk, γk) with the
same symbol va.
The Hamilton Eqs. (5.89) induce the dynamics of the matrix Ma
b, which reads
χ′k = −2ν sinh(γk − ξ) , (5.93)
γ′k = +2ν cosh(γk − ξ) tanh(χk) , (5.94)
where ξ ≡ ln(mν). The complex structure matrix satisfies
Ma
cMc
b = −δab , (5.95)
and, the comparison of two different vacuum definitions, given respectively by va and ua, yields
the Bogoliubov coefficients
|βv,u|2 = −1
4
Tr [I +M(v)M(u)] , (5.96)
with Tr the trace operator, I the identity matrix and M(v) (M(u)) is the matrix associated with
the components Ma
b(v) (Ma
b(u)) defined by the vector components va (ua). In this framework,
a vacuum choice translates into a choice of functions vVa ≡
(
χVk (t), γ
V
k (t)
)
defined locally (with
a finite number of time derivatives of the background variables), which do not necessarily satisfy
the equations of motion (5.93) but give an approximation close enough to a solution. Moreover,
the vacuum must be fixed by choosing a time t0 where the variables satisfy
va(t0) = v
V
a (t0), =⇒ (χk(t0), γk(t0)) =
(
χVk (t0), γ
V
k (t0)
)
.
In other words, if vVa is stable in the sense that
∆va ≡ (δχk, δγk) =
(
χk(t)− χVk (t), γk(t)− γVk (t)
)
remains small for a finite time interval, then particle creation will also be small in this interval.
This characterises the so-called adiabatic vacuum. Hence, we find the adiabatic vacuum by
finding the critical points of the system (5.93). When ξ is constant in time, the critical points
of the system (5.93) are obvious: χVk = 0 and γ
V
k = ξ, a choice satisfying the condition of being
locally defined in terms of the background. Then, substituting into Eq. (5.90), and using it as
initial conditons for the system (5.89), yields the following solution
Ak =
e−ipi/4√
2mν
exp
[
−i
∫ t
t0
νdt
]
, (5.97)
Πk = −ie−ipi/4
√
mν
2
exp
[
−i
∫ t
t0
νdt
]
. (5.98)
In this case, the vacuum is perfectly stable, there is never particle production because χk(t) =
χVk (t) = 0 and γk(t) = γ
V
k (t) = ξ for any time t, and consequently |βv,vV |2 = 0, see Eq. (5.96).
We have a perfect adiabatic vacuum, which coincides with the WKB solution.
In the case where ξ changes in time, there is one well-known situation where adiabatic vacua
can be defined: when the mode frequencies dominate the dynamics. Let us define
Fn ≡
(
1
2ν
d
dt
)n
ξ ,
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where F0 = ξ, the function F1 is the ratio between the time derivative of ξ and θ ≡
∫
2νdt, F2
the ratio between the time derivative of F1 and θ and so forth. Then, in the case 1  F1 
· · ·  Fn > . . . , which means that ξ slowly varies in cosmic time when compared with the
variation of θ, one can still find approximate critical points (i.e. adiabatic vacua), which can be
reached through successive approximations, as explained in Ref. [129]. Up to second order, the
approximate critical points read
χVk = F1 ,
γVk = F0 − F2 . (5.99)
If they are inserted in Eq. (5.90), they lead to the usual WKB expansion (modulo a time-
dependent phase). As discussed in [129], around these functions, the variables ∆va satisfy a
forced harmonic oscillator equation of motion with force of order O(F3).
In our case, we have mν = kf . In the far past of the contracting phase one gets, for f given
in Eq. (5.77), ∣∣∣∣dξdθ
∣∣∣∣ ≈ C2x3bk|t|7/3  1 , (5.100)
which implies that
|t|  |ta| ≡
(
C2
x3bk
)3/7
.
As the physically relevant parameter space we consider satisfies C2/x3b  1, then |ta|  1, and
this condition is easily satisfied.
However, the other adiabaticity conditions impose a more stringent constraint on |t|. Indeed,
∣∣∣∣d2ξdθ2
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣dξdθ
∣∣∣∣⇒ |t|  |tc| ≡ ( 73k
)3
≈ k−3 . (5.101)
One can easily verify that all other conditions yield, apart numerical factors of order 1,5 the same
condition (5.101). Hence, the adiabaticity condition reads
|t|  |tc| ≈ k−3. (5.102)
This means that modes with the size of the Hubble radius today leave (enter) the adiabatic regime
in the contracting (expanding) phase for times of the order the Hubble time today, independently
of the parameters xb and C. Smaller wavelengths leave (enter) the adiabatic regime later (earlier)
than the present Hubble time, following the rule k−3.
To summarise, one can impose adiabatic vacuum initial conditions for the electromagnetic field
in the contracting phase of the present bouncing model when |t|  |tc| ≈ k−3. In this regime,
the modes read, at leading order,
Ak =
e−ipi/4√
2kf
exp (−ikη) + . . . , (5.103)
Πk = −ie−ipi/4
√
kf
2
exp (−ikη) + . . . , (5.104)
5It starts around 1 and grows slowly with n, this is a natural feature of an asymptotic expansion. In other words,
for a fixed time and mode k there is a maximum order n from which the series starts to be a bad approximation.
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where η is the conformal time dt = Y dη.
Since f ≈ 1/4 for |t|  |tc| , it follows that
|Ak| =
√
2
k
+ . . . , (5.105)
|Πk| =
√
k
8
+ . . . . , (5.106)
and both the field and its canonical momentum are constant in this regime.
5.4.4. Analytical Results
Now that initial conditions for the electromagnetism field have been obtained, we can start
the analytic study of the time behaviour and spectra of Ak satisfying the gauge field evolution
equation (5.76) (from now on the index s on the time variable and wavenumber will be omitted),
and its canonical momentum Πk, in the different stages of the cosmic evolution. In the sequel,
this analysis will be compared with the numerical results.
As shown in section 5.4.3, the adiabatic vacuum is a consistent choice for the EM field initial
conditions. The modes in vacuum are
|Ak| =
√
2
k
+ . . . , (5.107)
|Πk| =
√
k
8
+ . . . . , (5.108)
and both the field and its canonical momentum are constant in this regime. Now that the initial
conditions for the EM field have been defined, we can move on to the analysis of the evolution
of the electric and magnetic modes from the far past up to the present day.
Three important characteristic times related to the evolution of the modes are worthy of note .
The first is the time limit of the adiabatic regime, |tc|, defined in Eq. (5.101). The second one is the
time where quantum effects leading to the bounce take place, i.e. |tb| = 1/α. Consequently, the
bounce phase takes place for t such that −1/α < t < 1/α. The third one is the characteristic time
when the evolution of f becomes important. Examining Eq. (5.77), one gets the time |tf | = C/α,
up to |tb|, which means that the evolution of f is important when −C/α < t < −1/α, and
1/α < t < C/α. The domain of physically allowed parameters imposes that
|tc|  |tf |  |tb| . (5.109)
For |t| < |tc|, the solution leaves the frequency-dominated region. In this case, one can perform
the usual expansion in ν2 derived from the Hamilton Eqs. (5.89) through iterative substitutions:
Πk(t) = −
∫ t
m(t1)ν
2(t1)Ak(t1)dt1 +A2(k) = mA
′
k(t)⇒ (5.110)
Ak(t) = −
∫ t dt2
m(t2)
∫ t2
m(t1)ν
2(t1)Ak(t1)dt1 +A2(k)
∫ t dt1
m(t1)
+A1(k)⇒ (5.111)
Ak(t) = A1(k)
(
1−
∫ t dt2
m(t2)
∫ t2
m(t1)ν
2(t1)dt1
)
+ (5.112)
A2(k)
(∫ t dt1
m(t1)
−
∫ t dt2
m(t2)
∫ t2
m(t1)ν
2(t1)dt1
∫ t1 dt3
m(t3)
)
+ . . . , (5.113)
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where A1(k) and A2(k) are constants in time depending only on k, leading to the momentum
expression
Πk(t) = −A1(k)
∫ t
m(t1)ν
2(t1)dt1 +A2(k)
(
1−
∫ t
m(t1)ν
2(t1)dt1
∫ t1 dt2
m(t2)
)
+ . . . . (5.114)
We can now evaluate the time evolution and spectra in the different phases of the cosmic evolution.
5.4.4.1. The Contracting Phase and the Bounce
In the case of Ak(t), all time-dependent terms are decaying in the contracting era up to the end
of the bounce. As a consequence, Ak(t) = A1(k) is constant during all this phase. By continuity
with the adiabatic phase, we conclude that
A1(k) ∝ k−1/2 . (5.115)
The time-dependent terms of the momentum Πk(t) are also decaying, except for the one mul-
tiplying A1(k), which grows as t
−5/3 for −C/α < t < −1/α, since f ∝ 1/t2 in this region. Then,
for t < −C/α, Πk(t) = A2(k) which, by continuity with the adiabatic phase, implies that
A2(k) ∝ k1/2. (5.116)
In the period −C/α < t < −1/α, the term multiplying A1(k) eventually surpasses the constant
mode at a time tpi, and Πk(t) grows.
At the bounce itself Y and f are almost constant, therefore the modes will not evolve during
this phase.
5.4.4.2. The Expanding Phase
In the expanding phase, the most important growing function related to Ak(t) is the first one
multiplying A2(k), which grows as fast as t
7/3 starting from some time tA in the interval 1/α <
t < C/α, and as t1/3 for C/α < t < tc.
In the case of Πk(t), as the integral multiplying A1(k) strongly decreases as t
−5/3 when 1/α <
t < C/α, the value of Πk(t) saturates in the value it gets by the end of the bounce, t ≈ 1/α.
Also, Πk(t) acquires a k
2 dependence through the ν2 term. Combined with the k dependence of
A1(k), we obtain Πk(t) ∝ k3/2.
After tc, both Ak(t) and Πk(t) begin to oscillate.
5.4.4.3. Summary
For the A-field, the spectra and time dependence in the different cosmic evolution phases is:
−∞ < t < tA : |Ak(t)| ∝ k−1/2 , (5.117)
tA < t < C/α : |Ak(t)| ∝ k1/2t7/3 , (5.118)
C/α < t < k−3 : |Ak(t)| ∝ k1/2t1/3 , (5.119)
t > k−3 : |Ak(t)| ∝ k1/2 × (oscillatory factors), (5.120)
where tA ∈ (1/α,C/α).
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For the Π-field, we have:
−∞ < t < tpi : |Πk(t)| ∝ k1/2 , (5.121)
tpi < t < −1/α : |Πk(t)| ∝ k3/2t−5/3 , (5.122)
−1/α < t < k−3 : |Πk(t)| ∝ k3/2 , (5.123)
t > k−3 : |Πk(t)| ∝ k3/2 × (oscillatory factors), (5.124)
where tpi ∈ (−C/α,−1/α).
Note that both the final spectrum of PB and PE (given in Eqs. (5.84) and (5.85)) go as k6.
5.4.5. Numerical Results
After these analytical considerations, let us now turn to the numerical calculations, which confirm
the behaviours presented in this section, and allow the calculation of the field amplitude. We
start this section by showing in Fig. 5.1 the time behaviour of the coupling f given in Eq. (5.67),
the scale factor Y = a/a0 from Eq. (5.59), and the mass m = Y f . From the definition of |tf |
and |tb| in the previous section, and choosing C = 1023 and xb = 1030, we obtain respectively
|tf | ' 10−22 and |tb| ' 10−45. This is consistent with the behaviour shown in the figure. The
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Figure 5.1.: Evolution of the coupling f , the scale factor Y normalised today, and the mass
m = af with time. We have used C = 1023 and xb = 10
30.
numerical evolution of the gauge field Ak and its momentum Πk is shown next. In Fig. 5.2, the
influence of the parameter C on the evolution of the modes is shown explicitly for C = 1019 and
C = 1023 with xb = 10
30, while the influence of xb is shown in Fig. 5.3 for xb = 10
30 and C = 1036
with C = 1023.6 Note that in these figures, as well as in the following ones, we performed the
computation for 1 < k < 4000, since k = 4000 implies a physical wavelength of about 1 Mpc
(remember that k is in units of Hubble radius). One can verify in these figures all time and k
dependence described in Sec. 5.4.4, summarised in Eqs. (5.117) and (5.121).
6We choose the values of C and xb to be well inside the allowed parameter space at 1 Mpc, as can be seen in
Fig. 5.9. We will use the same set of values throughout this section, except for Figs 5.7 and 5.8.
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Figure 5.2.: Evolution of the absolute values of the magnetic modes (Ak) and their momentum
(Πk) through the bounce in a dust background for C = 10
19 and xb = 10
30 (top),
and for C = 1023 and xb = 10
30 (bottom). The same colour for the gauge field and
its momentum evolution is chosen for a given ks. We see that larger values of C lead
to a higher final amplitude.
Now that the evolution of the modes has been described, we can use the shape of the spectra
that follows from the results in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3, and Eqs (5.84) and (5.85), the last one expressed
in terms of the momentum, to fathom the time evolution of the magnetic and electric power
spectra shown in Figs 5.4 and 5.5. At the beginning of the evolution, modes are not excited.
Only vacuum fluctuations are present, with the usual k4 spectrum, increasing as Y −4 due to
contraction. When the coupling f becomes relevant, the magnetic field power spectrum begins
to increase faster, since f is a growing function in the contracting phase, while the electric field
power spectrum presents a slower increment, up to the time when Πk also begins to increase.
After the bounce the situation is reversed, because f is a decaying function of time in the
expanding phase: the electric power spectrum decreases much slower than the magnetic one.
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Figure 5.3.: Same as Fig. 5.2 for C = 1023 and xb = 10
30 (top), and for C = 1023 and xb = 10
36
(bottom). We see that larger values of xb lead to a quicker evolution of the modes.
Using Eq. (5.121), one can see that the decay is mild, going as t−2/3, when 1/α < t < C/α,
opening a window in time where the electric spectrum has a significantly higher contribution
than the magnetic one.
Another interesting aspect of the magnetic and electric power spectra is their dependence in
terms of k, shown in Fig. 5.6. As predicted in Sec. 5.4.4, we obtain the spectral index nB = 6.
This is typical of non-helicoidal and causally generated magnetic fields, as noted by Caprini and
Durrer [324,325].
From the power spectrum, we are able to get the amplitude of the magnetic field (5.86) as a
function of the scale, which is shown in Figs. 5.7 and 5.8. Fig. 5.7 shows that a larger xb, or
equivalently a lower scale factor at the bounce (ab), results in a lower amplitude of the field. Thus
a deeper bounce tends to generate weaker magnetic fields. This is because electric and magnetic
fields are generated when f effectively changes in time, which happens for −C/α < t < C/α
(except for the short period of the bounce). Since α ∝ x3/2b , a larger xb implies a shorter period
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Figure 5.4.: Evolution of the magnetic (dashed lines) and electric (continuous line) power spectra
for C = 1019 and xb = 10
30 (top), and for C = 1023 and xb = 10
30 (bottom). We see
that with larger C’s, the decrease of the electric contribution at late times happens
later, and the total electromagnetic power spectrum is more important.
in which the non-minimal coupling is effective. For the same reason, a larger value of C leads to
a larger amplitude of the magnetic field.
In the next section, we discuss how observations and theoretical limits can be used to constrain
the parameters of our models.
5.4.6. Discussion
We now wish to confront the results of the previous section with observational and theoretical
limits found in the literature. Limits coming from several physical processes can be invoked, as
recalled in the introduction. However, it is worth noting that many of them focus on specific
models with considerable uncertainties, or use specific priors leading to confusion on the possible
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Figure 5.5.: Same as Fig. 5.4 for C = 1023 and xb = 10
30 (top), and for C = 1023 and xb = 10
36
(bottom). Higher values of xb imply an overall stronger total electromagnetic power
spectrum, but with a stronger decrease rate at late times.
upper and lower bounds.7 Since there is no unanimously accepted limit on the spectral index, we
will focus on the bounds derived considering nB as a free parameter. Thus, we shall consider an
upper bound around Bλ < 10
−9G,8 and a first lower bound of around Bλ > 10−17G.9 The second
lower limit we consider concerns the minimum seed field in galaxies that would be amplified via
dynamo mechanism [329], namely Bλ > 10
−21G.
7For instance, see [257, 258] for a discussion about the suppressed apparent limit on the magnetic spectral index
nB , when assuming a different prior from Planck 2015 [255]
8See [254] and [326] for recent limits using ultra-high-energy cosmic rays anisotropy and ultra-faint dwarf galaxies,
respectively. See also [327] for a stronger upper limit of Bλ < 10
−15G, putting detections of intergalactic
magnetic fields with γ-ray under pressure.
9This limit comes from the non-detection of secondary GeV γ-rays around TeV blazars. However, there is still
an ongoing debate on whether this lower limit should be trusted. See for example [288,328].
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Figure 5.6.: Behaviour of the magnetic power spectrum today from (5.84) (blue) for C = 1023
and xb = 10
30. It is perfectly compatible with a power-law (top figure) with spectral
index nB = 6 (orange). Note that PB0 ≡ PB(kRH = 1). We also show that the
electric power spectrum behaves in the same fashion (bottom).
These theoretical and observational limits are used in figure 5.9 to constrain the region in
parameter space for which consistent values of magnetic seed fields are obtained at 1 Mpc. The
upper value xb . 1038 comes from Eq. (5.63) reflecting the earliest possible time for the bounce
to occur. It is denoted “Planck Scale” in the graph. There is another limit set to preserve
nucleosynthesis denoted “BBN”. This can be derived by plugging Eq. (5.78) into Eq. (5.125)
presented below, giving m? = 10
−19me.
In order to infer the allowed mass scales for the minimal coupling, one can use, for instance,
the relation between C and m? coming from Eq. (5.77) to show
m?
me
=
α
1038C
, (5.125)
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Figure 5.7.: Magnetic field amplitude for C = 2.6× 1026 and xb = 1038 (top), and C = 6.5× 1025
and xb = 10
38 (bottom). For these values, the seed field is sufficient to trigger the
dynamo mecanism on large scales. The amplitude today is larger on all scales for
larger values of C.
where me is the electron mass. The maximum mass allowed in this model is then 0.1me. There-
fore, the value of the electron mass for m? is not allowed by our model, a feature shared with
power-law inflationary models [312,314].
5.4.7. Backreaction
The growth of magnetic and electric fields in primordial magnetogenesis models can become an
issue. If the electromagnetic contribution is greatly enhanced to the point of being comparable
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Figure 5.8.: Magnetic field amplitude for C = 6.5×1025 and xb = 1038 (top) and for C = 6.5×1025
and xb = 10
36 (bottom). The amplitude today is bigger at all scales when xb is
smaller.
with the background energy density, the background dynamics can be modified and anisotropies
can appear [331].
We define the matter and radiation energy densities, respectively, as
ρm ≡ Ωm
Y 3
, ρr ≡
∫
d ln k (PE,0 + PB,0)
(
Y0
Y
)4
. (5.126)
As pointed out in previous works on magnetogenesis in bouncing models, see e.g. [299], the
vanishing of the Hubble rate at the bounce leads, via the Friedmann Eq. (5.60), to ρm = 0.
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Figure 5.9.: Parameter space with magnetic field amplitudes consistent with current limits at
1Mpc. The blue region represents the allowed values to initiate the dynamo effect,
with the blue line a theoretical lower limit [263, 329]. The orange region represents
allowed values by observations on large scales in voids, with the orange line a lower
limit derived by blazars observations [330] and the green line an upper limit derived
using Ultra-High-Energy Cosmic Rays, Ultra-Faint Dwarf galaxies, 21-cm hydrogen
lines, etc. [253,254,326]. Note the orange and blue regions are overlapping. The grey
shaded region represents excluded values of the magnetic field. Each oblique grey
line gives an amplitude for the magnetic field a hundred times higher than the lower
line.
However, this is not the case here. The classical Friedmann equations are not valid around the
bounce, which is dominated by quantum cosmological effects, and ρm ∝ Y −3 always. However,
this does not guarantee that the model is free from backreaction. Let us examine this point in
more detail in this section.
As the electromagnetic power goes as Y −4, and ρm ∝ Y −3, the first obvious critical point to
investigate the issue of backreaction is at the bounce itself. As shown in the previous section, we
have near the bounce that |Ak| ∝ k−1/2 and |Πk| ∝ k3/2. Furthermore, |Ak| does not depend on
xb and C, and |Πk| ∝ C2/√xb. This can be seen by inspecting the integral appearing in the first
term of Eq. (5.114), where after integration, and evaluating at the bounce, we get the constants
C2xb/α = C
2/x
1/2
b .
After integrating the magnetic and electric energy densities at the bounce, see Eqs. (5.81) and
(5.82), and denoting the cut-off scale as kf (which we will refer to galactic scales, where this
simple treatment may cease to be valid due to short range interactions leading to dissipation and
other effects), we obtain
ρB,b =
3C2x4b
32pi2R4H0
k4f , ρE,b =
C2x3b
9pi2R4H0
k6f . (5.127)
The ratio of magnetic energy density over electric energy density is then simply
ρB,b
ρE,b
≈ xb
k2f
, (5.128)
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and the magnetic field is dominant when ρB,b  ρE,b, or √xb  kf . As xb  1, this condition is
always satisfied.
In units of Hubble radius, the matter energy density reads
ρm,b =
7.8Ωm10
120
R4H0Y
3
. (5.129)
At the bounce, the matter energy density is given by
ρm,b =
7.8Ωm10
120x3b
R4H0
. (5.130)
Then, comparing the magnetic density to the matter density, and requiring the ratio be small
enough gives
ρB,b
ρm,b
< 10−4 =⇒ C2xbk4f < 10118 . (5.131)
Choosing the galactic scale (tens of kiloparsecs), k ≈ 105, gives C2xb < 1098. The values given
in Fig. 5.9 all respect this constraint. In conclusion, there is no electromagnetic backreaction at
the bounce.
As we have seen in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5, and discussed when commenting them, the electric density
overcomes the magnetic density after the bounce for some time during the period 1/α < t < C/α.
The coupling behaves as
f ∝ t−2 , 1
α
< t <
C
α
, (5.132)
and the scale factor as Y ∝ t 23 in this region. This can be also be seen in Fig. 5.1. Then, the
electric density goes as ρE ∝ t−2/3. This is to be compared to the matter density ρm ∝ t−2,
giving the ratio evolution
ρE
ρm
∝ t 43 . (5.133)
To get an estimate of the electric backreaction, let us evaluate the initial conditions at the bounce
and evolve this ratio in the considered time range. Performing a procedure similar to the one
leading to (5.131), we obtain
ρE,b
ρm,b
= 10−122 C2k6f . (5.134)
Then, the ratio will evolve as
ρE
ρm
= 10−122 C2k6f
(
tf
ti
) 4
3
. (5.135)
Choosing the initial time ti ≡ 1/α and the final time tf ≡ C/α and imposing once again that the
backreaction be small, we finally obtain
ρE
ρm
< 10−4 =⇒ C 103 k6f < 10118 . (5.136)
Once again, kf ≈ 105 is compatible with the maximum value C ≈ 1026.3 allowed in Fig. 5.9.
Again, there is no backreaction problem in our model 10.
10To discuss the (absence of) backreaction in our model, we have shown that the electromagnetic energy density is
always smaller than the matter energy density. In other models of bounce, such as those based on the Lee-Wick
theory [332], there are mechanisms preventing ab initio the uncontrolled growth of the electromagnetic energy
density.
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5.4.8. Conclusions on Quantum Cosmology
We have investigated in this chapter quantum effects described in the de Broglie-Bohm interpre-
tation of quantum mechanics. We showed that a bounce is produced by such quantum effects.
More precisely, the background is homogeneous and isotropic, filled with pressureless (dark) mat-
ter. Motivated by observations of cosmological magnetic fields, we presented the generation of
primordial magnetic fields in the context of a cosmological bounce, through a coupling between
curvature and electromagnetism, predicted by QED in curved spacetimes [321]. Unlike inflation-
ary magnetogenesis scenarios, bouncing magnetogenesis is free of the strong coupling problem,
which makes this type of models very appealing.
The model is characterised by three parameters, namely the presureless (dark) matter density
today, Ωm, the scale factor at which the bounce happens, xb, and the mass scale of the cou-
pling m?. In particular, the first parameter is tightly constrained by observations. Using the
Hamiltonian framework, we showed that an adiabatic vacuum can be defined as initial condition
for the electromagnetic field in the far past of the contracting phase.This allowed us to explain
analytically the behaviour of the electric and magnetic modes, summarised in Eqs. (5.117) and
(5.121). We confronted these analytical results with a numerical integration of the modes, given
in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3, and presented in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 the time evolution of the magnetic and
electric power spectra. We illustrated the scale dependence of both spectra in Fig 5.6, finding they
behaved as a power-law with the same spectral index nE = nB = 6. This result is reminiscent
of non-helicoidal, causally generated magnetic fields from phase transitions in the early Universe
for which the magnetic spectral index must be even and positive [325]. In Figs. 5.7 and 5.8, we
showed the amplitude of the magnetic field today was found to be strong enough on a wide range
of scales to pass the current limits from observations. Interestingly, we note that the same cou-
pling in the context of power-law inflation does not generate large enough magnetic fields [314].
At the scale of 1 Mpc, we derived constraints on xb and m?, summarised in Fig. 5.9. Finally,
we also demonstrated that backreaction is not a problem in our model, therefore the presence of
electromagnetism can be safely assumed to leave the background evolution unchanged.
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CHAPTER 6.
Affine Quantisation and Cosmology
In this chapter, we present the integral affine quantisation method, which allows the choice of
scale at which the quantisation is performed and also brings powerful features to probe a physical
system compared to other quantisation schemes. We show the affine quantum version of general
relativity, and we study in detail the affine quantum Brans-Dicke Theory (BDT), tackling the
problem of quantum equivalence between frames. We use the material covered in [333] to present
this chapter.
6.1. The Affine Quantisation
6.1.1. Motivation from Signal Analysis
The affine quantisation is the direct quantum correspondence of the continuous wavelet transform
used in signal processing. The strength of wavelet analysis lies in the combination of comple-
mentary wavelets used to recover data of a damaged signal. More specifically, we can extract
information from the unknown parts of the signal, that can be viewed as singularities in the
signal, by using convolution of wavelets and the known parts, what can be seen as using different
mathematical approaches to describe one physical system. Rigorously, wavelet analysis makes
use of wavelet series, i.e. a representation of square-integrable functions with respect to an over-
complete set of a vector space. The set of wavelets then defines a Hilbert basis. The difference
between the wavelet transform compared to the Fourier transform is that wavelets are localised
both in time and frequency, whereas the Fourier transform is only localised in frequency, and are
therefore more appealing for signal analysis.
The energy of a signal is conserved iff there exists a vector ψ satisfying the condition
cψ := 2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
|ψˆ(k)|2 dk|k| <∞ . (6.1)
The generating function ψ is called a mother wavelet. The admissibility condition (6.1) implies
the signal is zero in average. Indeed, there is a divergence in (6.1) for k = 0, and we must impose
ψˆ(0) = 0⇔
∫ ∞
−∞
ψ(t)dt = 0 . (6.2)
Thus, a wavelet is necessarily an oscillating function, hence the name. Wavelets derived from
the mother wavelet by rescaling the signal or shifting it in time are called child wavelets, and are
defined by
ψa,b =
1√
a
ψ
(
t− b
a
)
, (6.3)
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where a is positive and defines the scale and b is real and defines the shift.
We now explain how the admissibility condition is crucial in signal analysis. Let us note
s ∈ L2(R) a function viewed as a signal. We first introduce the representation of s in a timescale
half-plane. This representation is called the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) of s with
respect to ψ, and is given by the scalar product of a child wavelet and the signal
S(a, b) = 〈ψa,b|s〉 =
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
1√
a
ψ
(
t− b
a
)
s(t) . (6.4)
=
√
a
∫ ∞
−∞
dk ψ (ak)sˆ(k)eibk . (6.5)
The norm of a signal
‖s‖2 = 1
cψ
∫ ∞
−∞
db
∫ ∞
0
da
a2
|S(a, b)|2 , (6.6)
and therefore its energy, is preserved iff the admissibility condition (6.1) is respected.
A common feature between signal analysis and integral quantisation methods is the resolution
of the identity. Given a group G and a unitary irreducible representation (UIR) of it, the quan-
tisation map transforms a classical function (or distribution) into an operator using a bounded
square-integrable operator M and a measure dν, such as∫
G
M(g) dν(g) = I , (6.7)
where g ∈ G, M(g) = U(g)MU−1(g). This is the resolution of the identity for the operator M .
With this, from a classical observable f(g), we obtain the corresponding operator
Af =
∫
G
M(g) f(g) dν(g) . (6.8)
Similarly, the reconstruction of a signal s is given by
|s〉 =
∫
G
M(g) |s〉 dν(g) . (6.9)
For the affine group G = Aff+(R), representing the group of affine transformations over the
half-plane used e.g. in phase space with variables (q, p), we have two non-equivalent UIR U±,
plus a trivial one U0 [334, 335]. The fact that U± are both square-integrable is the reason why
the resolution of the identity allows for a quantisation procedure based on the continuous wavelet
analysis. Actually, energy conservation is directly related to the resolution of the identity. Indeed,
the norm (6.6) is equivalent to
I =
1
cψ
∫ ∞
−∞
db
∫ ∞
0
da
a2
|ψq,p〉 〈ψq,p| . (6.10)
Therefore, the action of U := U+ ⊕ U− allows the identification from
ψq,p(x) = (U(q, p)ψ)(x) . (6.11)
To summarise, a mathematical model describing a physical system is scale-dependent, and prob-
ing the system on different scales using affine quantisation can allow to find “hidden” physical
features. We will illustrate this by showing how affine quantising the Brans-Dicke theory leads
to the quantum equivalence of Jordan and Einstein frames.
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6.1.2. Mathematical Background
First, let us introduce the affine quantisation method for a generic phase space equipped with
variables (q, p). The half-plane Π+ := {(q, p) | q > 0 , p ∈ R} with a multiplication operation
defined by
(q, p) (q0, p0) :=
(
qq0,
p0
q
+ p
)
; q ∈ R∗+ , p ∈ R , (6.12)
is identified with the affine group Aff+(R) of the real line. The group acts on R as
(q, p) · x = x
q
+ p , ∀x ∈ R . (6.13)
On a physical level, one can interpret (6.13) as a contraction/dilation (depending on if q > 1 or
q < 1) of space plus a translation. We shall equip the half-plane with the measure dq dp, which
is invariant under the left action of the affine group on itself [336].
Rigorously, the affine quantisation is a covariant integral method, that combines the properties
of symmetry from the affine group with all the resources of integral calculus. This method makes
use of coherent states [333] to construct the quantisation map, whose definition is connected
with the symmetry of the phase space, as we will see. For the remainder of this part, we choose
U = U+, which acts on the Hilbert space L
2(R∗+, dx/xα+1), with α ∈ N, as
(U(q, p)ψ)(x) =
eipx√
q−α
ψ
(
x
q
)
. (6.14)
We choose the operator M such as
M = |ψ〉〈ψ| ; ψ ∈ L2
(
R∗+,
dx
xα+1
)
∩ L2
(
R∗+,
dx
xα+2
)
. (6.15)
The normalised vectors ψ are arbitrarily chosen providing the square-integrability condition
(6.15). They are the mother wavelets mentioned before, but are also known as fiducial vec-
tors. For simplicity, we will consider only real fiducial vectors and will choose α = −1. The
action (6.14) of the UIR of U over fiducial vectors produces the quantum states
|q, p〉 := U(q, p)|ψ〉 . (6.16)
These states are called affine coherent states (ACS) or wavelets. It is easy to show that∫
Π+
|q, p〉〈q, p| dq dp
2pic−1
= I , (6.17)
where the constant c−1 depends on the choice of ψ, and is defined as
cγ = cγ(ψ) :=
∫ ∞
0
|ψ(x)|2 dx
x2+γ
. (6.18)
Hence, the quantisation maps (6.8) becomes
f(q, p) 7→ Af =
∫
Π+
f(q, p) |q, p〉〈q, p| dqdp
2pic−1
. (6.19)
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With this, one can easily verify that the quantisation of the elementary functions position qβ (for
any β), momentum p and kinetic energy1 p2 yields
Aqβ =
cβ−1
c−1
Qˆβ ; Ap = −i ∂
∂x
= Pˆ ; Ap2 = Pˆ
2 +
c
(1)
−3
c−1
Qˆ−2 , (6.20)
with Qˆ being the position operator defined by Qˆf(x) = xf(x) and the constant c
(1)
−3 is defined as
c(β)γ (ψ) :=
∫ ∞
0
∣∣∣ψ(β)(x)∣∣∣2 dx
x2+γ
. (6.21)
In appendix E.1, we show explicitly how to compute a quantum operator in the affine quantisation.
Note that this quantisation procedure does not involve the Planck constant, and has not been
put equal to unity. This is exactly the point of the procedure; the fiducial vector allows for a
scaling of the system, thus we can quantise at any desired scale. In other words, when writing
the commutation relation
[Aq, Ap] =
c0
c−1
iI , (6.22)
we can set the arbitrary prefactor equal to ~.
Notice that, in this affine quantisation method, the only dependence on the fiducial vector ψ is
in the constant coefficients of the quantum operators. Thus, the arbitrariness of ψ does not play
a fundamental role in the quantisation. This is an advantage to be explored. For example, we can
adjust the fiducial vectors to regain the self-adjoint character of the operator p2 [336] . Choosing
ψ such that 4c
(1)
−3 ≥ 3c−1, the kinetic operator becomes essentially self-adjoint [337], which is a
desired characteristic since an Hermitian operator must be self-adjoint. An Hermitian operator
can be obtained by imposing boundary conditions. However, there is a continuous infinity of
possible boundaries, thus the choice of a representation is arbitrary (this is the operator ordering
problem of the canonical quantisation). In the affine quantisation, the choice of a fiducial vector
can naturally result in an essentially self-adjoint operator, which means there is only one possible
extension of it and, therefore, no need to impose boundary conditions. We stress, however,
that choosing fiducial vectors is not the same as choosing boundary conditions. Self-adjointness
is a well-known problem in the canonical quantisation of this theory, and it has been studied
extensively in [338]. However, with the affine quantisation we naturally recover the quantum
symmetrisation of the classical product momentum position
qp 7→ Aqp = c0
c−1
QˆPˆ + Pˆ Qˆ
2
, (6.23)
up to a constant that once again depends on the choice of the fiducial vector.
6.1.3. Quantum Phase Space Portraits
The construction of the affine quantisation method presented in the previous section using co-
herent states allows us to define a “de-quantisation” map, named quantum phase space portrait,
in a very obvious way: by calculating the expectation value of an operator with respect to the
coherent states. That is, given a quantum operator Af , we obtain a classical function fˇ such that
fˇ(q, p) = 〈q, p|Af |q, p〉 . (6.24)
1Up to some factor.
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If the operator is obtained from a classical function f , as suggested in the notation, then fˇ is a
quantum correction or lower symbol of the original f [339]. It corresponds to the average value
of f(q, p) with respect to the probability density distribution
ρφ(q, p) =
1
2pic−1
|〈q, p|φ〉|2 , (6.25)
with |φ〉 = |q′, p′〉. We can also define the time evolution of the distribution (6.25) with respect to
time through a Hamiltonian operator Hˆ = AH , using the time evolution operator e
−iHˆt. Then,
ρφ(q, p, t) :=
1
2pic−1
|〈q, p|e−iHˆt|φ〉|2 . (6.26)
Thus, if you consider the operator M = ρ, the lower symbol of Af becomes
fˇ(z) =
∫
tr
(
ρ(z)ρ(z′)
)
f(z′)
d2z
′
pi
, (6.27)
with tr the trace. From the resolution of the identity (6.7), one finds tr (ρ(z)ρ(z′)) is a probability
distribution of the phase space, and fˇ is indeed an average measurement of the classical f .
From equation (6.24), using the quantisation map (6.19), the quantum correction fˇ of a classical
function f is then
fˇ(q, p) =
1
2pic−1
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
0
dq′ dp′
qq′
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
dx dx′f(q′, p′)
[
eip(x
′−x)
× e−ip′(x′−x)ψ
(
x
q
)
ψ
(
x′
q
)
ψ
(
x
q′
)
ψ
(
x′
q′
)]
. (6.28)
Thus, it is not necessary to find the operator Af of a classical function f to obtain its lower
symbol. One can use the above formula (6.28) to do so. For example, the quantum correction of
the classical functions qβ, p and p2 are given by
qˇβ =
cβ−1c−β−2
c−1
qβ ; pˇ = p ; pˇ2 = p2 +
(
c
(1)
−2 +
c0c
(1)
−3
c−1
)
1
q2
, (6.29)
with the constants cγ and c
(β)
γ defined in (6.18) and (6.21), respectively. Notice that the cor-
rections also depend on the choice of specific fiducial vectors to determine these constants. We
present a list of all quantum operators and their semi-classical counterparts used in this chapter
in appendix E.2.
6.2. Affine Quantum General Relativity and Brans-Dicke
Now that we have introduced the affine quantisation method and the quantum phase space
portrait coming from it, we can apply the method to GR, since the scale factor is positively
defined. However, the Schutz variable associated to the fluid has the whole real line as its domain
and therefore we cannot apply the affine method in it. Nevertheless, we can use another integral
quantisation method based on the Weyl-Heisenberg group, which acts on the real line [340].
Here we could also use the canonical quantisation for this variable, since it works just fine for
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parameters in the whole line, a domain that does not have any singularity and, therefore, no
problems of self-adjointness.2 In both cases, we have
ΠT 7→ piT = −i ∂
∂T
; ΠT 7→ pˇiT = E . (6.30)
Let us name the fiducial vector associated to the scale factor ψa. Then, the coherent states are
given by
|a, pa〉 = Ua |ψa〉 ⇒ 〈x |a, pa〉 = e
ipax
√
a
ψa
(x
a
)
(6.31)
Applyting the quantisation rules (6.20) on the Hamiltonian (5.36), we find the constraint
− c−1(a)
24c0(a)
1
a
(
pi2a +
c
(1)
−3(a)
c−1(a)a2
)
− 6k c0(a)
c−1(a)
a+
c−1(a)
c3w−1(a)a3w
piT ' 0 . (6.32)
Without detailing further (we will explain with great care the BDT), we see that there is a new
term compared to the canonical quantisation of the form 1/a2. This term is purely quantum, and
regularises the theory. As shown in [121], a smooth big bounce is expected as the semi-classical
level thanks to this quantum effective potential.
Now, let us use the same procedure on the Brans-Dicke theory, prototype of modified theories
of gravity. The following sections present the results we obtained in [113]. The relevance of such
models has been pointed out in section 3.5.4, where we discussed that the inflationary model
which best fits Planck data is the Starobinsky model, a R2-modification to the Einstein-Hilbert
action. Modified gravity theories are also present in late-time cosmology, as they can account
for the observed accelerated expansion. One of the oldest modifications of GR is the Brans-
Dicke theory, proposed in the early 1960s by Carl H. Brans and Robert H. Dicke [341], in which
there is a non-minimal time-dependent coupling of the long-range scalar field with geometry,
that is, with gravity. The BDT also introduces a dimensionless constant ω such that, for a
constant gravitational coupling, GR is recovered at the limit ω → ∞ if the trace of the energy-
momentum tensor is not null [342–344]. Today it is well known that, classically, the BDT is
practically indistinguishable from GR, with the constant ω estimated to be over 40, 000 [345,346].
Interestingly, the Brans-Dicke scalar field arises naturally in superstring cosmology, associated
with the dilaton, which couples directly with the matter field [347]. In spite of the fact that
the BDT is classically equivalent to GR, the quantum treatment can reveal new dynamics for
the primordial Universe. There are also claims that the BDT can not reproduce GR for a
scale-invariant matter content. In fact, in this case, it has been shown that ω can display
various effects depending on its value, such as a symmetry breaking resulting in a binary phase
structure. However, for a strong coupling ω →∞, the BDT reproduces GR only in the quantised
version [348].
We choose to explore the quantisation of the BDT with the affine quantisation instead of the
canonical one because the domain of the variables involved (scale factor and scalar field) is the
real half-line. Indeed, the scalar field represents the gravitational force, and can only be positive
in the BDT.
2Using the Weyl-Heisenberg method can give us the advantage of introducing another constant that depends on
the fiducial vector chosen in the quantisation. This can be an asset used to adjust energy levels, for example.
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6.3. The Brans-Dicke Theory with a Perfect Fluid
The Brans-Dicke theory is characterised by the introduction of a scalar field non-minimally
coupled to gravity, and it is described by the gravitational Lagrangian
LG =
√−g
{
ϕR− ωϕ;ρϕ
;ρ
ϕ
}
. (6.33)
The Brans-Dicke coupling parameter ω is chosen to be a constant. We show in appendix E.3
that in a homogeneous and isotropic universe, the Lagrangian (6.33) becomes
LG = 1
N
{
6
[
ϕaa˙2 + a2a˙ϕ˙
]− ωa3 ϕ˙2
ϕ
}
, (6.34)
where we have already discarded the surface terms. The Lagrangian of the system is completed
with a matter component, which we will consider to be a radiative perfect fluid, defined by the
equation of state p = ρ/3.
The classical Hamiltonian constraint H ≈ 0 still holds for the BDT with a perfect fluid. Using
the procedure described in section 5.3, we have
ω
12ϕ
Π2a +
1
2a
ΠaΠϕ − ϕ
2a2
Π2ϕ = (3 + 2ω)ΠT . (6.35)
The model requires the scale factor and the scalar field to be positive. Indeed, ϕ > 0 implies
an attractive gravitational force. Thus, the phase space is a four-dimensional space which is the
Cartesian product of two half-planes,3
Π2+ := {(a, pa)× (ϕ, pϕ) | a > 0, ϕ > 0 , pa, pϕ ∈ R} . (6.36)
Since it is a Cartesian product, we can analyse each half-plane separately. We now present the
affine quantisation of the Brans-Dicke theory.
6.4. The Affine Quantisation of the BDT
6.4.1. Quantisation in the Jordan Frame
With this, the quantisation of equation (6.35) results in the following Wheeler-DeWitt equation:{
−ωλ1 1
ϕ
∂2a + (ωλ2 − λ3)
1
ϕa2
− λ4 1
a
∂a∂ϕ + λ5
ϕ
a2
∂2ϕ+
+λ6
1
a2
∂ϕ
}
Ψ(a, ϕ, T ) = −i (3 + 2ω) ∂TΨ(a, ϕ, T ) , (6.37)
where Ψ(a, ϕ, T ) is the wave function. The constants λi are given by
λ1 =
1
12c−1(ϕ)
; λ2 =
1
12c−1(ϕ)
c
(1)
−3(a)
c−1(a)
;
λ3 =
1
2
c−3(a)
c−1(a)
c
(1)
−2(ϕ)
c−1(ϕ)
; λ4 =
1
2c−1(a)
; (6.38)
λ5 =
1
2
c−3(a)
c−1(a)
c0(ϕ)
c−1(ϕ)
; λ6 =
1
2
c−3(a)
c−1(a)
c0(ϕ)
c−1(ϕ)
+
1
4c−1(a)
,
3In the case of radiative matter, at least [338].
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and we defined
c(j)γ (a) =
∫ ∞
0
[ψ(j)a (x)]
2 dx
x2+γ
; c(j)γ (ϕ) =
∫ ∞
0
[ψ(j)ϕ (x)]
2 dx
x2+γ
. (6.39)
If we choose ψa = ψϕ, then c
(j)
γ (a) = c
(j)
γ (ϕ) = c
(j)
γ . So, let us choose a fiducial vector such
that
ψa = ψϕ =
9√
6
x
3
2 e−
3x
2 . (6.40)
With these vectors, we have c−2 = c−1 = 1, and c
(1)
−3 = 3/4, which, as mentioned before, is a
necessary condition for the quantised kinetic energy to be an essentially self-adjoint operator [337].
In turn, this gives the us the Wheeler-DeWitt equation in the Jordan frame{
− ω
12
1
ϕ
∂2a +
(
ω
16
− 3
4
)
1
ϕa2
− 1
2a
∂a∂ϕ +
ϕ
a2
∂2ϕ +
5
4a2
∂ϕ
}
Ψ = −i (3 + 2ω) ∂TΨ . (6.41)
From this equation, absorbing the constant 12 (3 + 2ω)ω−1 into the temporal parameter, that is,
accounting it as energy, we find the Hamiltonian for the BDT in the Jordan frame to be
HJ =
1
ϕ
∂2a −
12
ω
(
ω
16
− 3
4
)
1
ϕa2
+
6
ωa
∂a∂ϕ − 12
ω
ϕ
a2
∂2ϕ −
15
ωa2
∂ϕ . (6.42)
The Hamiltonian (6.42) is essentially self-adjoint for the usual measure da dϕ on the Hilbert
space, as expected. One can notice that equation (6.41) is not separable. We can work around
this problem by considering the Einstein frame instead.
6.4.2. Conformal Transformation of Affine Operators
The Jordan and Einstein frames are related to each other by a conformal transformation given
by gµν = φ
−1 g˜µν , where gµν and g˜µν represent the metric tensors in each frame, respectively.
Thus, before analysing the equivalence between these frames, let us first comment on how affine
operators change with a conformal transformation.
As opposed to what happens in the canonical quantisation (see [242]), the affine operators
are uniquely defined by equation (6.19). Also, if Af is the operator obtained from a classical
function f(q, p), with q being a positive-defined variable and p its associated momentum, then
for a general conformal scaling factor Ω(q) on the domain, we have
Ω2(q)Af 6= AΩ2(q)f . (6.43)
Therefore, we need to be careful when we quantise models related by conformal transformations.
Even if the constraint obtained from an Hamiltonian is classical, we cannot cancel overall coef-
ficients (for instance, the factor 1/b in equation 6.49).To illustrate this, let us give an example.
Consider Ω2(q) = q and f(q, p) = p. The operator AΩ2f is given by (6.23), and then
AΩ2f = Aqp =
c0
c−1
QˆPˆ + Pˆ Qˆ
2
6= QˆPˆ = qAp = Ω2(q)Af . (6.44)
This means that classically, it is always possible to cancel non-null coefficients, however, quan-
tising the constraint in different frames can result in very different scenarios, because of (6.43). In
conclusion, we cannot cancel out non-null functions before quantising to compare the quantisation
of two different frames connected by a transformation of coordinates.
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6.4.3. Quantisation in the Einstein Frame
Since the seminal paper of Brans and Dicke [341], we know that two formulations of the the-
ory (and in fact, for every scalar-tensor theory) are possible. These formulations, related by
a conformal transformation, are the target of a long debate on which of these frames is physi-
cally relevant. Some authors claim they are equivalent classically but should be different at the
quantum level [349, 350], while others claim that both are equivalent at classical and quantum
level [338, 351–353]. Some also claim that the equivalence is broken by off-shell one-loop quan-
tum corrections, but recovered on-shell [354]. Since theoretical predictions depend entirely on
the conformal frame we are working on, a natural question arising is if there is a preferred frame
or not, and which one is the most suitable to observations. In the Jordan frame, we found the
differential equation governing the wave function evolution (6.41), however as a crossed term
appeared in the partial derivatives, finding a solution can be difficult. Let us now analyse the
problem in the Einstein frame instead.
The Brans-Dicke Lagrangian, with a non-minimally coupled scalar field, is given by (6.33), and
by using the conformal transformation, gµν = ϕ
−1 g˜µν , where gµν is the metric in the non-minimal
coupling frame, the Lagrangian reads as
LG =
√
−g˜
[
R˜−
(
ω +
3
2
)
ϕ;ρ ϕ
;ρ
ϕ2
]
, (6.45)
which is the Lagrangian for General Relativity with a minimally coupled scalar field. The La-
grangian (6.33) is written in the Jordan frame, and (6.45) is written in the Einstein frame. The
conformal transformation is given by the change of coordinates
N ′ = ϕ
1
2N ; b = ϕ
1
2a ; ϕ′ = ϕ , (6.46)
and, applying these to (6.34), we obtain
LG = 1
N ′
6bb˙2 − (ω + 3
2
)
b3
(
ϕ˙′
ϕ′
)2 . (6.47)
The total Hamiltonian is thus
HT = N
′
(
p2b
24b
− ϕ
′ 2
2(3 + 2ω)b3
p2ϕ′ −
pT
b
)
, (6.48)
and the constraint HT = 0 gives us
4
p2b
24b
− ϕ
′ 2
2(3 + 2ω)b3
p2ϕ′ =
pT
b
. (6.49)
In order to quantise equation (6.49), it is necessary to know the Hilbert space in the Einstein
frame. From the change of variables 6.46, the measure becomes
da dϕ = ϕ′ −
1
2db dϕ′ . (6.50)
4We keep the 1/b factor in order to avoid inconsistences in the quantisation (see the discussion in Subsection
6.4.2).
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Thus, the Hilbert space for the coordinates (b, ϕ′) is L2(R∗+ × R∗+, ϕ′ −
1
2dbdϕ′). Then, according
to definition (6.15), the fiducial vectors ψϕ′ are defined on another Hilbert space:
ψϕ′ ∈ L2
(
R∗+,
dx
x
1
2
)
∩ L2
(
R∗+,
dx
x
3
2
)
. (6.51)
With this measure, the operator associated with the kinetic energy, is given by
Ap2 = −∂2ϕ′ +
1
2ϕ′
∂ϕ′ +
c(1)−5/2(ϕ′)
c−1/2(ϕ′)
− 3
8
 1
ϕ′ 2
, (6.52)
which is already self-adjoint.
Now, for the coordinate b, using (6.19), we obtain
Ab−1p2b
= − 1
c−1(b)
1
b
∂2b +
1
c−1(b)
1
b2
∂b −
(
1− c(1)−4(b)
c−1(b)
)
1
b3
. (6.53)
For the coordinate ϕ′, we get
Aϕ′ 2p2
ϕ′
= −11
8
c3/2
c−1/2
+
c
(1)
−1/2
c−1/2
− 3
2
c3/2
c−1/2
ϕ′∂ϕ′ −
c3/2
c−1/2
ϕ′2∂2ϕ′ . (6.54)
Then, the quantisation of equation (6.49) results in{
−$∂2b +
$
b
∂b +
(
λ˜1$ + λ˜2
) 1
b2
+
λ˜3
b2
(
ϕ′ 2∂2ϕ′ +
3
2
ϕ′ ∂ϕ′
)}
Ψ = −24$i∂TΨ , (6.55)
with $ = ω + 32 , and λ˜i are given by
λ˜1 = c
(1)
−4(b)− 1 ;
λ˜2 =
3
4
c−4(b)
c−1/2(ϕ′)
(
11
8
c3/2(ϕ
′)− c(1)−1/2(ϕ′)
)
; (6.56)
λ˜3 =
c−4(b) c3/2(ϕ′)
c−1/2(ϕ′)
.
On the other hand, one can change variables as in (6.46) directly on (6.37). This yields[
−
(
ωλ1 +
λ4
2
− λ5
4
)
∂2b +
λ5 − λ4
4
1
b
∂b + (ωλ2 − λ3) 1
b2
+
+
(
λ5
2
− λ4
)
ϕ′
b
∂b∂ϕ′ + λ5
ϕ′2
b2
∂2ϕ′ + λ6
ϕ′
b2
∂ϕ′
]
Ψ = −i(3 + 2ω)∂TΨ , (6.57)
with λi given in (6.38). Notice that the coefficients λi are in terms of c
(i)
λ (a) and c
(i)
λ (ϕ), while
the coefficients in equation (6.55) are in terms of c
(i)
λ (b) and c
(i)
λ (ϕ
′). Considering the freedom in
the choice of the fiducial vectors,5 and comparing equations (6.55) and (6.57), we conclude that
there is equivalence between Einstein and Jordan frames only if
λ5
2
− λ4 = 0 ⇒ c−3(a) = 2c−1(ϕ)
c0(ϕ)
. (6.58)
5The quantisation is not determined by this choice, although there is an inequality constraint (4c
(1)
−3 ≥ 3c−1) in
order to obtain a Hermintian operator (see discussion at the end of section 6.1.2).
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In a way, this result is similar to the one found in [338], where it is concluded that the equivalence
depends on the choice of ordering factors for the canonical quantisation, which are related to the
coefficients of the Hamiltonian operator. In our case, the unitary equivalence is then obtained if
we impose some constraints on the fiducial vectors:
4 c
(1)
−3 ≥ 3 c−1 for ψa, ψb, ψϕ ; and c−3(a) =
2c−1(ϕ)
c0(ϕ)
. (6.59)
Let us solve, without loss of generality, equation (6.55). We suppose the following separation
of variables: Ψ(b, ϕ, t) := X(b)Y (ϕ)P (T ). We obtain, for the function of time
P (T ) = A exp
[
i
ET
24
]
, (6.60)
where E/24 is the energy constant. This results in the following system of partial differential
equations: {
−∂2b +
1
b
∂b +
1
$
[
λ˜1$ + λ˜2 − λ˜3k2
] 1
b2
}
X(b) = EX(b) ;{
ϕ2∂2ϕ +
3
2
ϕ∂ϕ
}
Y (ϕ) = −k2 Y (ϕ) , (6.61)
with k2 being a separation constant. The general solutions are given by
X(b) = C1 b Jν
(√
E b
)
+ C2 b Yν
(√
E b
)
, (6.62)
Y (ϕ) = D1 ϕ
− 1
4
(
√
1−16k2+1) +D2 ϕ
1
4
(
√
1−16k2−1) , (6.63)
with Jν and Yν the Bessel functions of first and second kind, respectively, C1,2, D1,2 are integration
constants,
ν =
√√√√(1 + λ˜1)$ + (λ˜2 − λ˜3k2)
$
, (6.64)
and k2 < 1/16. The wave-function of the Universe ΨT (b, ϕ) = X(b)Y (ϕ) must be square-
integrable. This is the reason for the choice of the limit set for the separation constant. Equation
(6.61) is known as Euler equation and the solution (6.63) corresponds to said limit of k2. The
solution for k2 = 1/16 gives similar results, however k2 > 1/16 results in a non square-integrable
wave-function. This is also the reason why we choose a negative sign for the separation constant.
Also, since Yn blows up at the origin, we must take C2 = 0. Now, let us consider the following
transformation for the variable ϕ:
σ = lnϕ ⇒ dσ = 1
ϕ
dϕ . (6.65)
With this, the solution (6.63) becomes6
Y (σ) = D1 e
−σ
4 (
√
1−16k2+1) +D2 e
σ
4 (
√
1−16k2−1) . (6.66)
6With this, it becomes more evident why it is only square-integrable for k2 < 1/16.
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For the sake of simplicity, let us consider D2 = 0. We construct the wave packet as
Ψ = N
∫ 1
4
− 1
4
dkb Jν
(√
E b
)
e−
σ
4 (
√
1−16k2+1) ei
E
24
T , (6.67)
where N is a normalisation constant. Therefore, the norm of the wave packets is
〈Ψ|Ψ〉 = N2
b0∫
0
∞∫
0
ϕ−
1
2 db dϕ
1
4∫
− 1
4
1
4∫
− 1
4
dk dk′ b2 e−
σ
2 ×
× Jν
(√
E b
)
Jν′
(√
E b
)
e
i
(
1
4
√
|1−16k′ 2|− 1
4
√
|1−16k2|
)
σ
, (6.68)
or, writing only in terms of σ,
〈Ψ|Ψ〉 = N2
b0∫
0
∞∫
−∞
db dσ
1
4∫
− 1
4
1
4∫
− 1
4
dk dk′ b2Jν
(√
E b
)
×
× Jν′
(√
E b
)
e
i
(
1
4
√
|1−16k′ 2|− 1
4
√
|1−16k2|
)
σ
, (6.69)
where the prime on the ν indicates ν(k′) and we can take b0 = 1 as the value of the scale factor
today. Performing the integrals over σ and k′ gives
〈Ψ|Ψ〉 = 8piN2
∫ b0
0
∫ 1
4
− 1
4
dbdk b2 Jν
(√
E b
)
Jν
(√
E b
)
. (6.70)
Now, we shall consider an approximation for the limit ω  k2. This approximation is relevant
due to our understanding of today’s estimate of the Brans-Dicke constant ω. Notice that, in this
limit, the Bessel index (6.64) becomes ν =
√
1 + λ˜1 and then (6.70) becomes
〈Ψ|Ψ〉 = 8piN2
∫ b0
0
db b2J
ν=
√
1+λ˜1
(√
E b
)
J
ν=
√
1+λ˜1
(√
E b
)
. (6.71)
The solution is given in terms of the regularised generalised hypergeometric function 2F˜3 [68] as
〈Ψ|Ψ〉 =4√piN2b30 Γ
(
ν +
1
2
)
Γ
(
ν +
3
2
)(
b0
√
E
)2ν ×
2F˜3
(
ν +
1
2
, ν +
3
2
; ν + 1, ν +
5
2
, 2ν + 1;−b20E
)
. (6.72)
The regularised generalised hypergeometric functions are defined as the power series
pF˜q (a1, ..., ap; b1, ..., bq; z) :=
1
Γ(b1)...Γ(bq)
∞∑
n=0
(a1)n...(ap)n
(b1)n...(bq)n
zn
n!
, (6.73)
with the recurrence relations
(aj)0 = 1 ; and (aj)n = aj (aj + 1) (aj + 2) ... (aj + n− 1) , for n ≥ 1 . (6.74)
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The norm of the wave packet becomes
〈Ψ|Ψ〉 =A
(
b0
√
E
)2ν ∞∑
n=0
(
ν + 12
)
n
(ν + 1)n (2ν + 1)n
(−b20E)n
n!
, (6.75)
where
A = 4
√
piN2
b30
(ν + 1)
Γ
(
ν + 12
)
Γ (ν + 2) Γ (2ν + 1)
. (6.76)
Then, equation (6.75) suggests that the energy spectrum is discrete. This means we can write
〈Ψ|Ψ〉 = ∑n〈Ψn|Ψn〉, and the energy levels satisfy the equations
〈Ψ0|Ψ0〉 = A
(
b0
√
E
)2ν
, (6.77)
and, for a general n ≥ 1,
〈Ψn|Ψn〉 = A
(
b0
√
E
)2ν ∞∑
n=0
(
ν + 12
)
n
(ν + 1)n (2ν + 1)n
(−b20E)n
n!
. (6.78)
6.4.4. Quantum Phase Space Portrait of the BDT
Let us consider the formalism introduced in section 6.1.3. The constraint (6.35), HT = 0, can
be rewritten in its semi-classical version using (6.28) to calculate each term. For the sake of
simplicity, we will keep the same letter for the energy constant, so pˇT = E, and hence
ω
12
1
ϕ
p2a + (ωκ1 − κ2)
1
a2ϕ
+
1
2a
papϕ − κ3 ϕ
a2
p2ϕ = (3 + 2ω)E , (6.79)
with the constants κi being
κ1 =
1
12
(
c0(a)c
(1)
−3(a)
c−1(a)
+ c
(1)
−2(a)
)
;
κ2 =
1
2
c0(a)c−3(a)
c−1(a)
(
c0(ϕ)c
(1)
−3(ϕ)
c−1(ϕ)
+ c
(1)
−2(ϕ)
)
;
κ3 =
1
2
c0(a)c−3(a)
c−1(a)
c0(ϕ)c−3(ϕ)
c−1(ϕ)
,
where c
(j)
γ (a) and c
(j)
γ (ϕ) are
c(j)γ (a) =
∫ ∞
0
[ψ(j)a (x)]
2 dx
x2+γ
; c(j)γ (ϕ) =
∫ ∞
0
[ψ(j)ϕ (x)]
2 dx
x2+γ
. (6.80)
If we choose ψa = ψϕ, then c
(j)
γ (a) = c
(j)
γ (ϕ) = c
(j)
γ . With this in mind, let us choose a fiducial
vector such that
ψa = ψϕ =
9√
6
x
3
2 e−
3x
2 . (6.81)
With these vectors, we have c−2 = c−1 = 1, and c
(1)
−3 = 3/4, the latter being a necessary condition
for the quantised Hamiltonian to be an essentially self-adjoint operator [337]. We want this
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condition to hold even if we are not doing the quantisation explicitly, since the semi-classical
trajectories are probabilistic along the path that a quantum state evolves. Then, (6.79) becomes
ω
12
1
ϕ
p2a +
9
8
(ω − 2) 1
a2ϕ
+
1
2a
papϕ − 2 ϕ
a2
p2ϕ = (3 + 2ω)E . (6.82)
The expression (6.82) allows us to analyse the expected behaviour of the scale factor a for the
early univese, for a given initial value of the scalar field ϕ(t0) = ϕ0 and its momentum at this
instant pϕ(t0) = pϕ 0.
Notice that equation (6.35) is the classical Hamiltonian constraint in the Jordan frame. To
compare the expected behaviour of the scale factor in the Jordan frame with that in the Einstein
frame, let us calculate the quantum phase space portrait of equation (6.49), the Hamiltonian
constraint in the Einstein frame. We have
(
b−1p2b
)ˇ
=
p2b
b
+
c
(1)
−1(b) + c1(b) c
(1)
−4(b)− c1(b)
c−1(b)
1
b3
; (6.83)
(
ϕ′2p2ϕ′
)ˇ
=
c3/2(ϕ
′) c−7/2(ϕ′)
c−1/2(ϕ′)
ϕ′ 2 p2ϕ′(ϕ
′) +
c3/2(ϕ′) c(1)−7/2(ϕ′)
c−1/2(ϕ′)
+
+
c−3/2(ϕ′) c
(1)
−1/2(ϕ
′)
c−1/2(ϕ′)
− 11
8
c3/2(ϕ
′)c−3/2(ϕ′)
c−1/2(ϕ′)
 . (6.84)
Then, the quantum correction of (6.49) becomes
3 + 2ω
24
[
p2b + κ4
1
b2
]
− 1
b2
[
κ5ϕ
′2p2ϕ′ + κ6
]
= (3 + 2ω)E
′
, (6.85)
with E
′
the energy, and the constants
κ4 =
c
(1)
−1(b) + c1(b) c
(1)
−4(b)− c1(b)
c−1(b)
;
κ5 =
1
2
c−4(b) c1(b)
c−1(b)
c3/2(ϕ
′) c−7/2(ϕ′)
c−1/2(ϕ′)
;
κ6 =
1
2
c−4(b) c1(b)
c−1(b)
c3/2(ϕ
′)
c−1/2(ϕ′)
c(1)−7/2(ϕ′) + c−3/2(ϕ′) c(1)−1/2(ϕ′)c3/2(ϕ′) − 118 c−3/2(ϕ′)
 .
By choosing the fiducial vectors as before, we find
3 + 2ω
24
p2b +
[
1296− 1500√3pi + 864ω
64
]
1
b2
− 525
√
3pi
16b2
ϕ′2p2ϕ′ = (3 + 2ω)E
′
. (6.86)
Equations (6.82) and (6.86) are the quantum corrections of the classical Brans-Dicke Theory
described in the Jordan and Einstein frames, respectively. To understand the consequences of
these corrections, let us build the quantum phase space of the BDT in both these frames.
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6.5. Phase Space Portraits
As mentioned before, in this section we present the quantum phase space portraits coming from
equations (6.82) and (6.86). The aim is to understand the behaviour of the scale factor a, which
is connected to the volume of the Universe, so the phase spaces shown here are with reference
to this variable. Notice, however, that there are still other free parameters: the scalar field ϕ,
the energy E and the Brans-Dicke constant ω. These parameters will be varied for the sake of
understanding their influence on the issue. Without loss of generality, let us consider the initial
state of the scalar field to be ϕ0 = 1.
6.5.1. Jordan Frame
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Figure 6.1.: Quantum phase space in the Jordan frame, using ω = 410, 000 and E0 = 10
16. The
left figure is for a range 1 ≤ pϕ ≤ 103, while for the right figure the range is smaller
1 ≤ pϕ ≤ 102.
In the Jordan frame, let us set the energy at E0 and construct the phase space for a range of
values of pϕ. The results is shown in figure 6.1. Each curve represents a value for the velocity
(momentum) of the scalar field. In each plot, we have a total of ten curves. For each curve,
the less the minimum of the scale factor is, the higher pϕ is. Notice that, up until an upper
value for pϕ, the curves are of a smooth bouncing for the Universe, including solutions with a
possible inflationary phase. Above a certain value of pϕ, divergent curves appear. If one assumes
that this type of divergence does not describe a physical reality (favoring smoothness), then the
scalar field must have a limit in momentum. Otherwise, this model predicts a singularity formed
by an accelerated contraction of a prior universe, reaching null volume as the (modulus of the)
momentum goes to infinity.7
In figure 6.2, we study the effect of the Brans-Dicke parameter ω. In the left figure, we take
ω = 41, 000 and see there are more divergent lines than in the generic case considered in Figure
6.1. In the right figure, we increased ω to 4, 100, 000. Notice that it requires a much greater initial
momentum for the scale factor to obtain divergent solutions. Therefore, a larger ω seems to lead
7Notice that, we are reading the graphics in the clockwise direction.
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to a more well-behaved theory. This is a result of interest, since the larger ω is, the greater the
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Figure 6.2.: The effect of the Brans-Dicke constant in the scalar field phase space. Once again, we
use E0 = 10
16 and consider the range 1 ≤ pϕ ≤ 103. The left figure is for ω = 41, 000,
and the right figure is for ω = 4, 100, 000.
coupling between matter and the scalar field, that is, the smaller the effects of the scalar field
are. This would correspond to the weak-field limit we observe today. Actually, for a perfect fluid
(as in our case), we recover GR in this limit [355].
The variation of the energy parameter does not change the behaviour of the solutions, as we
can see in figure 6.3, but it results in a change of scale in the phase space. So the energy can
determine the scale with which inflation happens.
Up until now, we have considered the initial value of the scalar field to be ϕ0 = 1, but we
also want to understand the effects of the initial condition on the behaviour of the solutions.
Thus, in figure 6.4, we show the direct influence of changing the value for the scalar field on the
solutions. The top row shows greater values for ϕ0, from 10 to 10
4 (left to right). We notice that
the greater ϕ0 is, the more singularities we obtain. Conversely, in the second row, we lower it
from 0.1 to 10−4. The solutions tend to bounces instead of singularities. As expected, the results
are consistent with the study on ω.
6.5.2. Einstein Frame
In the Einstein frame, we have symmetric bounces without any inflationary epoch8, as we see in
Figure 6.5. By varying once again ω (Figure 6.6) and the energy (Figure 6.7), we arrive to the
same conclusions as in the Jordan frame, i.e. that the larger ω is, the less divergent the curves
we obtain, and varying the energy induces a scaling in the phase space. We also show the effect
of the scalar field in Figure 6.8.
Notice that these results are consistent with what was found in the Jordan frame, which
provides further evidence that the frames are equivalent. Remember, though, that in spite of
choosing specific fiducial vectors, this analysis is still qualitative, since one can always choose
8Inflation may be interpreted as a “stretching” of the solutions induced by the conformal transformation by going
from the Einstein frame to the Jordan frame.
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Figure 6.3.: The change in the energy of the system results in a change of scale for the solutions.
In the left figure we take E = 1013 and in the right figure we take E = 10. The same
values were used as before for pϕ and ω: 1 ≤ pϕ ≤ 103 and ω = 410, 000.
different wavelets and also restore the unities (we chose c = ~ = 1). For our purpose, this
qualitative analysis is enough.
6.6. Conclusions on Affine Quantisation and Cosmology
In this chapter, we presented the quantisation of the Brans-Dicke Theory using the affine co-
variant integral method, and the cosmological scenarios arising from it. We introduced the
classical Hamiltonian formalism of the BDT and the mathematical foundations of this quanti-
sation method, in order to familiarise the reader with the concepts used later on. Our model
is completed with the addition of a radiative matter component in form of a perfect fluid, in-
troduced via the Schutz formalism, which we adopted as the clock. The affine quantisation is
based on the symmetry of the phase space of the system, and we can choose the free parameters,
namely the fiducial vectors, in a way to build an essentially self-adjoint Hamiltonian operator.
The quantisation of the Hamiltonian constraint results in the Wheeler-DeWitt equation, from
which we obtain a Schro¨dinger-like equation (6.37), with the radiative matter providing the time
parameter. One expected setback of this quantisation is that it results in a non-separable partial
differential equation. We can work around this problem by changing frames, making a conformal
transformation of the coordinates.
The BDT is described in the Jordan frame and a conformal change of coordinates transforms
the BDT into GR with a scalar-field, i.e. the Einstein frame. The equivalence between these
frames is still debatable (see e.g. [338, 349–352]), and our results may contribute to this debate.
In the Einstein frame, the Schro¨dinger-like equation is separable, and becomes easier to deal
with. We presented the classical GR with a scalar-field model corresponding to the BDT in
the Einstein frame and quantised it using the affine method. We also performed a change of
coordinates in the already quantised Schro¨dinger-like equation in the Jordan frame. Considering
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Figure 6.4.: The top row shows the solutions for high values of ϕ0: top-left ϕ0 = 10, and top-
right ϕ0 = 10
4. The bottom row is for low values of ϕ0: bottom-left ϕ0 = 10
−1, and
bottom-right ϕ0 = 10
−4. For these, we are considering ω = 410, 000, E = 1016, and
1 ≤ pϕ ≤ 103.
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Figure 6.5.: Quantum phase space in the Einstein frame, using ω = 410, 000 and E0 = 10
16. The
left figure is for a range 1 ≤ pϕ ≤ 103, while for the right figure the range is smaller
1 ≤ pϕ ≤ 102.
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Figure 6.6.: The effect of the Brans-Dicke constant in the scalar field phase space. Once again,
we take E0 = 10
16 and consider the range 1 ≤ pϕ ≤ 103. The left figure is for
ω = 41, 000, and the right one is for ω = 4, 100, 000.
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Figure 6.7.: The change in the energy of the system results in a change of scale for the solutions.
In the left figure we take E = 1013 and in the right figure we take E = 10. The same
values were used as before for pϕ and ω: 1 ≤ pϕ ≤ 103 and ω = 410, 000.
the freedom in the choice of the fiducial vectors, we found an equivalent equation. However, we
conclude that the Hamiltonian operator in the Einstein frame is only essentially self-adjoint if
we consider different fiducial vectors while quantising the theory in each frame, or if we change
the domains (i.e. the measure) of the operators in the respective Hilbert space. In any case,
one may argue that, because of this, there is no equivalence between the frames. However,
the role of the fiducial vectors during the quantisation is precisely to open up opportunities for
adjustment, since it is based on a statistical method (|〈q, p|φ〉|2 is interpreted as the probability
density distribution of the function φ, see for example [356]). Thus, considering different fiducial
vectors in different frames should not invalidate the equivalence between them. We choose to
solve the Wheeler-deWitt equation obtained from the classical BDT in the Einstein frame, in
order to do a qualitative analysis, since this equation has a relatively simple solution. From it,
we were able to conclude that the energy spectrum of the Hamiltonian operator in Einstein frame
is discrete.
The affine quantisation method is completed with a “de-quantisation”, known as the quantum
phase space portrait or lower symbol, that transforms the quantised operator into a classical
function, by means of their fiducial vectors expectation values. This de-quantisation provides a
quantum correction for classical observables, from which we can analyse the behaviour of these
observables in semi-classical environments. Even if we cannot find the wave-function of the
Universe in the Jordan frame, we can use the quantum phase space to compare the results with
the ones from the quantum phase space in Einstein frame. Thus, we find quantum corrections
for the Hamiltonian constraint in both frames in section 6.4.4 and compare the results in Section
6.5, drawing the phase space portrait for the scale factor, to better understand the behaviour of
the (volume of the) Universe in earlier stages.
We obtained two types of solutions in both frames: bounces and singularities. For both types,
we predict a prior universe. For the singular cases in the Jordan frame, there is an accelerated
contraction, with a singular point where the volume of the Universe becomes null. However, if we
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Figure 6.8.: The top row shows the solutions for high values of ϕ0: top-left ϕ0 = 10, and top-
right ϕ0 = 10
4. The bottom row is for low values of ϕ: bottom-left: ϕ0 = 10
−1, and
bottom-right ϕ0 = 10
−4. For these, we are considering ω = 410, 000, E = 1016, and
1 ≤ pϕ ≤ 103.
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limit the momentum of the scalar field, we obtain only bouncing solutions. Thus, we may argue
that the scalar field should have a limited velocity, since this discards the singular solutions.
We also analysed the influence of other parameters in the solutions. In the limit ω → ∞, in
which we expect to reproduce GR (for our model, at least), bounces become more expected. It
is interesting to see that an inflationary stage also appears for bounces in this frame. In the
Einstein frame, however, we do not have any inflationary era, but similar conclusions can be
drawn, with the exception that both singular and bouncing solutions are symmetric.
While being a fairly recent subject of interest in cosmology, the affine quantisation points
to interesting applications, such as the removal of divergences in non-renormalisable theories
[357, 358] or the non-singular expanding (and possibly cyclic) universes [359]. Other results on
various cosmological scenarii (see [121,360–365] also lead to bouncing solutions.

CHAPTER 7.
Conclusions
7.1. Summary of Achievements
The inflationary paradigm and its numerous successes proved the inflationary phenomenology is
a viable window to the first instant of the Universe. Hundreds of inflationary models exist in the
literature, and summing all alternative or complementary mechanisms to inflation makes finding
which particular mechanism led to large-scale structures observed today a difficult task. The
increasing precision of observational cosmology will help in discriminating among this plethora
of models.
This thesis is devoted to the study of quantum effects in bouncing models. We dedicated
the first part of this thesis to the development of the stochastic formalism, describing a non-
perturbative semi-classical approach used to calculate the infrared behaviour of light and massless
fields, in the case of a contracting universe. In a contraction phase, perturbations grow, and the
necessity to quantify the backreaction from the noise produced by quantum fluctuations onto
the geometry arises. We laid the first stone of stochastic collapse using a simple exponential
potential, and showed that quantum effects can modify the evolution of the background.
The second and last parts are devoted to the quantisation of the whole Universe. The second
objective was to argue that the origin of magnetic fields present in galaxies and large-scale
structures can be generated contemporaneously with those structures. In particular, we showed
that dark matter in the framework of quantum cosmology with a coupling between curvature
and electromagnetism can generate magnetic fields within current observational constraints.
The last work was focused on a minimalist quantisation procedure, the integral affine quanti-
sation, and the description of the quantum Brans-Dicke theory. In particular, we focused on the
quantum equivalence between the Jordan and the Einstein frame. We showed that the equiv-
alence lies within the choice of the mathematical model, and we illustrated the semi-classical
behaviour of the theory. In both frames, a smooth bounce is expected, with the only difference
being the asymmetry in the Jordan frame bounce.
7.2. Prospective Directions
7.2.1. Stochastic Bounce
Given that we have seen that quantum diffusion can play an important role in the semi-classical
dynamics, it is interesting to consider whether quantum effects might be a way to avoid the
classical singularity as the Hubble rate diverges. However, the stochastic collapse was developed
using the number of e-folds N as time variable, since the two-point correlation functions for noise
are usually expressed in terms of N . However, N is a monotonic time parameter, and cannot
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be used for both a contraction phase and a subsequent expansion phase. Hence, another time
parameter needs to be used in order to model a bounce and to describe the imprints of stochastic
effects on the CMB. Since the stochastic formalism is a semi-classical approach, we must consider
a classical background evolution. In this case, a natural choice of time would be the scalar field
itself, in analogy with many quantum gravity theories [366]. Then, including stochastic noise to
the field, we would be able to introduce stochastic fluctuations of the geometry, and a fortiori
fluctuations in the scale factor itself. This will most likely lead to a non-zero scale factor at all
times, in turn implying there will be a bounce joining the contracting and expanding phases [367].
Once the stochastic bounce has been implemented, we can explore what consequences stochastic
effects have on the matter spectrum compared to classical bouncing models [106]. In particu-
lar, comparing the spectral index and anisotropies to CMB observations will allow to constrain
cosmological models with an exponential potential. An interesting way to achieve this goal is to
consider non-gaussian features from gravitational waves observations, which can probe eventual
physics beyond inflation [368], and forthcoming (KAGRA, DECIGO, LISA, etc...) observatories
are enhancing sensitivity for the detection of B-modes polarisations from gravitational waves in
the CMB.
7.2.2. Separate Universe and Gauge Choice in a Contracting Phase
An important point will be to check how results obtained in a collapsing phase depend on the
choice of gauge. It is customary to work in the spatially-flat gauge, since the field perturbations
coincide with the Mukhanov-Sasaki variable in this case. However, the local time in this gauge
is in general perturbed with respect to the global time. The Langevin equations, giving the
evolution of the field variables with stochastic noise, are written in the uniform-N gauge. Then,
to relate the stochastic distribution of field values, we need to work out the field fluctuations in
the uniform-N gauge. The general method showing how to perform the gauge transformation
was developed in [186]. We could then apply this method to the case of a collapsing universe, and
see whether the field perturbations acquire a time dependence in the uniform-N gauge. If this is
the case, we will compare how fast this time dependence grows compared to the time dependence
of relevant quantities, such as the Hubble rate. If the Hubble rate grow faster, this will show
that results obtained in the spatially-flat gauge are trustworthy in the uniform-N gauge as well.
7.2.3. Extensions of Magnetogenesis Model
The primordial magnetogenesis model was studied within the simple assumption of coupling
between curvature and Maxwell electromagnetism, but other non-minimal couplings between the
electromagnetic and gravitational fields, possibly involving the Ricci and Riemann tensors, could
be considered as straightforward extensions of the work. More concretely, QED polarisation in
a curved background gives four terms of this kind, and we have only studied the dominant one.
The other couplings were considered in the framework of power-law inflation in [315], and could
bring some additional contribution to the final magnetic field.
Another potential observational effect arises from non-minimal couplings between electromag-
netism and curvature, whose origin comes from the equivalence principle. Indeed, such couplings
violate the equivalence principle, and the fine-structure constant acquires a time dependence that
could be testable with observations [369]. In turn, this could constrain further the mass scale
associated to the coupling, and reduce the physically relevant parameter space.
Also of importance is the parity-violating coupling RFF˜ , which may be associated to the
generation of helical magnetic fields. This term is usually invoked in inflation to bring some
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power from small scales to large scales by the use of an inverse cascade process.
A fourth point of interest is the induction of a stochastic background of gravitational waves
due to the presence of an electromagnetic energy density. The production of gravitational waves
is expected to grow with the magnetic spectral index. Since the model we studied generates
magnetic fields with a very blue spectrum, the inclusion of theoretical limits on gravitational
waves production [324] is worth being investigated. This will be even more relevant with the
upcoming detections from LISA [370–373].
Primordial magnetic fields can also be used to alleviate the Hubble tension, since the presence
of such fields induce inhomogeneities in the baryon content at recombination [374]. Therefore, a
natural extension is to consider the possibility of magnetogenesis models solving this tension.
Lastly, we could also take into account other possible backreaction effects. It has been shown
recently that the vacuum polarisation in a dielectric medium, the so-called Schwinger effect,
increases the medium conductivity and subsequently stops the magnetic field production [282,
284,287,290,292]. This would lead to weaker magnetic fields than expected, and could constrain
further our model.
7.2.4. Affine Quantum Field Theory
The implementation of affine quantisation in quantum field theory is a promising way to bring
some insights in quantum physics. As we have shown, there is no singularity, the quantum
operator is unique and the quantum dynamical evolution unambiguous. We expect to find some
regularisations in QFTs without the need of counterterms. Indeed, this fact has been observed
in a non-integral scheme of affine quantisation, but complementary to our approach, in the case
of scalar fields [358]. To be able to construct such an affine quantum field theory however, we
will need to express our current approach for infinite dimensional theories. Then the first step in
this construction will be to find the correct measure.
Once this is done, we could return to the question of equivalence between frames in scalar-
tensor theories. The quantum equivalence was obtained in the minisuperspace approach, a finite
dimensional setting. However, several works on the equivalence using QFT [351, 375] display
quantum inequivalence. Therefore, extending the affine quantisation to an infinite dimensional
framework would allow us to tackle this problem from another point of view.
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Basics of General Relativity
A.1. Curvature Components
From (2.20) and (2.22) we can read off the explicit components of the four-dimensional extrinsic
curvature in terms of the variables defined on the three-dimensional hypersurfaces
Kij =− 1
2
∇(inj) , (A.1a)
K00 =N
iN jKij , (A.1b)
K0i =N
jKij . (A.1c)
Thus, the relevant components of Kµν are the Kij , and we can compute them using (2.20b)
Kij = −1
2
∇(inj) = −
1
2
n(i,j) + Γ

ijn = −NΓ0ij . (A.2)
Using the metric (2.17a), we get
Γ0ij =
1
2
g0 (gi,j + gj,i − gij,) , (A.3)
=
1
2
g00 (g0i,j + g0j,i − gij,0) + 1
2
g0k (gki,j + gkj,i − gij,k) , (A.4)
=
1
2
(
− 1
N2
)(
Ni,j +Nj,i − h˙ij
)
+
1
2
Nk
N2
(hki,j + hkj,i − hij,k) , (A.5)
=
1
2N2
[
h˙ij −Ni,j −Nj,i +Nahka (hki,j + hkj,i − hij,k)
]
. (A.6)
Defining the intrinsic covariant derivative to the three-dimensional hypersurface with metric
hij(~x) as
Ni;j = Ni,j − 3ΓaijNa, (A.7a)
3Γaij =
1
2
hak (hki,j + hkj,i − hij,k) , (A.7b)
with 3Γaij the intrinsic connection to the hypersurface satisfying hij;l = 0, we can also write the
connection as
Γ0ij =
1
2N2
[
h˙ij −N(i;j)
]
. (A.8)
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Therefore, we obtain
Kij = − 1
2N
[
h˙ij −N(i;j)
]
. (A.9)
The contravariant version of Kij can be computed using the inverse spatial metric h
ij and
reads
Kab := haihbjKij =
1
2N
(
h˙ab +N (a;b)
)
, (A.10)
where we used h˙aih
ib = −haih˙ib, that comes from haihib = δba. Hence, Kij will be essentially
related to the first temporal derivative of the metric.
A.2. ADM Action
We are now able to compute the Ricci scalar by assuming that it is possible to foliate the whole
spacetime with space-like submanifolds. Using (2.17a) and (2.24), the Christoffel symbols read
Γ000 =
N˙
N
+
N iN,i
N
− N
iN j
N
Kij , (A.11a)
Γ00i =
N,i
N
− N
j
N
Kij , (A.11b)
Γ0ij = −
Kij
N
, (A.11c)
Γi00 = Nh
ij
(
Nj
N
)˙
+
1
2
hij
(
N2 −NmNm
)
,j
− N,j
N
N iN j +
N iN jNk
N
Kjk , (A.11d)
Γij0 = N
[
−Kij +
(
N i
N
)
;j
+
N iNm
N2
Kjm
]
, (A.11e)
Γijk =
3Γijk +
N i
N
Kjk . (A.11f)
Now we can use equations (A.11) to write the components of the Ricci tensor
Rµν := R
λ
µλν , (A.12)
which read
R00 = Nh
ijK˙ij +NN
,i
;i − 2NN i;jKji − 2NN iKji;j +NN iK,i +N2KijKij
+N iN j 3Rij +N
iN jKijK − 2N iN jK ki Kkj −
N jN i
N
K˙ij − N
jN i
N
N,i;j
+2
N jN i
N
Nk;iKkj +
N iN jNk
N
Kik;j , (A.13a)
R0i = −N
j
N
K˙ij − N
j
N
N,i;j +Kkj
N j
N
Nk;i +Kki
N j
N
Nk;j − 2N jK kj Kki −NKji;j
+NK,i +N
j 3Rji +N
jKjiK +
N jNk
N
Kki;j , (A.13b)
Rij =
1
N
(
−K˙ij −N,i;j +Nk;iKkj +Nk;jKik
)
− 2K ki Kkj + 3Rij +
Nk
N
Kij;k +KKij .
(A.13c)
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where K := hijKij , hij;k = 0 and
3Rij is the Ricci tensor for three-dimensional hypersurfaces
constructed from 3Γaij defined in (A.7b).
It is important to stress once again that all quantities in the right-hand side of equations (A.13)
are built from tensors defined on three-dimensional hypersurfaces, so they are invariant under a
general spatial diffeomorphism xi → x′i = x′i(xj) (and x′0 = x0). Thus, it turns out that the
components of the 4-dimensional Ricci tensor, R00, R0i, Rij transform, respectively, as a scalar,
a three-vector and a three-tensor under this change of coordinates.
We can now compute the Ricci scalar using equations (2.17a) and (A.13)
R =
1
N
(
−2K˙ − 2N ,j;j + 2N iK,i
)
+KijK
ij +K2 + 3R , (A.14)
where we have defined the three-dimensional Ricci scalar 3R using 3Γaij , and where was also
used the identity (that implies (2.25))
hijK˙ij =
(
hijKij
)˙−Kij h˙ij = K˙ − 2NKijKij + 2N i;jKij . (A.15)
We will need as well the expression for the variation of the spatial metric determinant. From
(2.17a), we have
√−g = Nh1/2, and using (2.24) allows us to obtain
δh
1
2 = −1
2
h
1
2hijδh
ij =
1
2
h
1
2hijδhij , (A.16a)
from which follows that
2h˙
1
2 = h
1
2hij h˙ij = −2Nh 12K + 2h 12N i;i . (A.16b)
However, since h
1
2Ai;i =
(
h
1
2Ai
)
;i
, with Ai being a general three-vector defined on constant
hypersurfaces t, we can use the whole technology developed until now to write the Einstein-Hilbert
Lagrangian density as
L := √−gR = Nh 12R = −2h 12 K˙ − 2h 12N ,i;i + 2h
1
2N iK,i
+h
1
2N
(
K2 +KijK
ij + 3R
)− 2h˙ 12K − 2Nh 12K2 + 2h 12N i;iK ,
= Nh
1
2
(−K2 +KijKij + 3R)− 2(h 12K)˙ + 2(h 12KN i − h 12hjiN,j)
;i
. (A.17)
Finally, the action takes the form
S =
∫
dtd3xNh
1
2
(−K2 +KijKij + 3R)− 2 ∫ dtd3x(h 12K)˙
+2
∫
dtd3x
(
h
1
2KN i − h 12hjiN,j
)
;i
. (A.18)
Let us rename the last two terms as
S1 := −2
∫
dtd3x
(
h
1
2K
)˙
, (A.19a)
S2 := 2
∫
dtd3x
(
h
1
2KN i − h 12hjiN,j
)
;i
. (A.19b)
S1 and S2 are surface terms and, as a consequence, they will not contribute to the equations of
motion; we can then safely neglect them.
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A.2.1. ADM Equations of Motion
Let us write down the equations of motion. Starting from the lapse function, we have:
δS
δN
= 0 → dL
dN
−
(
dL
dN˙
)˙
−
(
dL
dN,i
)
;i
=
dL
dN
=
∂L
∂N
+
∂L
∂Kij
∂Kij
∂N
= 0 , (A.20)
where we have used the independence of the action from derivatives of the lapse function, and the
explicit and implicit (through Kij) dependence of N . To compute the variation of the Lagrangian
density with respect to Kij , we can lower the index of the contravariant extrinsic curvature K
ij
and express its squared trace K2, using the inverse of the spatial metric hij
LK := h 12N
(
hkihjl−hijhkl
)
KijKkl , (A.21)
and using this into (A.20), we obtain
∂L
∂Kab
=
∂LK
∂Kab
= h
1
2N
(
hkihjl − hijhkl
)
Kkl
∂Kij
∂Kab
+ h
1
2N
(
hkihjl − hijhkl
)
Kij
∂Kkl
∂Kab
. (A.22)
With the definition
δabij :=
1
2
(
δai δ
b
j + δ
a
j δ
b
i
)
=
∂Kij
∂Kab
, (A.23)
together with
∂Kab
∂N
= − 1
N
Kab , (A.24)
we obtain
∂L
∂Kab
∂Kab
∂N
= −2h 12 (KijKij −K2) , (A.25)
and we can write down the first dynamical equation as
δS
δN
= 0→ dL
dN
=
(−K2 +KijKij − 3R) = 0 . (A.26)
Now, in order to get the second set of equations of motion, we have to apply the least action
principle to the shift vector function N i
δS
δNi
= 0, → dL
dNi
−
(
dL
dN˙i
)˙
−
(
dL
dNi;j
)
;j
= 0, →
(
dL
dNi;j
)
;j
= 0 , (A.27)
from which we can see that the action does not contain derivatives of the shift function Ni, that
appears only in the definition of Ki,j
dL
dNi;j
=
∂L
∂Ni;j
+
∂L
∂Kab
∂Kab
∂Ni;j
=
∂L
∂Kab
∂Kab
∂Ni;j
, (A.28)
and the field equations are reduced to(
∂L
∂Kab
∂Kab
∂Ni;j
)
;j
= 0 . (A.29)
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Using ∂Kab∂(Ni,j) =
1
N δ
ij
ab, we can write down the second dynamical equation
∂S
∂Ni
= 0 → 2h 12 (Kij − hijK)
;j
= 0 . (A.30)
Finally, in order to obtain the last dynamical equation (the one referred to the spatial metric
hij), it is useful to consider the following expressions for the variation of the three-dimensional
Christoffel symbols and the spatial Ricci tensor
δ 3Rij = δ
3Γaij;a − δ 3Γaia;j , (A.31)
δ 3Γaij =
1
2
hak (δhki;j + δhkj;i − δhij;k) , (A.32)
from which we compute
δS
δhij
= 0 . (A.33)
In the end, we obtain
K˙ij = N
(
3Rij +KKij − 2K mi Kmj
)−N,i;j +Nm;iKmj +Nm;jKmi +NmKij;m . (A.34)
A.3. Hamiltonian for General Relativity
A.3.1. Finding the Hamiltonian
We show in this appendix how to find the total Hamiltonian in GR, and that the constraints are
conserved in time. From (2.37c), we have
Π := hijΠ
ij = 2h1/2K → Πij = −h1/2
(
Kij − h
ij
2h1/2
Π
)
,
leading to
Kij = −h−1/2
(
Πij − h
ij
2
Π
)
, (A.35a)
Kij = −h−1/2
(
Πij − hij
2
Π
)
. (A.35b)
Plugging (2.24) in (A.35b), we find
h˙ij = 2Nh
−1/2
(
Πij − hij
2
Π
)
+N(i;j) . (A.36)
Substituting (2.37), (A.35) and (A.36) in (2.38), we get
HC = 2Nh−1/2
(
ΠijΠij − Π
2
2
)
+ 2ΠijNi;j
−Nh1/2h−1
[(
Πij − h
ij
2
Π
)(
Πij − hij
2
Π
)
− 1
4
Π2
]
−Nh 12 3R
= N
(
GijklΠ
ijΠkl − h 12 3R
)
+ 2ΠijNi;j , (A.37)
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where
Gijkl :=
1
2
h−
1
2 (hikhjl + hilhjk − hijhkl) . (A.38)
The total Hamiltonian then takes the form
HT =
∫
d3xHC +
∫
d3x
(
λP + λiPi
)
=
∫
d3x
(
NH0 +NiHi + λP + λiPi
)
, (A.39)
where we defined
H0 := GijklΠijΠkl − h
1
2
3R , (A.40a)
Hi := −2Πij;j . (A.40b)
Note that, since we are working with closed spaces, we neglected the surface term
S3 :=
(
2ΠijNi
)
;j
=
(
2ΠijNi
)
,j
. (A.41)
Noting that Πij is a three-space tensor density with weight 1 (see (2.37c)), we get
Πij;a := Π
ij
,a +
3ΓikaΠ
kj + 3ΓjkaΠ
ik − 3ΓlalΠij . (A.42)
A.3.2. Time Invariance of the GR Constraints
We must verify the two constraints (2.37a) and (2.37b) are conserved in time. Using the following
Poisson’s brackets {
N
(
xi, t
)
, P
(
yi, t
)}
= δ(3)
(
xi − yi) , (A.43a){
Ni
(
xl, t
)
, P j
(
yl, t
)}
= δji δ
(3)
(
xl − yl
)
, (A.43b){
hij (x
a, t) ,Πkl (ya, t)
}
= δklij δ
(3) (xa − ya) , (A.43c)
where the others are equal to zero, we obtain
P˙
(
xi, t
)
=
{
P
(
xi, t
)
, HT
}
=
∫
d3y
{
P
(
xi, t
)
, N
(
yi, t
)}H0(yi)
= −
∫
d3yδ(3)
(
xi − yi)H0(yi) = −H0(xi) ' 0
→ H0(xi) ' 0 , (A.44a)
P˙ i
(
xi, t
)
=
{
P i
(
xi, t
)
, HT
}
=
∫
d3y
{
P i
(
xi, t
)
, Nj
(
yi, t
)}Hj(yi)
= −
∫
d3yδ(3)
(
xi − yi) δijHj(yi) = −Hi(xi) ' 0
→ Hi(xi) ' 0 . (A.44b)
Thus, the time conservation of (2.37a) and (2.37b) implies new relations between Πij and hij , that
is, (A.44a) and (A.44b), whereH0(xi) andHi(xi) are defined by (A.40a) and (A.40b) respectively.
The constraints (A.44a) and (A.44b) are, therefore, secondary constraints. Similarly to what we
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have done before, time conservation of (A.44a) and (A.44b) must now be verified. For this
computation, the following formulas will be useful
δhij(x)
δhkl(x′)
= δklij δ
(3)
(
x− x′) = δΠkl(x)
δΠij(x′)
, (A.45a)
δ (hij,m(x))
δhkl(x′)
= δklij
∂
[
δ(3) (x− x′)]
∂xm
=
δΠkl,m(x)
δΠij(x′)
, (A.45b)
δ
(
h
1
2
3R
)
= h
1
2hijhkl (δhik;j;l − δhij;k;l)− h
1
2
(
3Rij − 1
2
hij 3R
)
δhij , (A.45c)
Πia;a = Π
ia
,a +
3ΓikaΠ
ka , (A.45d)
where we used three-dimensional versions of Eqs. (A.31), (A.32), (A.16a) in the third equation,
and Eq. (A.42) in the fourth one. The following properties of the Dirac delta will also be useful
∂δ(3) (x− x′)
∂xm
= −∂δ
(3) (x− x′)
∂x′m
, (A.46a)
F (x)δ(3)
(
x− x′) = F (x′)δ(3) (x− x′) . (A.46b)
The first Poisson bracket is{H0(x),H0(x′)} = {Gijkl(x)Πij(x)Πkl(x)− h 12 (x) 3R(x), Gabcd(x′)Πab(x′)Πcd(x′)− h 12 (x′) 3R(x′)}
= 2Gijkl(x)Π
ij(x)Πab(x′)Πcd(x′)
{
Πkl(x), Gabcd(x
′)
}
−2Gijkl(x)Πij(x)
{
Πkl(x), h
1
2 (x′) 3R(x′)
}
−2Gabcd(x′)Πab(x′)
{
h
1
2 (x) 3R(x),Πcd(x′)
}
+2Gabcd(x
′)Πab(x′)Πij(x)Πkl(x)
{
Gijkl(x),Π
cd(x′)
}
. (A.47)
Using equations (A.43c) and (A.46b), it can be shown that the first and last terms cancel each
other. Then, we obtain
{
Πkl(x), h
1
2 (x′) 3R(x′)
}
= −
∫
d3z
δΠkl(x)
δΠab(z)
δ
[
h
1
2 (x′) 3R(x′)
]
δhab(z)
. (A.48)
Using this result with relations (A.45) and (A.46), we obtain, after a lengthy calculation
{H0(x),H0(x′)} = [hij(x)Hj(x) + hij(x′)Hj(x′)] ∂δ(3) (x− x′)
∂xi
' 0 , (A.49)
where Hj := hjkHk is given by (A.40b). Using the same methods described above and eq. (A.32)
when terms implying
{
Πab(x), 3Γijk(x
′)
}
appear, we find for the other Poisson brackets
{Hi(x),H0(x′)} = H0(x)∂δ(3) (x− x′)
∂xi
' 0 , (A.50a){Hi(x),Hj(x′)} = [Hj(x) ∂
∂xi
+Hi(x′) ∂
∂xj
]
δ(3)
(
x− x′) ' 0 . (A.50b)
Inserting equations (A.49) and (A.50) in the computation of H˙0 := {H0, HT } and H˙i :=
{Hi, HT }, we verify that the constraints (A.44) are identically conserved in time. Thus, the
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constraints for the theory will be given by (2.37a), (2.37b) and (A.44). Furthermore, from (A.49)
and (A.50) and from the fact that the constraints (2.37a) and (2.37b) have null Poisson brackets
when evaluated with constraints (A.44), we conclude that they are all first-class constraints,
i.e. the Poisson brackets with all other constraints vanishes, so they are generators of gauge
transformations.
A.3.3. Physical Interpretation of GR constraints
The total GR Hamiltonian is given by (A.39). To verify this assertion, we compute Hamilton
equations coming from (A.39) and compare them with the EFE. We have
N˙ = {N,HT } = λ , (A.51a)
N˙ i =
{
N i, HT
}
= λi , (A.51b)
h˙ij(x) = {hij(x), HT } =
∫
d3y
[
{hij(x),H0(y)}N(y) +
{
hij(x),Hk(y)
}
Nk(y)
]
=
∫
d3y
[
2Gabcd(y)Π
ab(y)
{
hij(x),Π
cd(y)
}
N(y) + 2δakij Nk;aδ
(3) (x− y)
]
=
∫
d3y
[
2Gabcd(y)Π
ab(y)δcdijN(y) +Ni;j +Nj;i
]
δ(3) (x− y)
= h−
1
2 [2Πij(x)− hij(x)Π(x)]N(x) +Ni;j(x) +Nj;i(x) , (A.51c)
Π˙ij =
{
Πij , HT
}
= −Nh 12
(
3Rij − 1
2
3Rhij
)
+
1
2
Nh−
1
2hij
(
ΠklΠ
kl − 1
2
Π2
)
−2Nh− 12
(
ΠacΠ bc −
1
2
ΠΠab
)
+ h
1
2
(
N ;i;j − hijN ;c;c
)
+h
1
2
(
h−
1
2NkΠij
)
;k
− 2Πk(iN j);k . (A.51d)
Equations (A.51a) and (A.51b), which come from equation (A.43), combined with constraints
(2.37a) and (2.37b), show us that N and N i are, actually, mere Lagrange multipliers for the
secondary constraints (A.44a) and (A.44b) since their dynamical evolution, given by (A.51a) and
(A.51b) is completely arbitrary. It is possible to consider, then, hij and Π
ij as the real dynamical
variables of the theory. A rigorous proof of this statement may be found on reference [9] 1.
However, this result was already expected since the only variable that possesses a dynamical
equation is hij (see equation (2.29)).
Equation (A.51c) simply corresponds to the velocity definition h˙ij in terms of the momenta
Πij . It is equivalent to the equation defining Πij , given by (2.37c), using on it the definition of
Kij , stated in (2.24). Equation (A.51d) corresponds to equation (2.29). It can be checked by
multiplying (A.51d) by hij (using hijΠ˙
ij = Π˙ − h˙ijΠij), substituting the result back in (A.51d)
and, using the constraints (A.44) and equations (A.51c) and (2.24), re-obtain (2.29). At last, let
us consider constraints (A.44). Using (2.37c) (which, as it has previously been seen, is equivalent
to equation (A.51c)), it may be shown that (A.44a) corresponds to the Lagrangian constraint
(A.20), and (A.44b) to the Lagrangian constraint (2.28). Thus, it has been shown that the
Hamiltonian (A.39) provides all Einstein equations. But we still have to determine what is
the meaning of constraints (A.44). In order to answer this, it must be examined what kind of
transformations these constraints induce on the canonical variables hij and Π
ij .
• The constraint Hi ≈ 0
1On page 240.
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δhij(x) =
{
hij(x),
∫
d3yξk(y)Hk(y)
}
= −2
{
hij(x),
∫
d3yξkhklΠ
la
;a(y)
}
= −2
∫
d3yξl(y)
{
hij(x),Π
la
;a(y)
}
= −2
∫
d3yd3zξl(y)
δhij(x)
δhmn(z)
δΠla;a(y)
δΠmn(z)
= −2
∫
d3yd3zξl(y)δ
mn
ij δ
3(x− z)δΠ
la
;a(y)
δΠmn(z)
= −2
∫
d3yξl(y)
(
δΠla(y)
δΠij(x)
)
;a
= 2
∫
d3yξl;a(y)
δΠla(y)
δΠij(z)
= 2
∫
d3yξl;a(y)δ
la
ij δ
3(x− y)
= ξi;j(x) + ξj;i(x) , (A.52)
matches with the previous result. The computation of δΠij yields
δΠij(x) =
{
Πij(x),
∫
d3yξk(y)Hk(y)
}
= −2
{
Πij(x),
∫
d3yξkhkl
[
Πla,a +
3ΓlabΠ
ab
]}
= −2
∫
d3yξk
(
Πla,a +
3ΓlabΠ
ab
){
Πij(x), hkl(y)
}− 2 ∫ d3yξlΠab {Πij(x), 3Γlab(y)}
= −2
∫
d3yξk
(
Πla,a +
3ΓlabΠ
ab
)
(−)δijklδ3(x− y)
−2
∫
d3yξlΠ
ab 1
2
(2hma,b − hab,m)
{
Πij(x), hlm(y)
}
−
∫
d3yξmΠab
[
2
{
Πij(x), hma,b(y)
}− {Πij(x), hab,m(y)}]
= ξ(iΠj)a,a + ξ
(iΓ
j)
abΠ
ab − 2
∫
d3yξlΠ
abhmd
3Γdab
1
2
(
hilhjm + himhjl
)
δ3(x− y)
−
∫
d3yξmΠab2
[
(−)δijam
∂
(
δ3(x− y))
∂yb
+ δijab
∂
(
δ3(x− y))
∂ym
]
= ξ(iΠj)a,a + ξ
(i 3Γ
j)
abΠ
ab − ξ(i 3Γj)abΠab −
∂
∂xb
∫
d3yξ(iΠj)bδ3(x− y)
+
∂
∂xm
∫
d3yξmΠijδ3(x− y)
=
(
−ξ(i,bΠj)b + Πij,bξb + Πijξb,b
)
(x) . (A.53)
The same result may be obtained using (A.32) and from an analogous procedure to the one used
on the second way to calculate δhij(x).
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The results (A.52) and (A.53) show that the constraint Hi ≈ 0 is the generator of infinitesimal
general transformations of spatial coordinates (x′i = xi + ξi(x)) since they imply, respectively,
in δhij(x) = £
ξl
(hij) and δΠ
ij(x) = £
ξl
(Πij), where £
ξl
(Aij) represents the Lie derivative of Aij
three-tensor on the direction ξl(x). Because the Hamiltonian (A.39) and the action (2.26) are
invariant under diffeomorphisms on the three-surface, we conclude that the first class constraints
Hi ≈ 0 are generators of those gauge transformations.
• The constraint H0 ≈ 0 yields
δhij(x) =
{
hij ,
∫
d3y(y)H0(y)
}
=
∫
d3y(y)Gabkl(y)Π
ab(y)
{
hij ,Π
kl(y)
}
= (x)h−1/2(x) (2Πij −Πhij) (x)
= −(x)2Kij(x)
= −(x)2£
nµ
(hij) . (A.54)
Thus, this constraint generates a translation in the orthogonal direction to the three-surface
t = constant, that is, it generates the system dynamics along the direction of the 0 component
of nµ(x). This constraint arises due to invariance under GR time re-parametrisation.
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Modern Cosmology
B.1. Einstein equations in FLRW spacetime
We give the derivation of Einstein equations in a homogeneous and isotropic spacetime. We start
from the metric (3.2)
ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t)
[
dr2
1− kr2 + r
2dθ2 + r2 sin2 θdφ2
]
. (B.1)
The Christoffel symbols are given by
Γ011 =
aa˙
1− kr2 , Γ
0
22 = aa˙r
2 , Γ033 = aa˙r
2 sin2 θ , Γ111 =
kr
1− kr2 ,
Γ122 = −r
(
1− kr2) , Γ133 = −r (1− kr2) sin2 θ , Γ233 = − sin θ cos θ ,
Γ101 = Γ
2
02 = Γ
3
03 =
a˙
a
, Γ212 = Γ
3
13 =
1
r
, Γ323 = cot θ . (B.2)
The Ricci tensor takes the form
R00 = −3 a¨
a
, R11 =
aa¨+ 2a˙2 + 2k
1− kr2 ,
R22 = r
2
(
aa¨+ 2a˙2 + 2k
)
, R33 = r
2
(
aa¨+ 2a˙2 + 2k
)
sin2 θ . (B.3)
The Ricci scalar R = gµνRµν is
R = 6
(
a¨
a
+
a˙2
a2
)
. (B.4)
Then, the Einstein tensor Gµν = Rµν −R/2gµν reads
G00 = 3
[(
a˙
a
)2
+
k
a2
]
, G11 = −
[(
a˙
a
)2
+ 2
a¨
a
+
k
a2
]
a2
1− kr2 ,
G22 = −
[(
a˙
a
)2
+ 2
a¨
a
+
k
a2
]
a2r2 G33 = −
[(
a˙
a
)2
+ 2
a¨
a
+
k
a2
]
a2r2 sin2 θ . (B.5)
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APPENDIX C.
Stochastic Effects in Cosmology
C.1. Mapping between p, λ2, w, ν and ns − 1
Throughout this work, we use the quantities p, λ2, w and ν because, even if they are connected
to the others, each one of them is more appropriate for a specific analysis. In order to facilitate
the understanding of the reader, we show the explicit mapping between them in Table C.1.
p λ2 w ν ns − 1
p p 2
λ2
2
3(1+w)
2ν−1
2ν−3
4−(ns−1)
6−(ns−1)
λ2 2p λ
2 3(1 + w) 4ν−62ν−1
2(ns−1)−12
(ns−1)−4
w 2−3p3p
λ2−3
3 w
−2ν−3
6ν−3
(ns−1)
12−3(ns−1)
ν 32 +
1
p−1
3
2 +
λ2
2−λ2
3
2 − 3(1+w)1+3w ν 3(ns−1)8 − 32
ns − 1 6p−4p−1 4(3−λ
2)
2−λ2
12w
1+3w
4(2ν+3)
3 ns − 1
Table C.1.: Table showing how to write p, λ2, w, ν and ns − 1 in terms of each of them.
C.2. Kinetic-dominated solution
We show in this appendix the solutions for the other critical point, namely the kinetic-dominated
regime. This is interesting for two reasons. First, this regime corresponds to the critical value
ν = 0, which is the interface between purely adiabatic perturbations (at first-order) and non-
adiabatic perturbations. Second, perturbations in this regime act as a stiff fluid and go as
a ∝ (−η)−6. Such behaviour is usually invoked in the classical resolution of the initial singularity,
see for instance the reviews [103–106].
To begin, note we can rewrite (4.47) in terms of the variables x and y as
δx =
κ
6
[(
1− x2) ˙δϕ
H
+
(
3x4 − 3x2 + λ
2
2
y2
)
δϕ
]
. (C.1)
In the case of the kinetic-dominated solution, the fixed points are xa = ±1, ya = 0. In this
configuration, we have w = 1, or equivalently λ2 = 6, resulting in the trivial expression
δx = 0 , (C.2)
regardless of the value of the solution δϕ. Hence, any first-order linear field perturbation leads
to adiabatic perturbations in the kinetic-dominated regime.
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C.3. A different approach to find the noise
We know that ϕ˙ can be related to its momentum pi ≡ ∂L/∂ϕ˙ using the ADM formalism, as
shown in [16], by
ϕ˙ =
1
a(t)3
piϕ , (C.3)
where the lapse function N was chosen as the cosmic time, which means that N = 1. Also, the
evolution for piϕ is given by
p˙iϕ = −a(t)3V,ϕ , (C.4)
where “,ϕ” represents the derivative with respect to ϕ.
The scalar field and its momentum can be split into a long-wavelength part and small-wavelength
part as
ϕ = ϕ+ ϕQ pi = pi + piQ , (C.5)
where the subscript “Q” describes the small-wavelength part, which will allow us to calculate the
quantum noise for ϕ and pi.
We get the linearly perturbed momentum including scalar field perturbations
pi + δpi =
∂ (L+ δL)
∂
(
1
1+A ϕ˙
) = (1 +A) ∂ (L+ δL)
∂ϕ˙
(C.6)
where we have also perturbed the lapse function t→ (1+A)t. The perturbed momentum is then
δpi = A
∂L
∂ϕ˙
+
∂δL
∂ϕ˙
= a3
(
˙δϕ−Aϕ˙
)
(C.7)
We may use the constraint A = κ2ϕ˙δϕ/2H to eliminate the perturbed lapse function since we
are working in the spatially-flat gauge [186].
Using the definition of the coarse-graining scale (4.1) in the expressions for the field and its
conjugate momentum
δϕ =
i√
4pi
(
2
2ν − 1
)
2|ν|Γ(|ν|)
k|ν|
H
(−η)|ν|−3/2 , (C.8)
δpiϕ =
i√
4pi
2|ν|Γ(|ν|)
k|ν|
(
ν − 1
2
)4 [( 2
2ν − 1
)
(|ν| − ν)− κ
2ϕ˙2
2H2
]
1
H(−η)|ν|+3/2 , (C.9)
we get
|δϕ|2 = Γ
2(|ν|)22|ν|H2
4piσ2|ν|
(
2
2ν − 1
)2|ν|+2 1
(−η)−3 , (C.10)
|δpi|2 = Γ
2(|ν|)22|ν|
4piσ2|ν|H2
(
2
2ν − 1
)2|ν|−4 [( 2
2ν − 1
)
(|ν| − ν)− 4piG ϕ˙
2
H2
]2
1
(−η)3 , (C.11)
δϕδpi∗ =
Γ2(|ν|)22|ν|
4piσ2|ν|
(
2
2ν − 1
)2|ν|−1 [( 2
2ν − 1
)
(|ν| − ν)− 4piG ϕ˙
2
H2
]
. (C.12)
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From this we can work out the two-points correlation matrix associated with the quantum
noise with respect to conformal time ξϕ and ξpi [16] .
Ξ(η)ϕ,ϕ =
1
(2pi)3
Γ2(|ν|)22|ν|
σ2|ν|−3
(
2
2ν − 1
)2|ν|−1 H2(η)
(−η) , (C.13)
Ξ(η)pi,pi =
1
(2pi)3
Γ2(|ν|)22|ν|
σ2|ν|−3
(
2
2ν − 1
)2|ν|−7
×
[(
2
2ν − 1
)
(|ν| − ν)− 4piG ϕ˙
2
H2(η)
]2
1
H2(η)(−η)7 , (C.14)
Ξ(η)ϕ,pi = Ξ
(η)
pi,ϕ =
1
(2pi)3
Γ2(|ν|)22|ν|
σ2|ν|−3
(
2
2ν − 1
)2|ν|−4
×
[(
2
2ν − 1
)
(|ν| − ν)− 4piG ϕ˙
2
H2(η)
]
1
(−η)4 , (C.15)
with the dependence in conformal time is left explicitly in the subscript. We can write a stochastic
version for x of the form
x˙ = x¯+ ξx , (C.16)
and relate the noise of x to the noises of ϕ and piϕ. By doing so, it can be shown the correlation
matrix in x is a combination of those contributions,
〈ξxξx〉 := Ξ(η)x,x =
a12
(p¯i2ϕ + 2a
6V )3
[
4V 2Ξ(η)pi,pi + (p¯iϕV
′)2Ξ(η)ϕ,ϕ − 4V V ′p¯iϕΞ(η)ϕ,pi
]
, (C.17)
and using the expression of the correlation matrix (4.56) in terms of number of e-folds as
Ξ(N)x,x =
dη
dN
Ξ(η)x,x
= (−η?) 1
ν − 1/2 exp
[
1
ν − 1/2 (N? −N)
]
Ξ(η)x,x , (C.18)
it is straightforward to show we can recover our result (4.54).
C.4. Next-to-leading order field contribution
We expand the field solution (3.88) and its derivative to third order to get all terms contributing
to second order. Then the field is now
δϕ =
i
a
Γ (|ν|) 2|ν|√
4pik|ν|
[
1 +
(−kη)2
4 (|ν| − 1) +
(−kη)4
32 (|ν| − 1) (|ν| − 2)
]
1
(−η)|ν|−1/2
=
i√
4pi
(
2
2ν − 1
)
2|ν|Γ(|ν|)
k|ν|
×
[
H
(−η)|ν|−3/2 +
k2H
4 (|ν| − 1) (−η)|ν|−7/2 +
k4H
32 (|ν| − 1) (|ν| − 2) (−η)|ν|−11/2
]
, (C.19)
˙δϕ =
i√
4pi
(
2
2ν − 1
)2 2|ν|Γ(|ν|)
k|ν|
H2
×
[
(|ν| − ν)
(−η)|ν|−3/2 +
k2 (|ν| − ν − 2)
4 (|ν| − 1) (−η)|ν|−7/2 + +
k4 (|ν| − ν − 4)
32 (|ν| − 1) (|ν| − 2) (−η)|ν|−11/2
]
. (C.20)
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The contribution to the noise in x becomes
Ξx,x(N) = g¯(ν, σ)κ
2H2? exp
{[
− 3− 2ν
ν − 1/2 (N? −N)
]}
, (C.21)
with
g¯(ν, σ) :=
Γ2(|ν|)22|ν|+2
(12pi)3
(
ν2
σ2|ν|−3
)(
2
2ν − 1
)2|ν|+4 [
(|ν| − ν)2 + σ
2
2
(|ν| − ν) (|ν| − ν − 2)
(|ν| − 1)
(
ν − 1
2
)2
+
σ4
16
[
(|ν| − ν)2 − 4 (|ν| − ν)
]
[2|ν| − 3] + 4 (|ν| − 2)
(|ν| − 1)2 (|ν| − 2)
(
ν − 1
2
)4 . (C.22)
For positive ν, the above equation is simplified to
g¯(ν > 0, σ) :=
Γ2(|ν|)22|ν|+2
(12pi)3σ2|ν|−7
(
ν
|ν| − 1
)2( 2
2ν − 1
)2|ν|
. (C.23)
The variance in the case of quasi-de Sitter inflation (ν = 3/2− ) is given by
σ2x,qu =
1
24pi2
H2?κ
2σ4− (1 + 4) {1− exp{[−6(N −N?)]}} . (C.24)
Since N is growing with time the exponential vanishes quickly and eventually the time at which
σ2x,qu = 1 is
H(N) =
√
3pi (1− 2) Mpl
σ2−/2
, (C.25)
and since σ < 1 we see quantum diffusion drives us away only if the Hubble rate is far above the
Planck scale. We note this result stays true for N ≈ N? since in this case we have
H(N) =
√
pi
2
(1− 2) Mpl
σ2−/2
. (C.26)
C.5. Fourier transform on a finite domain
This Appendix is dedicated to show explicitly the solution given by (4.61), while pointing out
that the final result depends on a conventional factor. From (4.60), we easily get
σ2x(N) = σ
2
x(N?)e
2m(N−N?) + 2
∫ N
N?
dS e2m(N−S)
〈
ξˆx(S) (x¯(S)− xc)
〉
. (C.27)
We can re-express the expectation value in the second term using (4.58) to get〈
ξˆx(S) (x¯(S)− xc)
〉
=
〈∫ S
S?
em(S−U)ξˆx(S)ξˆx(U)dU
〉
. (C.28)
Using the Fubini theorem, we get〈
ξˆx(S) (x¯(S)− xc)
〉
=
∫ S
S?
em(S−U)
〈
ξˆx(S)ξˆx(U)
〉
dU . (C.29)
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The variance (C.27) is then
σ2x(N) = σ
2
x(N?)e
2m(N−N?) + 2
∫ N
N?
∫ S
S?
dSdU em(2N−S−U)
〈
ξˆx(S)ξˆx(U)
〉
. (C.30)
The resolution of (C.27) leads us to consider the following integral:∫ S
S?
dUem(2N−S−U)δ (S − U) . (C.31)
For a general function, we have∫ b
a
f(x)δ(x− x′)dx =
∫ ∞
−∞
dx f(x) [θ(x− a)− θ(x− b)] δ(x− x′)
= f(x′)
[
θ(x′ − a)− θ(x′ − b)] , (C.32)
what gives in our case∫ S
S?
dUem(2N−S−U)δ (S − U) = e2m(N−S) [θ(S − S?)− θ(S − S)]
= e2m(N−S) [θ(S − S?)− θ(0)] . (C.33)
Using the half-maximum convention for the unit step function, we obtain∫ S
S?
dUem(2N−S−U)δ (S − U) = 1
2
e2m(N−S) . (C.34)
Now, we are able to write the full solution for the variance in x as
σ2x(N) = σ
2
x(N?)e
2m(N−N?) +
∫ N
N?
dS e2m(N−S)Ξx,x(S) . (C.35)
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Quantum Cosmology
D.1. The Schutz Formalism
The theory of relativistic perfect fluids with velocity potential was first formulated by Schutz
[376, 377]. Later, Lapchinskii and Rubakov used this framework to discuss the physics of a
quantised Friedmann universe filled with a perfect fluid [243]. The idea is to introduce five scalar
fields as independent variables: α and β, describing the vortex motion and set to zero in a
Friedmann universe because of its symmetry, the entropy S, and θ,  whose physical meaning is
unclear.
The fluid’s four-velocity is a combination of these potentials
Uν = µ
−1 (,ν + αβ,ν + θS,ν) (D.1)
= µ−1 (,ν + θS,ν) . (D.2)
where µ is the specific enthalpy of the fluid
µ =
ρ+ p
ρr
, (D.3)
with ρ the particle number density, p the pressure and the subscript r means we evaluate in the rest
frame. Since the four-velocity only has one non-null component in this model Uν = (N, 0, 0, 0),
with N the lapse function, we can relate the enthalpy to the potentials through
µ =
˙+ θS˙
N
. (D.4)
For a perfect fluid with a barotropic equation of state p = wρ with w constant, the introduction
of a deviation Π in the rest-mass density leads to the thermodynamic relation
ρ = ρr (1 + Π) , µ = 1 + Π +
p
ρr
, τdS = (1 + Π) d [ln (1 + Π)− w ln ρr] , (D.5)
with τ the temperature, and by identification
τ = 1 + Π , S = ln (1 + Π)− w ln ρr . (D.6)
Finally, it is straightforward to express the pressure in terms of the enthalpy and the entropy as
p = w
(
µ
1 + w
)1+ 1
w
e−
S
w . (D.7)
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We are now able to compute the Lagrangian for a perfect fluid in the Friedmann model
LM = 16pi
√
4gp(, θ, S) (D.8)
= 16piN−
1
w a3
w
(1 + w)1+
1
w
(
˙+ θS˙
)1+ 1
w
e−
S
w . (D.9)
with
√
4g the volume element and a the scale factor.
D.2. Initial Conditions for the Universe Wave Function
Since the domain of the scale factor, and equivalently of χ, is R?+, boundary conditions on the
wave function must be defined in order to retain self-adjointness for the Hamiltonian operator.
In the case k = 0 leading to (5.47), the operator Hˆ is self-adjoint in the inner product
(ψ, φ) =
∫ ∞
0
dχψ?(χ)φ(χ) , (D.10)
iff (if and only if) it is symmetric(
ψ, Hˆφ
)
=
∫ ∞
0
dχψ?(χ)
1
24
∂2φ(χ)
∂2χ
=
∫ ∞
0
dχ
1
24
∂2ψ?(χ)
∂2χ
φ(χ) =
(
Hˆψ, φ
)
. (D.11)
It is known that the squared-momentum operator is symmetric on the set of square-integrable
smooth functions L2(0,∞), and the wave functions obey the relation
∂Ψ(χ, T )
∂χ
∣∣∣∣
χ=0
= αΨ(χ, T )
∣∣∣∣
χ=0
, (D.12)
with α an arbitrary number, generally chosen null or infinite. Choosing α = 0 amounts to
considering a boundary condition of the form
∂Ψ(χ, T )
∂χ
∣∣∣∣
χ=0
= 0 . (D.13)
This follows from the conception of an extended superspace, where the scale factor could be
extended to negative values as well. The second choice, α =∞, implies that
Ψ(χ, T )
∣∣∣∣
χ=0
= 0 . (D.14)
Then, any wave function obeying (D.12) also obeys the condition(
Ψ?
∂Ψ
∂χ
−Ψ∂Ψ
?
∂χ
) ∣∣∣∣
χ=0
= 0 . (D.15)
It is instructive to have a look at the stationary solutions of (5.47), whose solutions are of the
form
Ψ(χ, T ) = A(χ)eiET , (D.16)
with E a real parameter. We now show under what conditions this parameter is always positive.
This is of importance since we can consider E as the total energy of the system, and a positive
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value is thus necessary to maintain the system stable. Some authors even consider E as a
cosmological constant [378]. Inserting the solution into (5.47) leads to
1
24
∂2A(χ)
∂χ2
= −EA(χ) . (D.17)
Multiplying this result by A? and integrating over the domain of χ, the half-line, we obtain
1
24
∫ ∞
0
dχA?
∂2A(χ)
∂χ2
= −E
∫ ∞
0
dχ |A(χ)|2 . (D.18)
Then, integrating by part the left-hand size and using condition (D.12), we obtain
E =
1
24
α|A(0)|2 + ∫∞0 dχ |∂A(χ)/∂χ|2∫∞
0 dχ |A(χ)|2
. (D.19)
Then, E ≥ 0 iff we have α ≥ 0.
The general solution of (D.17) is
A(χ) = C1e
√
24Eχ + C2e
−√24Eχ , (D.20)
with C1, C2 constants. Choosing the first boundary conditions leads to
A(χ)(1) = sinh
(√
24Eχ
)
, (D.21)
while the second reads
A(χ)(2) = cosh
(√
24Eχ
)
, (D.22)
with the superscript referring to which boundaries we use. These two solutions have an infinite
norm with respect to the inner product (D.10). They can be seen as an analogy with planes
waves in quantum mechanics. Then, a solution with finite norm can be obtained by superposing
them.
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Affine Quantisation and Cosmology
E.1. Example of Affine Quantisation
We show in this section a step-by-step example of how to compute the quantum operator of
the classical function f(q, p) = q2p2 in the affine quantisation framework. Starting from the
quantisation map (6.8) and the unitary irreducible representation (6.14) with α = −1, we find
〈x|Aq2p2 |φ〉 =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
0
dq
q
dp
2pi c−1
∫ ∞
0
dx′ q2p2e−ip(x
′−x)ψ
(
x
q
)
ψ
(
x′
q
)
φ(x′)
= −
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
0
dq dp
2pi c−1
q
∫ ∞
0
dx′ ∂2x′
[
e−ip(x
′−x)
]
ψ
(
x
q
)
ψ
(
x′
q
)
φ(x′)
= −
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
0
dq dp
2pi c−1
q
∫ ∞
0
dx′ e−ip(x
′−x)ψ
(
x
q
)
∂2x′
[
ψ
(
x′
q
)
φ(x′)
]
= −
∫ ∞
0
dq
c−1
q ψ
(
x
q
)[
ψ′′
(
x
q
)
φ(x) + 2ψ′
(
x
q
)
φ′(x) + ψ
(
x
q
)
φ′′(x)
]
Let us make a change of variables:
u =
x
q
⇒ du = − x
q2
dq ⇒ dq = − x
u2
du (E.1)
∂
∂x
=
∂u
∂x
∂
∂u
=
1
q
∂
∂u
=
u
x
∂
∂u
(E.2)
Thus, we obtain
〈x|Aq2p2 |φ〉 = −
1
c−1
∫ ∞
0
du
x
u2
x
u
ψ (u)
[
u2
x2
ψ¨ (u)φ(x) + 2
u
x
ψ˙ (u)φ′(x) + ψ (u)φ′′(x)
]
= − 1
c−1
∫ ∞
0
du
[
1
u
ψ (u) ψ¨ (u)φ(x) + 2
x
u2
ψ (u) ψ˙ (u)φ′(x) +
x2
u3
|ψ (u) |2φ′′(x)
]
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where dots are the derivative with respect to u and primes are derivatives with respect to x. We
proceed further by integrating by parts and remembering that ψ ∈ L2 (R?+, dx):
〈x|Aq2p2 |φ〉 = −
1
c−1
[(
−
∫ ∞
0
|ψ˙ (u) |2 du
u
+
∫ ∞
0
ψ(u)ψ˙ (u)
du
u2
)
+ 2
∫ ∞
0
du
u2
ψ(u)ψ˙ (u) x∂x
+
∫ ∞
0
du
u3
|ψ (u) |2 x2∂2x
]
φ(x) (E.3)
= − 1
c−1
[(
−c(1)−1 + c1
)
+ 2c1 x∂x + c1 x
2∂2x
]
φ(x)
=
[
c
(1)
−1
c−1
− c1
c−1
(
1 + 2x ∂x + x
2∂2x
)]
φ(x)
where ∂x is a shortcut notation for ∂/∂x
E.2. Compendium of Quantum Operators and Their Semi-Classical
Counterpart
E.2.1. Quantum Operators
〈x|Aqβ |φ〉 =
[
cβ−1
c−1
xβ
]
φ(x) (E.4)
〈x|Ap|φ〉 =
[
−i ∂
∂x
]
φ(x) (E.5)
〈x|Ap2 |φ〉 =
[
− ∂
2
∂x2
+
c
(1)
−3
c−1
1
x2
]
φ(x) (E.6)
〈x|Aqp|φ〉 =
[
c0
c−1
(
−ix ∂
∂x
− i
2
)]
φ(x) (E.7)
〈x|Aqp2 |φ〉 =
[
c
(1)
−2
c−1
1
x
− c0
c−1
∂
∂x
− c0
c−1
x
∂2
∂x2
]
φ(x) (E.8)
〈x|Aq2p2 |φ〉 =
[
c
(1)
−1
c−1
− c1
c−1
(
1 + 2x
∂
∂x
+ x2
∂2
∂x2
)]
φ(x) (E.9)
〈x|Aq−1p|φ〉 =
[
− i
c−1
1
x
∂
∂x
+
i
2c−1
1
x2
]
φ(x) (E.10)
〈x|Aq−1p2 |φ〉 =
 1
c−1
q−1p2 − i
c−1
q−2p−
(
1− c(1)−4
)
c−1
q−3
φ(x) (E.11)
〈x|Aqβpβ |φ〉 = −
iβ
c−1
∫
dq dx
′
qα−1δ(x
′ − x)Ψ
(
x
q
)
∂β
∂x′β
[
Ψ
(
x
′
q
)
φ(x
′
)
]
(E.12)
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E.2.2. Semi-Classical Operators
qˇβ =
cβ−1c−β−2
c−1
qβ (E.13)
pˇ = p (E.14)
pˇ2 = p2 +
(
c
(1)
−2 +
c0c
(1)
−3
c−1
)
q−2 (E.15)
qˇp =
c0c−3
c−1
qp (E.16)
ˇq2p2 =
c1c−4
c−1
q2p2 +
c
(1)
−1 + c1c
(1)
−4 − c1
c−1
(E.17)
ˇq−1p = q−1p− i c0
2c−1
q−2 (E.18)
ˇq−1p2 = q−1p2 +
c
(1)
−1 + c1c
(1)
−4 − c1
c−1
q−3 (E.19)
(E.20)
E.3. Gravitational Lagrangian of the BDT
In a homogeneous and isotropic universe, the Ricci scalar and the metric determinant can be
written as
R = − 6
a2N3
[−aa′N ′ +N (a′2 + aa′′)] ,
g = −N2a6 (E.21)
hence the gravitational part of the Lagrangian (6.33) becomes
LG =
√−g
{
ϕR− ωϕ;ρϕ
;ρ
ϕ
}
= Na3
[
− 6ϕ
a2N3
(
Naa′′ +Na′2 − aa′N ′)− ω ϕ˙2
N2ϕ
]
= −6ϕ
(
a2a′′
N
+
aa′2
N
− a2a′ N
′
N2
)
− ωa3 ϕ˙
2
Nϕ
= −6
(
ϕ
aa′2
N
+ ϕa2
d
dt
[
a′
N
])
− ωa3 ϕ˙
2
Nϕ
= −6
(
ϕ
aa′2
N
− a
′
N
d
dt
[
a2ϕ
])− ωa3 ϕ˙2
Nϕ
=
1
N
(
6ϕaa′2 + 6a′a2ϕ′ − ωa3 ϕ˙
2
ϕ
)
(E.22)
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